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SYNOPSIS

The residual strength of three different natural soils,

clay, London clay and a clay fron Baghdad,

lower Lias

Iraq were investigated

usinJ the shear box and a nodified Branhead ring shear apparatus.

The use of fast forward and backward

shearinJ to

generate a failure

surface followed by slow shearing for an appLOpLiate displacanent, was
found to be the best technique of measuring the residual strength of
reconstituted shear box samples. This is due to tiIre saving and the
reduced possibility of producinJ an undulatin;l shear surface, which

may lead to higher residual strength values.

The Branhead rinJ shear apparatus was m::x:l.ified by
top and bottan platens in order

to produce

acldin1 vanes to the

shearing on £lat surfaces

at the mid-height of the sanple with 00 significant side friction.
The rrodified apparatus proved to be a very suitable tool for measurinJ

the residual strength of clay samples and a:Jlip:slte samples of clay
and concrete as it is fast, accurate and simple.

The shape of the residual failure envelopes obtained are curved. The

curvature is rrost prorxJUnCed below a =i tical rxmnal stress of 150 to
250 kPa, depending on the type of clay and the loading sequence
applied during testing whether it is loading or unloading.
results were found

Test

to be highly affected by experimental errors at

oormal stresses below the =itical oonnal stress.

i

The shape and degree

of curvature of the residual envelope depends

entirely on the shape of the daninant clay mineral existin] in the
soil under examination, while the residual strength of clay is
gove=ed by the strength of the daninant clay mineral.

Scanning electron microscope photographs showed that for clays
exhibiting sliding mode of shearing, perfect horizontal particle
orientation is attained at rormal stresses in excess of 200 to 250
kPa.
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NOTATICJiI

c
C'

Cr'
C.
CF

d
D

e
F

Gs
IS
Ip
LI
Pcr

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

cohesion intercept
effective cohesion intercept
effective residual cohesion intercept
o:mpression cycle of the reversible shear tax
clay fraction
particle diameter
disturbed sample
void ratio
fast rate of shearing
specific gravity
brittleness index
PI

= plasticity

index

liquidity index
critical normal stress beyond which residual strength
envelope beccrnes a straight line

=
Rl
=
S04%
=
=
tgO
=
tlOO
T.
=
tanq, ,
=
,
tan <Pr =
tan <Pu =
S
=
u
=
=
Un
W
=
WL
=
=
Wp
f,v!V
=
R

residual factor
local residual factor
percentage of soluble sulphate ccntent
time of 90% consolidation
time of 100% consolidation
tension cycle of the reversible shear box
effective coefficient of friction
effective residual coefficient of friction
interparticle coefficient of friction
slow rate of shearing

pore water pressure
undisturbed sample
water content
LL
PL

= liquid limit
= plastic limit

volume change

xii

stress
= peak shear stress
= residual shear stress
= n::mnal stress
=

T
Tp
Tr
on
On

,

=

T/on '=
Tr/o n

,

\l =

=

T

f = shear

effective rxmnal stress
effective stress ratio, coefficient of friction
effective residual stress ratio, residual coefficient of
friction

q,'

=

effective friction an;}le of shearin;J resistance

q,r'

=

residual friction an;}le of shearin;J resistance

Note:

Those symbols which do rxlt appear here are defined where they
appear in the

text.
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1.1

'DIE SHEAR STIIDIG'IH OF CXlHESlVE SOILS

The shear strength of clay is the most important aspect of
geotechnical engineering. The bearing capacity of shallCM or deep
foundations, slope stability, and a retaining wall design, for
example, all depend upcn shear strength of the clay.

When a soil is subjected to shear strain, the shear resistance
steadily increases. For arr:/ applied effective normal stress, there is
a limit to the resistance that the soil can offer, which is krxMn as
the peak shear strength. In sane cases an experimental test is stopped
just after this point and the strength measured is referred to as the

shear strength of the soil. I f shearing is continued far beyond the
maximum

value of shear strength, the resistance of a clay decreases

until a constant value is reached, which is known as the residual
strength.

The alteration of the soil fabric causes changes in the strength
properties of the soil, usually a loss in strength. The strength of
the soil with its original fabric is termed the peak strength, and its
strength under large deformation conditions, in a shear zone or on a

shear surface, is referred to as the residual strength. In the latter

case, the clay particles orientate themselves parallel to the
direction of shearing. This results in the developnent of slickensided
surfaces.

Generally, problems involving initially unsheared soil must

be approached using peak shear strengths where this peak strength is

the maxinu.Dn shear stress that can be sustained,

while the residual

strerY;;Jth is often relevant to soil problems where there is a prefonned

failure surface.

The peak strerY;;Jth of rnrmally consolidated clay exceeds the ultimate

(residual) value because of rupture of cemented bonds, particle
reorientatien, and other factors contrirutinJ to sensitivity which are
associated with the latter.

The shear strength of a heavily overconsolidated clay leads to a
rupture of cemented bonds and swelling that causes strength loss
beyond the peak

to the residual at a constant final water ocntent,

regardless of the initial state of the soil.

In the soil mechanics literature,

there are many different ways in

which the shear strength of a soil may be expressed. In

rrost cases, a

M:lhr envelql9, in which shear strength (usually peak or residual) is

plotted as a functien of =rmal stress en the failure plane, or a
rrodified M:lhr diagram, where shear strerqth is plotted against the
average of the major and minor principal stresses of failure, is used.

T

kPa

('[L--______~
(/'

. kPa
FlroRE 1.1:

FAILURE ENVELOPE REPRESENI'Im SOIL STRENmi
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Total and/or effective values of nonnal stress can be used. A straight

line is then fitted to the resulting curve over the nonnal stress
range of interest. Thus the shear strength

is given by an equation

T

of the fonn

1.1

or in effective stress tenns

T

=

C' + an , tan <l>'

1.2

F= residual strength

since

Tres

= Cr' + a n 'tan <l> r

S-"

0

Tres

= a~

,

tan <l>r'

F= rrost clays, however, the residual M:lhr envelope is curved.

1.3

1.4

For

design purposes, most engineers have used the 'best fit' linear
envelope. The question of the validity of this approximation is the
main objective of this research. It is especially important at nonnal

stresses where the curvature is llOst marked.

:j:t srould be noted that for the puxpose of this research the term low
normal stresses refers to that zone of normal stresses where the
curvature of the residual strength envelope is rrost marked.
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1.2

GEm:RAL ASPEL'lS l\ND PHYSICAL MEANING OF "mE RESIDUAL STREl'IGlH OF

CLAY

Residual strength of the soil is defined by Skernpton (1964, 1985) as
the minimum constant drained shear strength value attained f= soil

(at a slow rate of shearing) at large displacement.

The displacement

necessary to cause such a strength is usually far greater than that
=rrespond:!.nJ to the peak strength and fully softened state (critical

state) in over-cx:msolidated clay, as stx:Mn in Figure 1.2.

Generally the {X)St-peak drop in drained shear strength of heavily
over-consolidated clay may be considered as taking place in two
stages. Firstly at a relatively small displacement the strength
decreases

to the 'fully softened', or 'critical' state, because of an

increase in water content (dilatancy). Secondly, after a large
displacanent, the strength decreases to the residual value because of
the orientation of Platey clay minerals parallel to the direction of
shearing. The {X)St-peak drop in strength of nJDllally consolidated and

lightly over-cx:msolidated clay is due only to particle orientation.

The present understanding of the mechanism of residual strength has
been presented by Lupin! et al (1981). They c:xn::luded that there are
three mxles of shearing associated with residual strength, which are:

a)

Turbulent mode. This node usually occurs when soils either have a
high proportion of rotund particles, or have Platey particles f=
which

~cle

=ientation does not occur.

If

r
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b)

Sliding mode.

This co=esponds to the case in which a low

strength shear surface of st:roNJly orientated, low frictic:n platy

particles fonns.

c)

Transitional 1IOde.

This IIOde involves both turbulent and sliding

m:x:les.

The transitic:n fron one IIOde to another is related to the packing and

porosity of the rotund particles present.

It was found by many investigators that for ITOSt clay minerals and
sane natural soils, the residual friction angle $ ~ is markedly stress
dependent below an average nonnal effective stress (a~) of 150-200
kPa. Beyond this $~ becanes allIDSt independent of

tile

n:mnal effective

stress at which the clay particles possess a perfect parallel
orientation. Consequently the drained shear strength reaches the
la.est constant value (residual state) as shearing along such surfaces
needs the la.est

~

ever required.

This subject will be highlighted in this thesis.

1.3

AIMS AND RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY

This research comprised two main phases.

The preliminary phase

included the following:

1.

To cx:rnpare and evaluate the present methods of

~

the

residual strength of clay using both the reversible shear box and
the Branhead ring shear apparatus.
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2.

To find the most appropriate method of measuring residual
s1:r'eN]th by the shear box and ring shear apparatus separately.

3.

M:xiifyin;:J the shear box and the ring shear apparatus i f necessary
in order

to both suit the best technique of measuring obtained

fran (2) and

to overcx::roo testing difficulties.

The second phase which

1.

was the major phase included the fOllowing:

The determination of the full shape of the residual failure
envelope using the recx:mrended mettm obtained fron the first
phase for each particular clay.

2.

To investigate the shape of the full residual envelope on both

loading and unloading sequences.

3.

To

determine

the

failure envelope of

the

soil

when

sheared

against concrete surfaces.

4.

To investigate the physical cause of the cw:vature depending on

the laboratory test results and the soil fabric investigation
results.

5.

To evaluate the engineering significance of such a problem and

correlate it to the soil properties.

7
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1.4

MATERIAL AND ME'lHOD OF TES'1'ING

Three different types of natural soil have been used in the current
research,

n..o

of them are

CXlIiIOl

British soils (L<:n::1co clay and L. Lias

clay) and a third type is a silty clay fron Bagtnad (Iraq) tenDed
Baghdad clay f= the

purp::>Se

of this research. The shear st:rength

tests were carried out us:i.n;J the CXJ!lVeI1tional shear

00x and a Brc:mhead

r:i.n;J shear, each be:i.n;J CXlI1119Cted to a data recording systan. In each
case modifications have been ca=ied out to improve the standard

equipnent.

The standard shear 00x was simply lTCldified by introducin;J a revers:i.n;J

switch, which c:hanJes the direction of shea:Ii.Ig when the limit in

either direction is reached. At the sane time a rressage is relayed to
the data reoordin;! systan.

The main lTCldification

to the Branhead r:i.n;J shear apparatus was to

include vanes on the top and botten platens so that shear:i.n;J would
occur at the mid-height of the sample, instead of near to the top
platen, with minimum exhusion of soil. To allow for this the initial
sample thickness was increased fron 5 to 10 rrrn.

Soil classification and chanical tests were carried

out

a=din:J to

the British standards (BS 1377: 1975).

Soil fabric studies have been carried out using the X-ray
diffractaneter to determine the mineralogy of the clays.

The results

were estimated by canpar:i.n;J the test patterns with tIx>se prepared f=
Im:Jwn materials by the Alrerican Society f= Testin3' and Materials.
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Scannin;J electrc::n microscope (SEM) ph:Jtographs were taken for saJll)les
of Ix>th the shear surface and the unsheared face to examine the nature
of the residual failure surface precisely.

Samples were prepared

using the reccmnended rneth:Jd of Gillot (1976).

1. 5

'ffiESIS CXNl'ENl'

This thesis contains eight chapters and two apperrlices.

O1apter 2 contains the 11terature survey, which includes a general
historical review of the developnent of the subject.

A survey of the

laboratory rneth:Jds of measuring the residual sLLellgth of clay and the
factors affecting it are also included.

O1apter 3 is a description of the apparatus used in this research.
Full details of the measuring units, data recording system,
modifications and calibraticns are all des=ibed.

O1apter 4 presents a descripticn of the soils.

1be type of saJll)les,

their geological description and other properties (liquid limit,
plastic limit, sulphate content, etc) are all presented in this
chapter.

O1apter 5 is a presentatian of the experimental

pL~lamne,

saJll)le

preparation, different testing techniques and all other classificatian
and chemical

tests.

01apter 6 contains all the residual stren;Jth tests which have been

carried out using the shear box and the ring shear apparatus.
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01apter 7 is a a::mprehensive discussion with a general conclusion for

the whole work with special attention to the problem under
investigation, the dependency of residual friction angle on the
effective normal stress.

Physical and theoretical explanations are

described in view of the test results and the fabric studies.

01apter 8 presents suggestions for further research in the field of

residual strength of clay.
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0IAPl'ER 2
REVIE14 OF S'lUDIES (I{ RESIIUAL STRENmf OF aAY

2.1

INl'ROIU:TI(I{

The post-peak reductien in the drained shear strength of oohesive

soils has been recognised and studied extensively in the laboratory
and field by many investigators.

strength of clay is termed

t

The ultimate p:lSt-peak drained shear

residual strength t

•

The major understanding of residual strength was presented by Skernpton

[1964] in the Fourth Rankine Lecture when he sh::Med that the strength

along any discontinuity in a clay mass is governed by the residual
strength of the clay.

Consequently, rrost of the work which has been dct1e duri11g the last 26

years en drained residual strength and brittleness of cxilesive soils
has ooncentrated en geotechnical problems c:x::nc:erning old landslips,

bedding shears in folded strata, sheared joints en faults, anbankments
post-failure and problems of stability in general [Peck,

1967;

Skempton and Petley,

1979;

1967;

Chandler,

Calabresi and Manfredini, 1973;

1970,

1974,

1977,

Chowdhury and Bertoldi, 1977;

Branhead, 1978 and others].

Residual strength is generally detenn:ined fron ooe or

types of test:
a)

Reversing shear box test

b)

Triaxial cx:rnpressien test

c)

Ring shear

test.

11

llDrEl

of three

The ring shear apparatus provides lower bound results, whereas the

reversible shear b:lx provides upper 00und values and the triaxial
canpressicn test produces a significantly higher strength.

Field values of residual strength have been determined by performing a
back analysis an the slides.
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2.2

GEm:RAL

HISTORIOIL

RE.Vlllol

The full developnent of the residual

described by considerirg the

fOll~

st::renJth subject can be

best

six stages:

2.2.1 The Early Stage
This stage is generally characterised by the early recognition of the
post-peak reduction in the drained shear strength of clay, and the
developnent of a series of load- controlled torsion

am

rirg shear

apparatus.

As reported by La-Gatta [1970], the first image of the residual
strength concept,

=

m=e precisely the post-peak strength reduction,

appeared in the Soil Mechanics literature in 1846.

'!he paper by

Alexander Collin pointed to the decrease of shear strength along
landslides. He recognised that cut slopes which are stable during
constJ:uctian, might fail at a later time due to softening of soil.

Later on, in 1936, Hvorslev conducted ring shear tests and
demonstrated a post-peak reduction in strength following large

strains.

Tiedman [1937] published results of rotation shear tests en raroulded
and undisturbed clay.

He

found that at very large displacanents the

shear strength was a fraction of the peak strength, and he labelled it
'pure slidirq resistance'.

Strengths of 20-60% of the peak value were

found after 100-250 mm.
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Haefeli [1938, 1951] reported test results on rem:JUlded clays obtained
by a stress-controlled ring shear apparatus with a divided ccnfining

ring. The post-peak deformations were too limited to establish
residual conditions. He described the

rea Iced

st:rerv]th as 'remaining

shear strength' •

Hvors1ev

[1938,

1939] introduced the term

'ultimate minimum shear

strength' to describe the approximately constant

st:renfth measured at

large deformation. He found it to be independent of test duration and

stress history.
Henkel and Skempton [1954] recognised that the average tmdrained shear
strength of an overconso1idated clay involved in the Jackfie1d slide
grossly overestimated the long term stability of the slope, and that
if the term 'c' is ignored a reasonable estimaticn was achieved.

Borowicka [1961,

1965] carried out reversal shear box tests on

artificial clay soils. He found that f= clays with higher colloidal
content, ~; drops continuously to a very ION final ccnstant value,
while for clays of low colloidal content i t did not. Borowicka
attributed such observation to the fact that the scale-like and flake
shaped colloidals adjust thanselves tCMards the shear plane until they

form a shiny shear surface.

Skempton and Brown [1961] reported fron their investigaticn of the
landslide at Selset that C' is operative f= the very lCJng term slip
in heavily overconsolidated intact clay, but in fissured clay, C' was

found to be equal or close to zero due to the local overstressing and
softening of clay in the vicinity of the fissures.
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Horn and Deere [1962] carried out interparticle frictien

tests en

different minerals. They found that micaceous material had a

l~

friction arqle than rough massive shaped minerals.

By that

stage it seemed that the residual stren;th cx:ncept had been

recognised by the fact that most of the cohesive soils showed a
significant reduction in the p:lSt-peak drained shear strength at large
displacements. It is also nearly reoognised that such reductien is due
to the perfect orientation of the platy type clay particles in the
shear zone.

2.2.2

Skarpt:cn's [1964] ContribJ.tien

The maj= 1.D1derstanding of residual strength was presented by Skempton

[1964] in the Fourth Rankine Lecture when he stn.ed that the strength
along any dis=ntinuity in a clay mass is governed by the residual
sLxegth of clay. He reviewed the effect of residual strerqth en slope
stability and reP=ted residual strength rreasurements

us~

the shear

box with multiple reversals of shear.

Skanpton postulated a general c=relation between residual strength

and clay fraction,

suggestiN;J a relatively srooth transition with

increasing clay content from a residual strength equivalent to
(on tan 4> cv) f= a granular soil to a lCM residual strength related to
sliding between lCM friction clay particles in soils with a high clay
fraction. He reoognised also the importance of PIC9ressive failure and
introduced the term 'residual factor', R,

where

R = rf-r
rf-Tr
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R is a measure of the proportion of the slip surface in a clay slope
along which the strength has fallen to the residual value.

Finally he claimed that the residual strength of a clay is unique for
a particular rxmnal effective stress level and does not depend on
previous oonsolidation history, sample preparatien or initial water
content.

The general finding of this contribution is that whenever a preexisting shear surface occurs, the residual streq\;h must be kn::w1, as

it will exert a controlling influence on engineering design.

Due to the engineering significance of this contribution many
investigators have paid attention to this subject in different ways.
Bishop, Webb and Lewin [1965] reported measurements of residual
strength of London clay using the triaxial apparatus.

They foond the

triaxial test to suffer fran too little displacement f= residual
strength measurement.

Cl1andler [1966] devised oorrection factors f= such measurements in
the triaxial test.

Herrman and Ykllfskill [1966]

foond the triaxial test to overestimate

residual strength, and the reversible shear box and ring' shear to give
comparable results.

I

They foond ~ r

to depend en

conditions, and the displacanent required f=

~r'

0

n'

and placanent

to depend on on'.

In 1966 Petley carried out an extensive academic study

00

the shear

strength of clay at large displacEJlllent. He measured the residual
strength by means of both the direct shear apparatus and the triaxial
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CXllpression apparatus en different types of soils;
kaolini te

(undisturbed,

Hamriver sand and

slurried conditions ani pre-rut

samples) .

Petley concluded that the residual strength is not dependent on
previous stress history.

for the values of

He added that there is a distinct tendency

$r' to decrease with increasing clay fraction,

although at a clay fraction above 60%, only a further snall reduction
appears to occur.

Below a clay fraction of abc:ut 25%, the residual

angle of shearing resistance seans to be approximately equal to the
peak angle of shearing resistance.

Later on in 1966, Skernpton, from his experience at the Vaiont
landslide, showed

$r' to be reached after a relatively small

displacanent in a clay with a small clay cx:ntent.

In arx>ther investigatien at Mangla Dam,

Binnie, Clm:k ani Skempton

[1967] found that the shear zones have a higher average clay fraction,
and hence 1 = residual strength parameters,

clay bed.
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than the rest of the

2.2.3

Studies of PI:ogLessive Failure in Slopes

Studies of the development of sliding surfaces in slopes by
prOdressive failure have been extensively covered by toth Bisi'op and
Bjerrum follCMing Skempton's [1964] introduction of the subject.

In 1967 Bish::lp ooncluded that slope stability problems are usually

associated with non-uniform mobilisation of shear strength
(prOJressive failure), which occurs even in ideally hcm:lgeneous soils.

Bish::lp stated that the major difficulty in relating the average shear

stress observed alcn;J the failure surface in the field to the relevant
laboratory test depends in the first place on the difference between
peak and residual strerYgth, and secondly en the strain required for

the difference to be established.

Again in 1971, Bish::lp referred to the studies of the distribution of

stress in and beneath slopes,
by Bish::lp [1952],

whether of excavations or embankrrents,

La Rochelle [1960], Bish::lp [1967]

and Dunlop and

Duncan [1970] which indicate significant non-uniformity of shear

stress and stress ratio.

The possible error involved is directly related to the brittleness of

soil defined by the parameter IB as:
_ Tf - Tr
IB -

where Tf = shear stress
Tr = residual shear stress
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He added that this parameter is strongly influenced by stress level,
and in anisotropic soils depends on the orientation of the principal

stress.
Bishop stated that the post-peak displacements are typically
associated with a migration of water to the slip surface indicat:ing a
tendency f= displacerrent to be associated with a temporary decrease
in pore pressure. Therefore (on the point of limiting equilibril.DTI f=

a first time failure of a previous intact slope) it follows that on
some part of the slip surface the peak drained strength will be
mobilised while the post-peak and pre-peak strengths will be operative

over the remainder of the slip surface. A small further displacerrent,
which will be associated with a decrease in overall shearing
resistance, will be sufficient to bring the wh::>le surface into the
peak and post-peak state.
and the

~

Canplete failure will then have oocurred

at all points still lies between the two limits of

the peak and residual states.

He defined the fact= HI.' which denotes the prop:!I Lienal drop fron the
peak

to the residual strength as
2.3

The distribution of R g. values along the rupture surface and the range

of values likely to be encountered in practice are at this stage
mainly speculative.

Altoough at least sane part of the surface must

be at an RR. value equal to zero, it is less certain whether any other

part will have reached the residual state.
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Bjerrum [1967] postulated that the developnent of a slid.inJ surface by
progressive failure is possible in overconsolidated plastic clay
provided that three conditions are satisfied.

Firstly, the internal

lateral stresses sh::luld be large enough to cause stress a:mcentrations
in front of an advancing slid.inJ surface where the shear stresses
exceed the peak strength.

Secondly, the clay should contain a

sufficient amount of recoverable strain energy to produce the
necessary expansion of the clay in the directicn of slid.inJ to strain
the clay in the zone of failure.

In the third place, the residual

shear strength srould be relatively low a::rnpared to the peak shear
~.

Following the progressive failure

studies,

two distinguished

researches concerning the factors affectin;} residual strength of clay
were carried out by Kenney [1967 and 1977]

in which he found that

mineralogy is the most important factor controlling the residual
strength of clay.

Kenney's >JOrl< will be presented later in Section

2.4.1 of this thesis.

Also in the 1960's fabric studies appeared in the residual strength
literature f= the first time.

'fVbrgenstern and Tchalenko [1967a]

studied the microstructure of the

pre-peak, peak and post-peak shear induced fabric of a !101CJllineralic

Clay, kaolin, subjected to direct shear.

They also determined the

residual angle of friction for the sarre clay using pre-cut samples.

They concluded that the shear induced fabric

can be explained in terms

of a combination of basal-plan gliding producing translation and
rotation.
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MJrgenstern and

Tchalenko

[1967b]

--

-----

carried out microstructural

observatioos on shear zones in different clay slips. '!hey found that
the displacement shears in general

formed the bourxlaries of the shear

zones and were between lOA'm and 100~m in thickness, and occasionally

much larger. The shear zones were found to be several millimetres to
several centimetres thick.

The rest of the 1960's work is characterised mainly by the
measurements of residual strength especially along natural slip
surfaces.

Skemptan and Petley [1967] classified the discnntinuities in stiff
clays according to their origin (depositianal and structural) and with
reference to the relative m:J\IE!Ta)t:
-

Bedding surfaces (rx> novanent)

-

Joints and Minor shears (less than 1 an lIOVa'Il3Ilt)

-

Principal displacement shears (rrore than 10 an novement).

They found that, along prinCipal slip surfaces in landslides and
techanic shear zones, the sLtellgth is at or close to the residual.
Along minor shears, the strength is appreciably above the residual,
whereas m:J\IE!Ta)ts of rx>t rrore than 5 nm are sufficient to bring the

strength along the joints to its residual value.

Synnn and Cross [1968] carried out triaxial tests with natural slip
surfaces orientated at (45 0 +
reached, though a

'<1>

~/2) and found that ~ ~ had been

C' of 10 kPa was attributed to error.

Sembenneli and Ramirez [1969, 1971] found that shear rates influenced
the results of torsion tests and that very slow rates slxJuld be used.
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Skenptcn and Hutchinson [1969] studied reactivated landslides and mud

flows· They found 4> ~ varied by _30 to +Is<' over the whole site.

SkailpLc.... Schuster and Petley [1969] carried out triaxial tests on
blue London clay and found small peaks (due to surface irregularities)
before

4>~

was reached within a few millimetres. They added that for

practical purposes.

the strength along joints and

fissures may be

taken as being at the residual value.

Webb [1969] found that the triaxial test can be used to obtain fairly
close estimates of residual strength. particularly when failure occurs
on pre-existing fissures or pre-cut planes.

By the beginning' of the 1970' s

two pieces of academic research had

been canpleted at Imperial College by Garga and James separately.

Garga [1970] used a ring shear to test blue London clay. brown London
clay.

Weald clay and Cucaracha shale.

His resul ts showed an

independency of loading sequence and specimen preparation,

and

dependency en the OCIrrnal effective stress level.

Jarres [1970] claimed that. except for an occasional wide discrepancy,

the field and the laboratory values of residual friction angle
obtained by the a:nventional multiple reversal shear tax or triaxial

tests en cut planes

=rresponded closely. Such a CXlI1Clusion did OCIt

seem to him to be valid for the ring shear, where much greater
contirruous deformations are achieved.

purposes,

S:-'

James added that, for practical

values sh:Juld be taken as zero, rather than any other

figure.
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Following this work, Chandler [1970] tested samples of Lias clay
containing a principal shear surface using the triaxial test and
direct shear

(C'

test, and found that both tests gave identical

results

= 0, 4>r' = l8.sO).

Mesri and Oslon [1970]

investigated the shear strength

of

rrcntrrorillooite using the triaxial test. They found that the effective

stress failure envelopes of calcium and sodium rrontrrorillonite were
curved. The decrease in slope of the effective stress envelope could
be due to greater parallelism of clay particles at higher
=nsolidaticn pressure.

Skellptull [1970] cx:>ncluded that there are scme overconsolidated clays
(ootably those without fissures) in which the strength appropriate to
first ti1re slides is nearly equal to the undisturbed peak value and
includes an important C' term.

The use of fully softened, or critical

state strellgth in such clays, '-OUld lead to excessively la. factors of
safety, while many stiff fissured clays undergo a loss in strength in
cutting towards the fully softened value, more or less in accordance
with the critical state concept.

Smart [1970] developed a formula

to estimate the residual angle of

internal friction for a soil canposed of clay and sand, which is:

tan4>~
where:

C

=

Cl

tan$c + 2C (I-C) tan4>m + (l-c2) tan4>s

= clay fraction

4> c = residual angle of internal fricticn of clay-sand
4> s = residual angle of internal fricticn of sand-sand
4>r

= residual

friction of angle of soil
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2.4

2.2.4

The Development of the Present Sophisticated Ring Shear
Apparatus

In the early 1970's two sophisticated ring shear apparatus were
developed,

the first one by La-Gatta [1970]

at Harvard University,

USA, and the other by Bisrop et a1 [1971] which

was built jOintly by

Jlbrwegian Geotechnica1 Institute and Inq:lerial College, University of

London. Their developnent has presented significant contributi<X1S to
the advancement of the measuranent of residual

sLte~th. A

description

of the two rirlg shears will be sto,.m later in Section 2.3.3 of this
thesis. Because of the canplicated features of these two rirlg shears,
the need for a simpler one arose.

Later on in 1979,

Bromhead

developed his simple rirlg shear apParatus at Kingston Polytechnic.
Details of the apparatus are also described in Section 2.3.3.

In the period bounded between the developnent of the CClllPlicated and

simple ring shear apparatus, a lot of measurements and observati<X1S
have been recorded by many investigators regarding the residual
st::ren;rth of clay, and these are sumnarised as follows.

D.!llen and Donald [1971] found fron their experience with Australian
soils that ~r'

is independent of speed variaticrlS, shear box travel,

handwind:i.ng and pre-cut failure planes, h::Mever it is related to the

water content at the residual state for a given n:mnal stress.

La-Gatta [1971] studied rate effects and found that if one goes fast
enough ~r' is affected, and that ~r' increases with rate.

Cllattopadhyay [1972] included the term (R-A), the interparticle stress
due

to

the

physico-chemical

[an-(R-A)]tan:l> r' .

environment

to

Therefore for inactive rn:inerals

give

T

res

=

(kaolinite and

attapulgite) there is no effect, but for sodium nOlblorillcnite there
is.
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Marsh [1972] developed a shear box to enable the directioo of shear to

be reversed so that the sheared specimen may be returned to its
initial position prior to the ccmnencement of a further fonnal shear.

Palladino and Peck [1972] found that stress relief Wring deglaciation
caused horizontal slips alOl"g the OOdding planes of overconsolidated
clay, reducing the strength to residual.

Blondeau [1973] measured the residual strength of different French
soils using the shear box, the triaxial ccmpression test and the ring
shear apparatus.

He found that pre-cut samples in the shear box gave

values dependent on the number of cutting passes and their direction.
With the triaxial test, the rubber membrane elongation led to a
Significant error.

However the ring shear

test was toought to be

very

sophisticated and it was only used for canparative tests.

Calabresi and Manfredini [1973] have carried out drained shear tests
using the shear box on intact samples with different types of
structural discontinuities of the jointed overconsolidated clay of S.
BaIbara mine.

They found

joints and bedding planes,

q,

=

q, P and C' nearly

and that

q,r' was

equal

to zero alOl"g

reached after a

small

displacement. AlOl"g faults, the shear strength had already reached the
residual value. Intact clay was more brittle parallel to bedding
planes.

Taoinsend and Gilbert [1973, 1974, 1976] found that

~r'

depends on clay

fraction and mineralogy, it is not related to index properties and did
not vary between the ring shear test and shear tax test,

sample preparation method.

or with

q, r' is independent of "n' alxNe 150 kPa,

and approximates to a straight line through the origin.
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Olandler and Skarptan [1974] suggested that pre-existin;! slip surfaces

are governed by <Pr' and that using C'

=

0 is unduly conservative

(absolute lower bound).

Oslon [1974] has reported that triaxia1 tests could not be carried out
to a high enough strain to approximate residual strength.

Bucher [1975] found that the agreenent between the reversal shear box

test and ring shear test results was generally good, and that <Pr' is
independent of stress history, sample preparation and temperature.

Saito and Miki [1975] defined the 'plastic ratio'
<Pr' to index properties,

researchers' data.
PI/PL

>2

gave <P~ =

[PI/PL

sO

(PI/PL) to relate

and formed a chart based on other

= 1-2

and LL

> 50

gave <P~

= 10°

- 200

;

and

-100].

As reported by Lupin! et al

[1981], Blondeau and Josseal..D11e [1976]

found that the triaxial test overestimated <P r' and ring shear tests
were found to be

too involved and time consuming.

Cancelli [1977] carried out field and laboratory investigations for
the stability of a landslide in Italy. He found discrepancies between
the laboratory ring shear and shear box

tests, and field residual

values.

Olandler [1977] carried out back analyses of Barnsdale and other Lias
clay landslides which showed residual strength parameters of C' = 0
and

<Pr' = 110. He claimed that analysis of individual segments of

landslides enabled the degree of curvature of residual strength

envelopes to be established.
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ChJwdhury and Bertoldi [1977] foond that

4>r'

< 4>p'

cj> r'

"<P p' for a sandy soil

and

for plastic clay, with the latter havinJ a curved envelope,

tlnught to be due to a lack of the stLollg particle orientatien found
at high

cj> r

'.

The water ccntent in the shear

was found to be

ZCXle

independent of the initial value. Initial water ccntent and stress
history have no effect en 4>r' .

Kanji and \'blle [1977] presented a new technique for rreasuring the
residual strength of clay using a standard direct shear device and
ccmposite specimens of soil and polished rock or hard surfaces, in
which shearing occurs alcog the ccntact surface. He found a lower 4> p'

at a smaller displacenent, and a rapid post-peak drop in strength and
a constant minimum strength at a limited displacement.

Wesley [1977] investigated the shear strength properties of the
halloysite and allophane clays of Java, IOOooesia using the triaxial
machine and ring shear apparatus for this p.n:pose.

He found that for

allophane clays 4> r ' is approximately equal to 4> p' due to the absence
of platy particles, and for halloysite clays 4>r' was la.oer than 4>p',
tlnugh it was still high.

Bromhead [1978]

ca=ied out stability analyses of three large

landslides in the Coastal LonOOn clay cliffs at Hems Bay, Kent.

He

achieved a curved strength envelope for field and shear box (pre-cut
plane) results.

Seycek [1978] carried out a large number of reversal shear box tests
on tertiary clays of the North Bohemian brown-coal basin,
Czech)slovakia. He presented his shear box data and published data to
show a =rpllation between 4>r' and lp'
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Cl1andler [1979] reported a case record of a rerewa1 of rrovanent in the
Wansford landslide. He found that lP r ' measured by the ring shear is
9.4°, whereas back analyses gave lP r ' = 9.8°. So the ring shear test
underestimated the field residual strength angle.

By the beginning of

the 1980' s

Lupini propounded the present

understanding of the mechanisn of residual strength in terms of the
m:Xle of shearing which basically depends on the mineralogy of the

clay.

2.2.5

'lhe Present Understanding of the Mechanism of Residual SLLeugth

Lupini [1960] and Lupini et al [1981] have presented significant
=tribJtions to the advancement of the understanding of the mechanisn
of residual strength.

They carried out three series of tests on different soil mixtures.
Three rrodes of residual behaviour are recognised:

a turbulent rrode, a

transitional rrode and a sliding rrode, the !lOde depending on cbn:!nant
particle shape and ooefficient of interparticle friction.

The turbulent mode occurs when behaviour is dominated by rotund
particles, or, possibly, in soils daninated by platy particles when
the ooefficient of interparticle friction between these particles is
high.

In this rrode residual strength is high, no preferred particle

orientation occurs and brittleness is due to dilatant behaviour only.
The residual friction angle depends primarily en the shape and packing

of rotund particles and not on the coefficient of interparticle
friction.

A shear zone, once formed,

is only a zone of different

porosity and it is considerably modified by subsequent stress history.
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'!he sliding IIOde ocx:urs when behaviour is dcrninated by platy,

friction particles.

low

A low strength shear surface of strongly

=ientated platy particles then develops. The residual friction angle
depends primarily on mineralogy, pore water chemistry and on the
coefficient of interparticle friction.

A shear

surface, once fomed,

is not significantly affected by subsequent stress history.
Brittleness during first shearing is due primarily to preferred
particle orientation.

'!he transitional IIOde occurs when there is no dcrninant particle shape,
and involves turbulent and sliding behaviour in different parts of the

shear zone. The properties of the soil in residual shear change
progIessively across the transitional range fron those typical of
turbulent shear to tlx:>se typical of sliding shear. In this mode the
residual friction angle is sensitive to small changes in grading of
the soil, and the changes in grading required to cross this range

entirely are, typically, small.

They concluded that the correlations between residual strength and

both soil index properties and grading cannot be general. Such

parameters

may be valuable in studying the residual

strength of a

partiCUlar variable soil deposit, provided that they properly reflect
changes in the nore fundamental properties of particle shapa, grading,

mineralogy, pore water chanistry, etc.

In the period between Lupini' s investigation of residual strength and
Skanpton's second contribution [1985], in which he sumnarised much of
the residual strength work that followed his first lecture in 1964,
the fOllOWing work on residual strength has been undertaken.
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Bucher and Kyuluie [1980) investigated the residual shear sueuJth of
tw::l trq;>ica1 sedimentaIy clays, Weathered Mudsb:ne

Accra Shale (Ip = 26.9).

(Ip = 25.5) and

His ring shear test results showed quite

different peak angles of shearing resistance (<Pp' = 33.40 and 25.80
respectively, while

<fr'

)

was the same at approximately 22°.

Hutchinson, Brcrnhead and Lupin! [1980) found that the values of <P r'

for a particular sample of Gault clay measured in the Bishop and
Branhead ring apparatuses were very s:!Jnilar (<Pr' = 120 for clay with a

low liquid 1:!Jnit and <Pr'

= 'P

for a high liquid limit).

Petley [1980) presented three case histories in which he found that
the ring shear tests gave lower values of residual strength than those

obtained frc:m shear box and triaxial tests. The latter two were in
good agreement with the rrobilised shear strength detennined fron back

analysis.

Miederna, Byers and M:::Neary [1981) carried out \<,Drk on the shear box of

Nespelem overconsolidated clay and found

<Pr' to decrease with

increasing PI and LL, tlDugh there was ro variaticn with displacement

rate.

Voight and Faust [1982] suggested heat generation in slip zones,
caused a fluid pressure increase and a strength reduction.

Steward and Cripps [1983] found <Pr' of shale to vary with pore water
chemistry and mineralogical canposition, both of which are al tared by
weathering reactions.
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Bronhead and OJrtis [1983] have carried out a series of =nsolidated
drained shear box tests on natural surfaces in London clay. They found

the ring shear test to be rrore =nsistent and quicker than the.shear
box test, th:Jugh similar results of <Pr' were obtained for London clay.

Boyce

[1984]

reported residual

strength results on

Zl'mbabNe soils

using the Bronhead ring shear and shear box apparatus.

Boyce found

<Pr' to be approximately equal to <Pp' for ex>arse silt and fine sand
OCminated clays. Silty clays have a higher <Pr' than highly plastic
clays, unless there are significant am:JUI1ts of micaceous particles.

Olandler [1984] found that clays with PI

between'i-' laboratory and

olr'

field.

<

20-25 have good agreement

High PI clays can exhibit rapid

strain softening and progressive failure, which causes <Pr' laboratory
to vary fron back analysed values obtained fron the. field. He found
that 4>r' fron the rin;l' shear test underestimates by 2 or 30 <P r' field
where C' is taken as zero.

Anderson, Yong and Suliman [1985] showed that bored piles cause
residual shear planes which require only small rrovements for 4> r' to be

reached. The insertion of casin;l' can likewise reduce

~

'to <Pr'.

Hawkins and Privatt [1985] confirmed that residual failure envelopes

are curved, rrost markedly belCM <Pr'

= 200

kPa.

In 1985 Laros et al and Vaughan et al examined earthquake behaviour in

relation to residual strength. They recognised that there are five
different strengths during fast shearing and they related the gain

or

loss of strength durin;l' earthquakes to clay fraction. Their findings
will be presented later in Section 2.4.7.
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2.2.6

Skerrptal's [1985] Caltributian

In the Rankine Lecture

of 1964, Skempton drew attention to the nature

and significance of residual strength when he demonstrated that
wherever pre-existirY;J shear surfaces

==,

the residual strength IlUJSt

be measured, as it will exert a oontrollirY;J influence an engineering

design. As a result there was an 1ncreasirY;J interest in the residual
sLLe>;jth and its relatirY;J subjects.

In 1985 Skempton
~rk

presented an extensive review of the IIOSt important

followirY;J the Fourth Rankine Lecture c::x::a1Cerning the residual

strength and brittleness of cohesive soils, with its application to

the relevant geotechnical problems.

In this later contribution,

Skempton made the follcw.!.ng ccmnents:

1.

Far rrost Clays the relationship between residual stren;}th and
normal effective stress is non-linear, so when cx:mparirY;J one clay

with another a standard pressure should be used.

2.

Ring shear

tests tend to give values of residual strength sanewhat

1 = than the field values for higher clay fraction materials.

The typiCal difference in the angle of shearing resistance is 10
to -;P.

3.

The clay minerals can have little effect on residual strength when

the clay fraction is less than 20%, as the strength is then
oontrolled largely by the sand and silt particles. O:::nversely,
with clay fractions exceeding 50%, residual strength depends
alrrost entirely on the sliding friction of clay particles and

therefore depends on their character.
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4.

Any relationship between residual strength

am

clay fraction for

natural material should cover a wide range of particle size

am

have essentially the sarre clay mineralogy through:lut.

5.

The variations in strength within the usual range of slow
laboratory tests (0.002-0.1 mn/min) are negligible,

am

that for

clays, the increase in strength becomes pronounced at rates
exceeding 100 mn/min when sc:roo qualitative change in behaviour
occurs. This is probably associated with disturbance of the
original ordered structure producing 'turbulent' shear •

The work that followed Skempton' s 1985 contribution and up

to the time

being of cx:rnpletion of the present research is briefly as follows.

Branhead and Dixon [1986]

cx::nsidered that if a sufficiently large

number of rooasuranents were taken,

field analyses

Hawkins

am

am

<Pr' WOUld be the same for both

laboratory measurements.

Privett [1986]

am

Hawkins [1988] confinned that <Pr' is

stress dependent, therefore it is not possible to have a single
correlation chart, but a series of charts for <P~ values determined at
different normal effective stresses.

Marsi

am

Cepeda-Diaz [1986] found <Pr' after 50 mn displacement of

pre-cut samples in the shear box and warned against confusing large
strain strength due to strain softening in soft clays (loss of
interparticle chemical bonds) and residual (orientation) strength.
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Skallpton
the

am

Coates [1986] have postulated fran their experience with

~

failures at the Carsington dam site that the critical

state condition cannot be generalised and most of such failures
cx::cu=ed at the residual cx:rdi tion.

Anderson

am

Sulaiman [1987] and Anderson [1988] found that there is a

close co=espondence between the angle of shearing resistance
mobilised on the shaft pile elements and the residual angle of
shearing resistance of clay.

Anderson and Harnrond [1988] found multi-stage testing in the Brc:mhead

ring shear to be good for clays exhibiting turbulent or transitional
behaviour, but to give lower values than single tests for clays
exhibiting sliding behaviour (due to flattenin;J of the shear zone
caused by subsequent consolidation).

Fell,

Sullivan and Macgregor [1988] have shown from their

investigaticn of landsliding in sedimentary rocks in the Sydney Basin
that sliding oocurred on well defined near OOrizontal slide planes
parallel to the bedding. The reversal direct shear results were not in
good agreement with results obtained from back analysis of
landsliding .

Crefsheirn [1988] found that pre-cut samples gave lCMer values of
but that 40 r 0
back analyses.

o

r,
determined without pre-cutting agreed rrost closely with
4o

Mathews [1988] found good agreement between ring shear and shear box

results, but poor correlation with back analyses (attributed to
cx::rrplex pore pressure regimes).
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Collatta et al

(1989) proposed a

friction argle

<Pr', gradation and the index properties of cohesive

correlation between the residual

Italian soils.

MaksiIrovic (1989) prq:osed an expression for the non-linear residual
failure envelope as follONS:

2.5
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2.3

REVIEW OF '!HE ME'lHlDS OF MEI\SURING RESIIXlFU.

~

OF CLAY

There are three different types of apparatus that can be used to

measure the residual strength of the clay. These are:

triaxial lXJIIpression machine

direct shear tox
torsiooal apparatus (disc-shaped samples) or ring shear apparatus
(annular samples).

The residual strerqth can be measured usiIg the triaxial ccmpression

machine

= direct

shear apparatus, which are readily available in !lOSt

geotechnical engineeriIg laboratories,

by nndifying

these

standard

itElns of equipnent and their experimental procedure. HcMever the ring
shear apparatus is specialist testing equipnent.

Before the clevelopnent of the ring shear apparatus,

nest p.Jblished

measuranents had been made in the shear tox usirg mul.tiple reversal
techniques [SkaIlptoll, 1964;
~

Skanpton and Petley, 1967;

and Bertoldi, 1977;

Kenney, 1967;

and others]. Saoo measurerrents had also

been made using the triaxial ccrnpression machine

[Olandler,

1966;

Webb, 1969; and others]. although there is general agreem:nt on the
limitations of the use of the apparatus to measure the residual
strength of clay as it overestimates the strength [Herrman and
Wolfskill,

1966; Blondeau,

1973;

and others]. IbYever with samples

containiIg shear planes or pre-cut planes inclined approximately at
(45+~r,/2)o to the rorizcntal,

a better result can be obtained. The

latter technique is IXlt as simple as the shear \:ox technique.
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Many investigators have found that there is reasonable agreement

between residual strength measurements usiIg the ring shear apparatus
and the reversible shear box [Herrman and W:>lfksill, 1966;
1975;

Townsend and Gilbert, 1976;

others].

It is toought, 00wever,

Bucher,

Branhead and a.rrtis, 1983;

and

that the rirY;J shear test usually

produces lower 00und measurements, whereas the latter proITides an
upper bound value [Hutchinsc:n, Sanervill and Petley,
and Privett, 1985;

2.3.1

1973;

Hawkins

and others).

Triaxial Carpression Machine

The triaxial

test has rot been

used

to arry great e>ct:ent in rreasuriIg

residual suellgth of clay due to its main limitatian of rot beiIg able

to proITide eoough strain to develop the residual strength of the soil
sample [Blondeau, 1973;

Oslan, 1974; and others].

In addition there

are secondary defects which are usually associated with the test, such

as:
1.

The CCIllplex stress distribution across the failure plane which is

usually produced if the test is continued beyond the peak
~.

2.

Effect of manbrane restraint.

3.

01ange in cross-sectional area.

4.

Effect of filter drains.

5.

End friction imposed by the formaticn of tx>rizcntal a:i1ip:JlleI1ts of
load after the formaticn of a shear plane.

In order

to improve the test f= the rreasurernent of residual

such difficulties should be minimised.

Chandler [1966]

~

developed

oorrections f= the effects of the change of the cross-sectional area
and the restraint of the rubber membrane.
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The area correction formula produced by Chandler is expressed as
follows:

2.6

x = (6h

=ta )/2

where A is the corrected area, 2r is the diareter of the sample and
a is the angle of the horizontal at which the shear plane has been

cut.

'!he rubber rrenbrane correction presented by Cl1andler is valid up

to 12% axial strain.

For the

Sam:l

purpose Webb [1969] reported a nethod of analysis of

residual strength which takes into a = t the horizontal cx::rllpollent of
load after the fonnation of a shear plane in the oonventiooal triaxial
test. Webb has presented another area correcticn formuJ.a as follows:

2.7
where:

As = contact

area at residual strength

Pp = contact area
e

= angle

e

=

at peak strength

of failure surface

total naninal axial strain

ep,~

= axial

strain and diameter respectively at peak

deviator

stress.

In spite of all of the above problans the test can scmetines be used

to obtain fairly close estimates of residual strength, particularly
when failure occurs on a pre-existing shear surface or pre-cut plane,

due to the fact that such samples need relatively small strain to
achieve the residual state [Pet1ey, 1966; Skanptcn and Petley, 1967;
Synon and Cross, 1968;

and others].
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Table 2.1 shcMs sane available residual stren;Jth data obtained fron
the triaxial test by several investigators.

As

~

in this table

nost of the published data were obtained before the developnent of the

new ring shear apparatus, and rrost of these tests were carried out on
cut plane =

2.3.2

slip surface samples.

Reversible Shear Box

The shear box has a limited shearing displacarent and since a very
large

displacemen~

is required to define the residual sLrellgth of the

soil in cx::nparison to that required to define the peak strength of the
same soil, the laboratory determination of the residual strength
requires

unconventional

apparatus

and/= techniques

for

producing

large enough displacement. The conventional shear box involves
shearing the specimen a limited distance in one direction.

To

determine the residual strength of the soil, the shearirg displacement
achieved by the apparatus sOOuld be ioc:reased. To achieve that, the
shear box can be modified to enable the direction of shear to be
reversed, so that the sheared specimen may be returned to its initial
position prior to the oc:mooncement of a further fOI:Ward shear. These
operations are repeated until sufficient displacement has accumulated.
Such a device is kn:::Mn as the "reversible shear box".

Marsh [1972]

successfully used such a box.

The reversible shear box has been widely used f= measurements of
residual strength especially before the recent developnent of the ring
shear apparatus [Skempton, 1964;
Petley, 1967;
Bertoldi, 1977;

Borow1ka, 1961, 1965; Skempton and

OJllen and Donald, 1971;

Marsh, 1972; Ch::Mdhury and

Miederna, Byers and NcNearuy, 1981;
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and others].

TABLE 2.1:
Investigators

RESIIXJAL STRENmi DATA CBTAINED rncM TRlAXIAL TEST

Year

1966

Olandler

Soil Type

Keuper

Mar1

Pet1ey

1966

Oxford

Clay
Binne, Clark
& Skellpton

Skellptu.
Pet1ey

&

Synnn
& Cross

1967

1967

Man;J1a
Clay

Reworked

Atherfie1d
Clay
1968

Wea1d
Clay

Sample

Soil

Type

Paraneters
S:- kPa ~ r' deg

?reforrred
Shear
planes

0.0

27.5

OJtplane

0.0

15.5

Along

0.0

18.0

bedding
Across
bedding

0.44 26.0

RararI<s

LL=34,PL=11,CF=17

J

LL=55,PL=25,CF=44

Slip
surface

0.0

16.0

LL=71,PL=31,CF=58

Slip
surface

7.0
-2.0
6.0

10.0
12.0
9.0

LL=79,PL=31,CF=58
LL=89,PL=38,CF=66
LL=89,PL=31,CF=65
Seveooaks Bypass

Skenpton,

1969

Blue

1.3

16.0

Clay

Joint &
fissure
surface

Lcrlcbn

?re-ex.

Clay

fissures

0
0

13.0
11.5*

Schuster &

Lc:rrl::n

Petley
Webb

1969

Pierre
shale

.O!andler

1970

Lias
clay

Principal

0
0
0

18.5
16.0
24.0

0

18.5

Wraysbury

LL=70, PL=42, CF=53
*Loading cap with
free lateral
rrovenent
LL=l40, PI=l00,
CF=56
LL=89,PI=47,CF=27

shear

LL=61,PI=32,CF=52
The site near

surface

Uppingham,

Rut1and
B1andeau

1973

Lias
clay

?re-cut
samples

40

0

13.0

LL=53, PI=25

j

Generally, this apparatus was used to measure resiciJal

st:re~

of

. soil f= three maj= types of samples:

i)

Laboratory samples (raroulded)

ii)
iii)

laboratory samples (undisturbed)
Pre-sheared samples (oonta.inin] pre-fonned failure surface =

natural shear surface).

The first type of sample, the renoulded laboratory sample, is the II'OSt
CXAiliOll

type because of its simple preparatien. Samples are usually

prepared by breaking up the air dried material to form a powder
pass:i.n;J the 425 Ilm sieve. Distilled water is then added to the clay

and it is tlorc:.ugh1y mixed at a water oontent usually between its

liquid limit and plastic limit. The soil is usually kneaded into a
ITOUld and then p..1Shed into the shear box [Petley, 1966;
and 1977;

~,1977;

Kenney 1967

and many others]. '!he use of undisturbed

samples is relatively limited due to the difficulties which are
usually associated with these samples such as

tr~

processes,

inadequate saturatic:n and pore pressure variatic:ns. On the other hand

many investigators such as Skanpton [1964] , llillen and IXnald [1971]
and others have claimed that residual

st:re~

of clay does rot depend

en the sample preparation, which in turn enoourages the investigators
to use renoulded samples as the easiest rrethod is preferable.

Durham [1976] tried to improve the test in this directicn when he

developed a special trimning device f= obtaining undisturbed samples,
which is

lXllp;;sed

specimen cutter.

of an unconfined CCJ1i)reSSien machine with a special
However,

this developrent proved to be ro great

advancement.
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Shear box samples are usually sheared forward and backward until
sufficient displacanent has accumulated.

A

characteristic

displacanent shear stress curve was produced in which

stepped

succeedi~

peaks

are due to the particle orientaticn or the formaticn of a new failure
surface with each cycle. In spite of this obvioos disadvantage, quite
reasonable results can often be obtained [Skallptul,
1966; Chattopadhyay, 1972;

others].

Petley,

1964;

Calabresi and Manfredini, 1973;

and

This technique will be presented and discussed in more

detail later on in this thesis.

Pre-sheared samples

oon~

natural shear surfaces have been tested

by many investigators to measure the residual strength of clay

[Skempton, 1964; Skempton and Petley, 1967; SkallptclI, Schuster and
Petley, 1969;

Calabresi and Manfredini, 1973; and others].

Tests

carried out on such surfaces are USUally slcw drained shear tests.
This test is considered very sui table as a method of

measur~

field

residual strength parameters, even without the facility of the
reversal technique. This arises from the fact that field samples
containing a slip surface need only a very small displacement
(typically only a few millimetres) to reach the residual
the soil. However the process of
and can

ob~

be oostly, and the trimning of

~

such samples is

test specimens

of

not easy

p:lSes

further

problans. In addition, specimens for shear box tests must: have the
shear surface aligned precisely with the plane of separation of the

shear box, and this may be inp:lssible where the shear surface is not

flat in nature.

F\J.rthermore small CXlllpXessicns taking place

dur~

the consolidation stage of the tests lead to the shear surface
settl~

slightly.
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Generally, care should be taken to locate the slip surfaces as exactly
as possible in the plane of the box and to arran;Je the sample so that
shearing follows the natural direction of rrovement.

A new testin;J' technique

to obtain the residual st:ren:Jth of clay soils

has been developed using the standard shear box device and c:anp::>Site
specimens of soil and polished rock, or other hard surfaces, sheared

alc:n:;J their oontact [Kanji,

1974 and Kanji and I'blle, 1977].

'!be

rapid drop in strength with displacement alOO3 the oontact surfaces
tested suggested that the hard surface plays an important role in

helping the rapid orientation of the clay particles in the soil on a
flat plane in the direction of shearing.

In conclusion, it can be said that this type of test lis quite
acceptable for rooasuring residual strength of clay, especially along

pre-sheared surfaces (laboratory or field samples). as only a small
displacement (in the order of 1-2 an) is usually required to develop
the residual strength and this can be achieved by one shearing cycle.
In addi tioo the functioo of the shear box enables the use of c:anp::>Site

samples of clay and concrete, steel or any other material is required.

Different testin;J' techniques have been used during this research. '!be
advantages and disadvantages of these techniques will be discussed and

evaluated later 00 in this thesis.

Table 2.2 presents data of residual strength obtained fron the shear
box.

It is very diffiCUlt to tabulate the full available data on this

subject, 0CMever what are shown here are the aost farrous published
results.
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TABLE 2.2: RESIDUAL STREl'GI'H DATA OBTAINED BY THE SHEAR I30X

Investigators

Year

Sample

Soil Type

Type

Skanpton

1964

Selset
jari

Soil
Pararreters
,
S-' kPaill r deg

Remarks

)
)
)

0
0
0

30
18
16

LL=26,PL=13,CF=17
LL=70,PL=27,CF=47
LL=82,PL=29,CF=55

Clay
.)
Watton's )

0

13

LL=53,PL=28,CF=69

0
0

19
16

LL=44,PL=22,CF=36
LL=83, PL=30

0

15

LL=82, PL=29

I.onOCn

Wood

) Un
Jackfield )
Kensal)
Green
)
Weathered )
I.onOCn
)
clay
)

Petley

1966

ClKford

Un.

Slu.
slips
Slu.
Slu.

0
0
0
0
0

15.5
15.5
14.5
25.0
25.0

LL=55,PL=25,CF=44

Clay

Slu.

0

24.0

LL=43,PL=22,CF=30

Slu.

0

9.6

Slu.

0

9.0

LL=72,PL=29,CF=57
Materials cx:ntaining m:ntnorillo-

Avornouth

WiennerTegal
Fiddler's
Ferry
Kenney

1967

Lcn:bn-

Wraysbury
Lcn:bn-

Wal thamst:cM
ottawa-

nite.

Slu.

0

28.8

LL=66,PL=24,CF=53
LL=67,PL=31,CF=60
Soils cx:ntaining

Slu

0

26.5

hydrous mica

Canada

LabraCbr-

LL=64,PL=28,CF=40
LL=52,PL=24,CF=33

LL=32,PL=22,CF=60

Canada
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continued

Investigators

Year

Soil

Type

Sample
Type

Skempton &

1967

Pet1ey

Soil
Parameters
CT kPa <l>r' deg

Weathered
mudstone

Un.

(0)

(13)

Brown

Un.

(3)

(12 )

Clay
Atherfield
Clay

Un.

(0)

( 12)

Upper

Un.

Sinalick
Clay
Blue

(0)
(17.5)

(14)
(16)

Un.

U:lncbn

(1.5) (16)
(3.5) (18.5)

Clay

1970

Lias
Clay

Cullen
& Donald

1971

o.c.

Clay

Un.

0

18.5

LL=7l, PL=29
(Principal shear
surfaoe)
(Safety factor
1.0)

Un.

10

15.0

Slu.

10

15.0

PL=20-25%
Kaolin!te soil
PL=22%
I.c1N mica content

Un.
Un.
Un.

0
0.7
1.8

9.0
28.0
19.0

LL=59,PL=30,CF=49
LL=36,PL=16,CF=19
LL=44,PL=24,CF=34

0

11.0

LL=86,PL=37,CF=40
(along faults)

5.88

26.8

LL=49,PL=22,CF=35

0

19.0

LL=73,PL=22,CF=77

ZOne

1973

Lias
Menton
Nancy

Calabresi

1973

S.Barbara
O.C. clay

Un.

1977

!-bunt
Ousley

Un. ,SI

& Manfredini

Olowdhury
&

Berto1di

LL=73,PL=28,CF=55
Wraysbury (joint

surfaoe)

Fault

Blondeau

LL=37,PL=26,CF=69
Wal ton's Wood
'Intact slip'
LL=83,PL=32,CF=56
Gui1ford (intact
slip)
LL=75,PL=29,CF=57
Severnaks (intact
LL=60,PL=28,CF=55
Marga (minor
shear)

U:lncbn

O1andler

Remarks

Buttenshaw

cut
plane

Drive

Un. &

&

cut
plane
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/ c:x:otinued

Investigators

Petley

Miederna,
Byers and

Year

1980

Soil Type

Sample

Soil

Type

Pararreters
,
Cr' kPa $r deg
0
0

16.0
16.0

slip sur.

0

15.0

Un.

0

11.0

LL=66,PL=41,CF=60

Pre-cut

0

11.0

LL=73,PL=46,CF=64

8J:a.m to
grey London

Natural

0

10.0

LL=69,PL=27,CF=4Q

clay

ficial
slip
surface

1985

Cotham
Member

Frs-cut

7.0
13.5

5.3
6.3

1986

Highly
O.C.
Clay

Pre-cut

0

31.0

0

16.0

0

5.0

1981

Weathered
Oxford

OJtplane

clay

Un.

RemarKs

Hard,

fracture
planes

M::Neary

Varved

clay
Bronhead
&

Hawkins
&

1983

OJrtis

Privett

Mesri and

Cepeda-Diaz

and arti-

100 x 100 mn
60 x 60mn
LL=39 , PL=20
CF=43 (chinle,
red)
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LL=82 , PL=30
CF=40 (Pierre)
LL=288, PL=44
CF=88 (Bearpaw)

The following could be concluded in the light of these data:

1.

M:Jst of the v.urK was initiated after Skemptcn [1964] and vanishes

by the 1980s, the decade of the ring shear apparatus.

2.

Tested samples were rrostly undisturbed for clay with structural

disoontinuities, slip surface, joints etc.

2.3.3 Ring Shear Apparatus
All previous work on residual streNfth of soil has found the ring
shear =

torsion shear test to be a very useful Il'ethod. This arises

fran the fact that there is
test proceeds

00

change in area of cross-section as the

and the sample can be sheared through an unintenupted

displacanent of any magnitude.

Bishop et al [1971] stated that any measurement of the residual
strength of soil should satisfy the requirarents that the oormal and
shear

stresses at failure should be as unifonn as possible in the

apparatus used, which must be capable of transmitting the desired

cx::rnbination of oorrnal and shear stresses to the sample.

The main

disadvantage of the ring shear is the possible non-uniform
rrobilisation of shear stress across the sample.

In addition,

f=

purposes other than the Il'easurement of residual strength it has all
the disadvantages of the shear box, such as high local concentration

of strain and uncertainty about the directions of the principal
stresses as the test proceeds.

Bishop et al [1971.] have presented a cx:rnprehensive review of the
developnent of a ring shear. The principal features of various forms
of torsion and ring shear are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2
respectively.
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FIGURE 2.2:

PRINCIPAL FEA'IURES OF VARIOUS FORMS OF 'roRSION AND RIN3
SHEAR APPARA'IUS. ANN1.JLAR DISC

At the present time, there are three well known ring shear
awaratuses. These are:

1.

Bisrop rin;J shear.

2.

Harvard rin;J shear.

3.

Branhead rin;J shear.

The first and second types are specialist apparatus used

to measure

the residual strength of clay mainly f= research work. They

are still

rather uncommon, complicated and expensive. These features have
prevented the test fron beoc::ming' a routine procedure in ccmnercial

laboratories.

The Brcrnhead type gave a marked advancement in this

direction. In general, the Brcmhead apparatus is simple in design and

inexpensive in construction.

Tests on both raroulded and undisturbed samples can be made quite

rapidly and the results

are cx:mparable with those obtained fron the

much m=e sophisticated equipnent.

2.3.3.1

BiShop ring shear

This type of ring shear has been built Jointly by the Norwegian
Geotechnical Institute and Imperial College, University of London. The
development of this strain-controlled ring shear has presented a
significant =ntribution to the advancanent of the measurement of
residual strength. The general layout of the apparatus is sh:Jwn in
Plate 2.1, and full details are presented by Bish:>p et al [1971].
sample (outside diameter
thickness

=

= 15.24

The

an, inside diameter 10. 16 an, initial

1. 9 an) can be subjected to a maximum ncrninal rormal

stress of 1()()() kPa and a maximum naninal shear stress of 500 kPa. The
annular sample is laterally confined between two pairs of rings and is
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loaded normally through annular platens.

The upper and lower

=nfi.ninJ rings are held together by locking screws, which are renoved
before shear a:mnences to allow for a =nfi.ninJ gap. vertical OClrmal
load an the sample is maintained by dead weight.

Samples are sheared

by steadily rotating the lower half while the upper half reacts

against the torque arm.

Generally, the main difficulty in carrying out a ring shear test is
that of maintai.ninJ a small but adequate clearance between the two
pairs of metal rings enclosing the upper and lower sections of the

annular test specimen, in order to minimise metal to rretal friction
and loss of soil during shear.

A =vel method of overccrning this

difficulty was prop:>sed by the senior author. This was achieved by
controlling the =nfi.ninJ ring gap by using four pairs of screws to
connect the upper =nfining ring to a yoke,

so that the ring can be

raised or lowered by differential screws on the crosshead.

2.3.3.2

Haxvard ring shear

La-Gatta [1970J has developed a new rotational shear machine at
Harvard University, the general layout of which is sh::Jwn in Plate 2.2.

It is

1.

\XJ1~osed

of four units:

The shearing unit.

It can acccmrodate 7.11 cm diarreter disc-

shaped specimens or annular samples of 7.11 cm outside diameter

The specimen thickness may vary

and 5.08 cm internal diameter.

fron 0.1 cm to 2.5 cm.

2.

Vertical loading system. A dead weight loading system allows a

,

max:Imum vertical stress (DV) of 10,000 kPa to be applied to the
disc-shaped specimen and 20,000 kPa to the annular specirren.
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tranSfer plate,

I

HARVARD RCYl'ATION SHEAR MAOIDIE PARrS LIST

1.

Top plate

2.

Adjustable transducer clamp and transducer

3.

I.ockiIY;J nut

4.

Adjustable restraining ann

5.

Vertical post

6.

M::Jrent transfer plate

7.

HollCM spacer

8.

Loading platen

9.

Porous stainless steel discs

10.

Confining ring

11.

Confining ring support pins

12.

Confining ring support pins

13.

Lucite reservoir

14.

Turntable

15.

W:mn

16.

Rotating base

17.

stationary base

18.

Tilt dial

19.

Four-point contact radial bearing

20.

Thrust bearing

21.

Centering pin

22.

Teflcn bushing

23.

Stainless steel loading platen

gear
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3.

Torque application. Torque is applied to the specimen by a
mechanical transmission system which provides ten speeds of
rotation varying from one revolution in 43 minutes to one
revolution in 28 days.

4.

M:ment rreasuriNJ system. '!\No force transducers are located in the
shearing unit to measure a force couple from which the shear
stresses are oanputed.

Further details are presented by La-Gatta [1970].

2.3.3.3

Branhead ring shear

In 1979, Branhead developed a simple ring shear apparatus, which was

built and evaluated at Kingston Polytechnic.

available and

~

It is

OCM

ccmnercially

as the Branhead Rin3 Shear. A general layout of

the machine is shcMn in Plate 2.3.

As a general principle, an annular soil sample 5 rrm thick, with inner

and outer diameters of 70 mu and 100 mu respectively, is oonfined

radially between concentric rings.

It is compressed vertically

between porous bronze loading platens by means of a

lever loading

system and dead weights.

A rotation is imparted to the base plate and lONer platen by means of
a variable speed m:>tor and gearbox driving thrc:ugh a worm drive. This
causes the sample to shear, the shear surface formiNJ close to the

upper platen (which is artificially roughened to prevent slip at the
platen/soil interface).

When

this apparatus appeared ccmnercially

residual strength tests gradually became a routine test in different
commercial laboratories in the UK due to the Simplicity and
inexpensive nature of the apparatus.
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BRG!HEAD RING SHEAR PARrS LIST

l.

Cbnsolidation dial gauge ann

2.

Load hanger

3.

Lever loading arm

4.

Hinged gear rover

5.

Proving ring adaptors

6.

Bearing adjustment rods

7.

Torque arm assembly

8.

Proving ring bracket

9.

Location stops

10.

Loading yoke

1l.

Turret assembly

12.

Yoke screw adjustment

13.

Counterbalance weight

14.

Geartox

15.

Oil filler plug

16.

Oil level plug

17.

Gear change lever

18.

Quick release Clamps

19.

Parking stops

20.

t-btor

2l.

Clutch

22.

Control panel

23.

Adjustable degree scale

24.

Confining
ring assembly
\

25.

Knurled nuts

26.

Lower platen clamping screws

27.

Porous bronze loading platens

28.

Soil

29.

Centring pin

30.

Lever arm stop

31.

Perspex water bath

32.

Hand wheel

33.

Wonn wheel
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Experience with this apparatus will be discussed and evaluated
extensively later en in this thesis.

Skemptan [1985] rep::>rted that the ring shear tests described by Bishop
et al [1971] tend to give residual stren;)ths for high clay fraction
material, which are sanewhat lower than the field values by an average
value of

l.sD

in the angle of shearing resistance. Similarly O1andler
[1984] stated that such differences may reach 20 ID 3 0 on <Pr' <<=r' =

0) •

He attributed that ID the additional concentration caused during

ring shearing.

However Branhead and o.n:tis

[1983] indicated that with the Branhead

ring shear machine, agreanent with field residual strength is obtained
for London clay. If that is absolutely true, agreement could be
obtained by the Bishop type also, since Branhead [1979] found that the

two apparatuses gave alIrost identical results en b.o:> samples of Gault
clay fran Folkestcne Warren.

Again in 1986 they stated that aIT:l

difference between ring shear results and field results might
disappear if a large body of data was taken into account to reduce
p::>SSible experimental errors.

en

the other hand Omningham [1986] found fran his persooal experience

with both ring shears that the Bromhead ring shear produced less
scatter than the Bishop ring shear,

in add!tien to being less time

consuming and considerably cheaper.

Table 2.3 shows excimples of the published data using the well knc:lwn
ring shear apparatuses.

It appears fran the Land:ln clay results, that

close results could be obtained using different types of ring shear

apparatus.
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TABLE 2.3:

Investigators

Hvorslev

RESIDUAL STREN3TH DATA OBTAINS BY RIN3 SHEAR APPARA'IUS

Year

1952
1960

Soil Type

Sample

Soil

Type

Parameters
<;.' kPa 4> r' <leg

Ranarks

Un.
Un.

0
0

11.3
9.3

LL=145, PI=69, ex::
LL=145, PI=69, NC

Un.

0

10.5

LL=l04, PI=69,

London

Un.

Clay

Dis.

o
o
o

8.3

6.4

LL=156, PL=42

0
0

9.5
9.4

LL=72 , PL=29,
CF=57 , Wraysbury

Panama
Much

cake
Providence

ex::

Clay

La Gatta

1970

Olcaracha

Shale

Bish:lp
et a1

1971

Blue

Dis.

London

Un.

9.30 LL=71.5, PL=22.4

Clay
Br=

Un.

London

Dis.

0
0

9.0
10.0

LL=6.6, PL=24

Clay

Branhead

1979

Gault
Clay

Dis.

o

7.5

Branhead
& Olrtis

1983

London

Dis.
Dis.

o
o

11.0
9.4

Clay
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LL=69,PL=27,CF=10
LL=77,PL=27,CF=45

- - ~. -~--------------------------

2.4

SltH\RY OF 'llIE FlICl'ClRS AFFWfiNG RESIIXII\L S'mENmI OF CLAY

2.4.1

Effect of Mineralogy

Mineralogy, rather than the clay fractien

=

the index properties of

clay, has been foond by many investigators to be the IIOSt in1{x:lrtant
factm' ccntrollin;! residual strength [Horn and Deere, 1962;
1964, 1985,
~

Petley, 1966,

Chattopadhyay, 1972,

Skanpton,

Kenney, 1967, 1977,

and Gilbert, 1973, 1974, 1976, Steward and Cripps, 1983, and

others] •

Kenney [1967]

found that mineral shape is an important factor

gove:rning the residual shear strength. F= massive minerals aggregates

of rounded particles had smaller values of <} r'

than aggregates of

angular particles. The residual strength coefficient of massive
minerals is dependent en particle shape, arrl independent of particle
size.

The residual strength of clay containing hydrous mica and

nnnbrorillcnite is 1 = than clay ccntaini.ng massive minerals.

Kenney [1977] den:>ted the residual strength of mineral mixtures by

~,

where

R~ =
~

•

•

tan $r mixture - tan $r clay mineral
tan $c massive mineral - tan <j> clay mineral

r

2.8

Therefore the residual strength of mineral mixtures arrl natural soils
is dependent en the mineral lXlllfX)Sitien arrl relative volwnes of claymineral matrix and massive mineral.

Ramiah and Purushothamaraj [1971] studied the effect of initial

structure en the residual strength of a saturated kaolin!te clay usin;!
the reversal shear box. They reported that the initial structure of a
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kaolinite clay (compacted, slurried and consolidated, both
isotropically and anisotropically) had practically rx:> influence en the
value of the resulting residual frictien aT91e (9 r') at a given rx:>rmal

stress.

Chattopadhyay [1972] =luded that the residual st:ren;Jth of a clay

mineral depends rx:>t cnly en its node of cleavage at larger strains but
also en the types and total arrount of txrld:ing energies available along
its Cleavage planes at the shear zone particle ccntacts.

Therefore

kaolinite and mon1llorillcnite possess low residual frictien angles,
while attapulgite exhibits a very high residual frictien aT91e.

Skempton [1985] claimed that the clay minerals can have little effect
en residual strength when the clay fractien is less than 20%, as the
strength is then ccntrolled largely by the sard and silt particles.

Conversely, with clay fraction exceeding 50%, the residual strength
depends almost entirely en the sliding frictien of clay particles and

therefore depends en their character.

In conclusion, mineralogy is the

most important factor that affects

residual strength since it controls the shape and porosity of
particles, and therefore the shear behaviour and residual strength.
Clay minerals which have a plate-like shape, like mcntmorillcnite,
have a low residual strength, whereas soils containing primarily
micaceous minerals and massive minerals could be expected to have a
higher residual strength.
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2.4.2

Effect of Narmal Effective Stress Level

Most of the investigators have shown that for most clays the
relatiooship between residual stren;,th and n:mnal effective stress is
curved [Hernnann and W:>lfskill,

Petley, 1967;
Oslon,

1970;

La-Gatta, 1970;

Gilbert, 1974, 1976;

1971;

Skempton and

James, 1970;

Mesri and

Cullen and Donald,

1971;

Bucher, 1975; Chandler, 1976; Townsend and

Chowdhury and Bertoldi, 1977;

Bronhead and Lupini,

Curtis, 1983;

Kenney 1967;

Garga, 1970;

Bishop et aI,

Chattopadhyay, 1972;

Hutchi.nsan,

1966;

Atkinsan, 1984;

Bromhead, 1978;

1980; Olarles, 1982; Branhead and

Hawkins and Privett, 1985;

and Suliaman, 1987; Anderson, 1988 and many others].

Anderson

Figure 2.3

presents a cx:I1Prehensive survey of such variations.

The curvature is most pronounced at an effective oormal stress (cj>r')

below 150-200 kPa and scrnetimes greater. This stress oo=esponds to
the point en the envelope which shows a transition fran a curved to a

straight line.

Kenney [1967]

has shown that soils with a high montmorillonite

ocntent sh:::M a variatien of cj>r' with effective oormal stress, whereas
soils composed of heavy non-clay minerals do not.

Kenney's

observatien is highly related to the perfect clay particle orientation
USUally produced at stresses beyond 200 kPa.

Bishop et al

[1971a]

found that there is a variation in cj>r'

with

effective oormal stress for Brown London clay, whereas there is oot
for Blue Lond:ln clay.

He related the variatien in the former type to

the fact, found by Kenney [1967], that Brown London clay has a high

rrontrrorillcnite content.
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Residual friction angle (cj> r') and residual friction cx:>efficient ('Cri
on') versus effective oonnal stress (On') for various natural soils.
(1) and (22) Bishop et al (1971);

(4) and (20) 0lcMdhury and Bertoldi (1977);

(1966);

Hutchinson et al (1973);
(1967);

(8),

(11) and (35) Petley (1969), in

(21),

(25),

(14) and

(26) and (31) Chandler

(23) and (24) Garga (1970) in Bishop et al (1971);

Insley et al (1977);
Calabresi et al (1980);

(28) Blondeau and Josseaume (1976);
(30) Maugeri (1976);

(34) and (36) Al-Layla (1970);

(1976);

(7) and (17)

(13) and (19) Hutchinson et al (1980);

(15) Esuand Calabresi (1969);
(1976);

(3) Chandler

(9) and (12) Skempton and Petley

(10) and (16) Petley (1980);

Bishop et al (1971);

(33),

(2) Skernpton (1964);

(27)
(29)

(32) cancelli (1979);

(37) Hutchinson and Gostelow

(5), (6), (18), (38) and (39) Ootecchia and Federioo (1980)
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O1attopadhyay [1972] found that, in the low n:mnal stress raNJe (0-200

kPa) , the true friction aNJle (<p r') of every clay mineral decreases
maIkedly as the oonnal stress is increased, and above a certain normal
load (approximately 200 kPa) the true <Pr' beccrres independent of the
nonnal

stress.

O1andler [1977] claimed that back analysis techniques of individual

segments of landslides enabled the degree of curvature of the residual
envelope to be established since actual values of the nobilised shear
strength could be determined for each slice. Plotting the actual
residual strength against the average normal pressure on each slide,
the wh:lle residual strength envelope could be furnished.

0xMdhury and Bertoldi [1977] found that the curved residual strength

envelope is associated with soils of high clay fraction and high
plasticity. Thus this is in turn related to the question of perfect
clay particle orientation.

These observations highlight the fOllowing

facts:

1.

Reference to average residual angles is rot very useful because
the

<Jr'

I

value is not necessarily independent of normal stress. A

decrease in residual friction aNJle or residual strength

as the

effective normal stress increases is usually observed. Such
dependency is nore maIked with low values of effective normal

stress.
2.

As the failure envelope becanes a straight line with increasing

an',

<P r'

decreases. The decrease in

<P

r' is presumably associated

wi th an increase in the degree of orientation of the clay
particles under high normal stress.
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3.

As most of the landslides examined by Skempton [1964,

1985],

O1andler [1974, 1977, 1979] and others have a relatively shallCM
depth, the variation of <Pr' with effective rormal stress sh::>uld be
taken into =ideration (in other \o.<Jrds, the cx:rnplete residual
failure envelope should be taken into consideration)

when

analysing such slides.

The subject of the variation of residual fricticn angle with effective
=rmal stress will be examined and evaluated in detail/ later on in

this thesis, as it is the main objective of this research.

2.4.3

Effect of Clay Fraction and Index Properties

Many investigators have proposed ==elations between the residual

friction angle and clay fraction or index prope..rties in order to find
a simple and easy tool for estimating residual strength.

Skempton [1964] ooncluded that the residual friction angle depends on
the nature of the clay particles, and that there is a rrost definite
tendency for <Pr' to decrease with increasing ccntent of clay particles.

Skempton [1964, 1985] presents a =rrelation be1::l«een <Pr' and clay size
fraction (Figure 2.4), specifying [Skempton, 1985] approximate bounds
for plasticity index divided by clay fraction (PI/CF) and pointing out
that lower

<Pr' values are expected for clay shales containing

rrontrrorillonite and having PI/CF

> 1.5.

Similar correlations have been presented by Pet1ey [1966], Smart
[1970], see Figure 2.5, B10ndeau [1973] and Hawkins and Privett
[1985].
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(Smart 1970)

Kenney [1967] oc::rc1uded that residual strength is primarily dependent

an mineral O:XUfX.l5i tian and that it is rnt related to plasticity or to
clay size fracticn. HaoIever Skernpton [1985] has in=porated Kenney's
statanent by a.ssertin;;J that arr:/ relationship between residual strength
and clay fracticn =vering a wide range of particle size should have
essentially the same mineralogy throughout.

Similarly Hawkins and Privett [1986] stated that in making such
correlations, the experimental determinaticn of the actual prop::>rtian
of clay grade material should be examined very carefully and also that
the effect of mineralogy should be ocnsidered.

Voight [1973] has claimed that since residual strength is dependent
primarily an the mineralogy of the soils [Kenney,
mineralogical

factors

affect

Atterberg

1967]

and these

index parameters,

the

plasticity index appears to be a useful field guide to the important
en,:Jineering property of residual strength of natural soil

(Figure

2.6) •

Kanji [1974] also derronstrated a relationship existing between <Pr' and
plasticity index (Figure 2.7). He presented a relationship which can
be expressed as:

<P

r

'

= 46.6/(PI)O.446

2.9

,vaughanand Walbanke [1975] have presented a similar relationship for a
number of British sedimentary clays and Boulder clays (Figure 2.8).
other similar correlations have been presented by Blondeau
Bucher [1975] and Seycek [1978].
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Cancelli

[1977]

and Mesri and Cepeda-Diaz [1986]

presented a

=rrelation between <Pr' and the liquid limit of different soils, st-am
in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 respectively.

Saito and Mild [1975] P:WP:iSed a =rrelaticn between <P r'

and the

'plastic ratio' Ip/Wp.

As

st-am before (in Secticn 2.4.2), for lIOS1: clays the relationship

between residual strength and =nnal effective stress is rx:n-linear.
Skanpton [1985] stated that when c:atparing ooe clay with aOClther it is
best to fix on a 'standard' stress. Thus the value of <Pr' at this
stress can be taken as a characteristic parameter of clay. Hawkins and
Privett [1985] have presented such =rrelaticns which are presented in
Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11a sh:Jws the variation of <Pr' with plasticity index at four
effective normal stresses. Ingold's [1975] line is included for
c:atparison. Figure 2.11b sh:Jws the relaticnship between <Pr'
percentage grain size less than 2

~

and the

(clay fraction). The zcne given

by Skanpton [1964] is sl'rMn by dashed lines f= a::nparison.

This type

of presentation is =nsidered useful.

Finally, it can be concluded that there is =

==elation

which can

act as a substitute f= actual residual shear testing.

2.4.4

Effect of Pare

water

Cl1emistry

The effect of pore water chemistry on the residual. strength of ·clay

has =t received nruch attention,

fo.Iever sane workers have covered

part of the problan.
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Kenney

[1967, 1977] found that the residual strength properties of

clay minerals and mineral mixtures are influenced by system chemistry.
The higher the cation concentration and the larger the valence,

the

greater the increase in residual strength was attributed to a net
increase of attraction between the clay particles in parallel
arrangarent.

La-Gatta [1970] has sh:Jwn h:Mever that the pore fluid concentration
has only a slight effect on residual stren;Jth results.

Ramiah, Dayala and Purushothamaray [1970] investigated the influence

of varying pore water chemistry on the residual strength of silty
clay. They found that a change from flocculating to dispersive
conditions reduced the residual friction angle fron 33% to 28% f=
soil

~

Ip = 17 and CF = 8%.

Chattopadhyay [1972] extended the concept of effective stress to
inClude the interparticle stress due to the physico-chemical
environrrent. Mathematically this was furnished by adding the term (RA) to the Coulanb--Terzaghi relationship,

so residual shear strength

can be better defined by the equation

T

res =

[0

n

-

(R-A)] tan

<j>

r

0

2.10

where (R-A) is the net interparticle stress due to the physicochemical environment. Therefore the effective stress is not the only
stress governing the residual strength of clay minerals. For inactive
clay minerals (such as kaolinite and attapulgite), the governing
stress is the grain to grain contact stress only, and the conventional
Coulumb-Terzaghi relationship for residual strength,
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as defined by

'res

= on

I

tan 4>r' is adequate to express the residual shear strength.

However, the case of sodium-m::ntrrorillonite sl"aNed higher net (R-A)

stresses because of its high cation exchange capacity and high
specific surface.

No firm general conclusion can be drawn herein

am

i t seems that there

is still a need for lIDre research to detennine the effect of pore
water chanistry on the residual strength of clay.

2.4.5

Effect of Sample Conditioos, Sanple Type

am

Stress Histo%y

M:lst of the investigators followinJ the Fourth Rankine Lecture have

confinned the fact reported by Skanpta1, that the saJ1ll1e c:cnditions

(renoulded, undisturbed, with or without a pre-cut plane) and stress

history have ro appreciable effect on the measuranents of residual
strength of soils [Petley, 1966;

Kenney, 1967;

La-Gatta, 1970;

Ramiah and

Garga, 1970; Bishop et al 1971a; Cullen and Donald, 1971;
Purushothamaraj, 1971; Early and Skempton, 1972;
Manfredin1,

1973;

~

and Gilbert,

1975, Ox:lwdhury and Bertoldi, 1977;

1973,

Brcmhead

am

Calabresi and

1974,

1976;

Bucher,

Olrtis, 1983].

Skempton [1964], as mentioned before, stated that reversal shear 00x

tests on undisturbed and slurried clays gave identical answers, and
that shear 00x tests on pre-cut samples gave slightly

Similarly, De Beer [1967] reported strain-ccntrolled

l~

r~

results.

shear tests

performed on Bocm clay using pre-cut samples. He found that the effect
of pre-cutting the sample (before consolidation) reduced the residual
friction angle. The same observation was fotmd also by 0rIwdhury and
Bertoldi [1977].
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Q.lllen and Donald [1971] ooncluded that the reversal shear box is a
convenient apparatus f= rreasuring both peak and residual strength of
soils. A number of variables of test technique were isolated and
examined to detennine their effects on the measured residual strength,

including speed variations, shear box travel, handw:incling and pre-cut
failure planes. They found that the test results were insensitive to
significant changes in the test procedure, and that the residual
friction angle is a function of the water ca1tent at the residual

state (f= a given oonnal load).
Ram1ah and Purushothamaraj [1971] studied the effect of initial

structure on the residual shear strength of saturated kaolin!te clay
using the reversal shear box. They reported that the initial structure
of a kaolinite clay (compacted,

slurried and consolidated

isotropically and anisotropically) had practically no influence on the
value of the resulting residual friction angle of q, r' at a given
oonnal effective

stress.

'I'oonsend and Gilbert [1973, 1974, 1976] have examined the effects of

equiprent type and associated pr=edure, specimen type and loading
sequence.

'Ihey found that the friction angle (9

specimen preparation procedure and density.

r')

is independent of

Carq;larable results were

obtained on intact, pre-cut and renoulded samples.

The residual shear strength of any clay is the lowest shear strength
obtained when the clay particles orient themselves parallel to the

direction of shearing.

Therefore the in!tial structural orientation

of the clay particles, which is related to the sample condition,
sample type and stress hist=y should have no effect on the residual
sb:ellgth results.

The available observations and findings obtained by
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the many investigators mentioned in this section have proved this fact

to a satisfactory degree.

2.4.6

Effect of Initial and Final Water Ccntent

The initial rroisture content has been found by many investigators
[Horn and Deere,

1962;

Skempton, 1964;

Ch:>wdhury and Berto1di, 1977;

measured residual strength.

CUllen and Dona1d,

and others] to have

l'X)

1971;

influence on the

The values of the final llOisture content

in the shear zone at the residual state are likewise independent of
the initial rroisture content [Bisrop et aI, 1971;

Kenney, 1967;

and

others].

In principle, the shear zone is a surface of strongly orientated
particles and outside this zone there is negligible particle
orientation.

These changes result in a change in the rroisture content

on the slip surface as it is related to the structural orientation of
the clay particles.

Therefore the residual shear sb::erY:Jth sh::luld be

related to final water content on the shear zone rather than the
initial water content or the water content outside the shear zone.

2.4.7

Effect of Shear Rate

The drop-off in strength to the residual value is primarily due to the

orientation of clay particles in the shear zone. This orientation of
clay particles might be expected to be independent of the rate of
shearing.

HcMever the rate of shearing sh:Juld not be fast enough to

lead to the developnent of pore water pressure.

Therefore as long as

the shearing rate is within the range of the drained =ndition, the

rate of shearing should have no effect on the measured residual
strength. Such a fact has been =nfirmed by many investigators, who

found that the variations in strength within
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tI16 usual range of slow

laboratory tests are negligible [Petley,
Skanpton and Hutchinson, 1969;

1966;

Kenney,

Olllen and Dcnald, 1971;

1967;

Lupini, 1980

and Skempton, 1985].

Skempton [1985] claimed that variaticn in sLreugU. within a range of
0.002-0.01 mn/min is negligible. On the other hand La-Gatta [1971]
~

of Lc:Jrrl:n clay increased by 18% when
the rate of disp1acanent was increased fran 5.6 x 10-3 mn/min to 2.8 x
found that the residual

10-3 mn/min.

Fran field observations on reactivated landslides and mud-flows, i t is
J<ra.m [Skempton and Hutchinson 1969] that the highest daily rate of

nnvement is in the order of 5.78 x 10-3 mn/min and the lowest rate is
ab::>ut 6.34 x 10-7 mn/min.

The sLrength variaticn over this entire

range was found to lie between -3 and +5%.

On the other hand

Sanebenelli and Ramirez [1969, 1971] cx:n:::1uded that the shear rates
should be exLrslely slow if reliable residual sLrength results are

to

be obtained.

The effect of the usual slow rate of shearing en the measured residual
strength is included in this research and it will be discussed later.

Apart from the laboratory slow rate of shearing which is usually

carried out for residual

~

testing, the effect of fast rates of

shearing experienced in earthquakes have been investigated by Laros,
Skanptcn and Vaughan [1985] and Vaughan, Laros and Tika [1985].

Laros et al [1985] have investigated the effect of earthquake loading

on shear surfaces in slopes. The soil was first sheared slowly to
establish the drained residual strength (Figure 2.12).
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It was then
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allowed to rest.

Fast shearing was performed with continuous

nonitorinJ of stress and displacement.

Three sLretgths can be identified:

a threshold strength at which

displacement on the shear surface recommences (b) a fast maximum
strength (c), and a fast minimum strength (d). Shearing was then
stopped and shear stress reduced immediately to prevent any
displacement by creep. After a rest for oonsolidation, shearing was
continued at the slow drained rate. A new slow peak strength (e) was
generally observed, which was higher than the ultimate residual
strength (a). This strength (a) was recovered after further
displacanent.

They found that

s~

(e)

am

(a) are usually the

same in soils showing turbulent shear, in which residual strength does
not depend on particle orientation, but they only occur at fast rates
of displacanent.

The gain in strength (e) is due

to disordering of

the orientated clay particles in the shear zone. The presence of
rotund particles facilitates this process, so the increase in strength
will be higher.

They =ncluded that with soils showing sliding shear,

there is no risk that rrovements will continue p:lSt-earthquake unless

sufficient excess pore pressure has been induced in the mass of the
slope, whereas with transitional residual shear,

fast displacement

causes an eventual drop in strength to less than the slow drained
value.

I f this strength loss were induced during an earthquake,

it

could lead to large, fast and potentially catastrophic 11'OVernents.

In a similar research, Vaughan, Lemos and Tika [1985] concluded the
followin;J:
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1.

With soil samples having a clay fraction greater than 28%, a
positive rate effect could be observed.

This means that a

significant initial increase in strength is usually developed when
the soil is initially under a slav residual strength and suddenly
the loading beccrnes fast. This strength increase is available to

resist the effect of ea.rth:Iuake shaking.

2.

Soils with very 1= clay cx:ntents behave like sand and shCM a
negligible influence of displacement rate on ultimate strength.

3.

Soils having clay fractions varying between 12% and 40% may shCM a
negative rate effect, although soils in this grading range do not
necessarily shCM this effect.

Later on Skanpton [1985] ooncluded that, for clay, the increase in
strength becx:mes pronounced at rates exceeding 100 mm/min, when sane

qualitative charYJe in behaviour occurs. This is probably associated
with disturbance of the original ordered structure producing a

, turbulent' shear.

2.4.8

Effect of Taupaature

Little investigation has been made to study the effect of temperature
on the residual strength of clay.

In the laboratory Bucher [1975] found that f= temperatures ranging

between appraxirnately lo"C to 6(PC the residual friction angles of two

medium plasticity clays were substantially unaffected.
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In the

field, Voigt and Faust [1982] reported that frictional heat is

inevitably produced along landslide slip zones. Under specific
circumstances fluid pressure in the slip zone can rise as a
consequence of this frictional heating. The effect of fluid pressure

rise is to induce loss of strength during sliding, in effect a
decrease in kinetic frictional resistance. Under

sane circumstances

losS of strength can occur rapidly. Such cases are potentially
hazarcbus, in as much as troderate slide IlOtion can be converted into

catastrophic descent.
In conclusion, knowledge of residual strength values over a
temperature range similar to that produced durin:J landslide lIOVement
is required.

2.5

SlHI!\RY

The residual strength of soils is an important parameter in assessing

the stability of soil slopes. Measurement of residual strength
requires a large displacement of the soil along a failure surface. It

seens probable that this phen::rneron is the cause of many failures both
in natural and man-made slopes after they have remained stable for
many years.
ib

I f the

shear strength of the clay gradually decreases

towardsrresidual value, a time canes when the strength is insufficient
to resist the disturbing forces, and failure results.

There are several factors that affect the measured value of residual

strength of clay.
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Mineralogy was found to be the rrost important factor that affects
residual strength.
strength.

Pore fluid chemistry also influences the measured

Sample preparation metlx:x:ls, stress history, initial water

cx:ntent and rate of

shearinJ have no appreciable effect on residual

strength of soils.

The general shape of the residual strength failure envelope is curved.

The actual cause of the curvature was obscure for most of the
investigators.

Therefore the cause, shape and significance of this

curvature is the main objective of this research.
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omPl'ER 3
APPARA1US

3.1

REVElISIBLE SHEAR BCIK

3.1.1

Int:roducticn

'!he shear box apparatus is the oldest form of shear
used by Q:lulanb in 1776.

split across its middle.

test and was first

Briefly, the soil is held in a box that is
A

exmfining force is applied followed by the

application of a shear force so as to cause relative displacement
between the parts of the box. 'Ihe magnitude of the shear is recorded

as a function of the shear displacement. '!he OClrmal load is applied by
dead weight,

whereas the shear force is often applied by a IlOtor

actin;J' through gears (strain-oontrolled tests).

The shear box is often referred to as the direct shear test because

the shear stress at failure is often plotted against the rormal stress

applied, thus directly defining the M:X1r-Coulanb failure envelope.

As the conventional shear box has a limited shearing travel, the

effect of a large displacement required to define the residual shear

s1:renJth of soil can

be obtained by returning the spl1t box to its

starting position after completing the extent of its travel and
shearing again, as described in Chapter 2. This process can be
repeated a number of times until a steady (residual) value of shear
strength is observed. Theref=e this type of IlOdified shear box is
known as the "reversible shear box".
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3.1.2

Modifications

The shear box has been rrodified

to enable the directioo of shear to be

reversed autanatically so that the specimen may be returned to its
in!tial pesitioo pri= to the ccmnencarent of a further fOnJard shear.
The mechanism operates

to control the rn:JVeJTent of the shear box and a

switchin;J device which autanatical1y reverses too drive /lOt= between
pre-set limits of travel.

A general view of

too rrodified apparatus is

sh:lwn in Plate 3.1.

Figure 3.1 sOOws the circuit diagram f= the control system of the
modified shear box.

The modifications, which were entirely

electrical, cc:rrprised:

1.

Reversing switch: the original limit switch was replaced by
another automatic switch which is capable of changing the
direction of shearing when the limit in either direction is
reached.

2.

O"lannel interface socket: this additional socket was introduoed to
inform the data-recording system when the shearing limit is
reached in either directioo so that the recording system takes
aCCOLmt of the new shearing cycle.

3.1.3 Normal loading System
The vertical normal load on the sample is maintained by dead weights

applied via a 10:1 ratio lever arm. The lever's fulcrum on the base of
the apparatus is adjustable vertically, so that the lever can be
levelled to acculllcx:late changes in sample thickness. An adjustable
counterweight is provided to balance the lever and main shaft.

51 .

PLATE 3. 1 :

REVERSIBLE SHEAR BOX
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR THE MODIFIED SHEAR BOX
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3.1.4

Shear Force Measuring Systan

An LVDT (Linear Variable Displacement Transducer) having a total rCln3e

of 12 nrn.lis fitted to the dial gauge (0.002 nrn/div, 12 nrn travel) of
the

~

rin;! (2.0 kN capacity) was used to measure the shearin;!

force. The body of the transducer is clamped to the backing plate of
the dial gauge and the =re follows the linear <XJllpression of the
~

rin;!. calibration of the transducer is carried out with the

proving ring in its normal position on the shear box frame by
<XJllpressin;! the rin;! to a desired value usin;! the hand control on the

s=ew jack.

3.1.5

Horizontal Displacement Measuring Systan

A dial gauge (0.01 nrn/div,

25 nrn travel) was used to measure the

horizontal travel of the shear box. The cx:mplete assembly is lIlO\IDted
horizontally on the frame of the shear box apparatus.

Horizontal displacanents can also be calculated with a high degree of
accuracy by multiplying the shearing rate of the test by the
corresp::B'lding elapsed time.

3.1.6

Vertical Defcmnaticn Measuring Systan

An LVDT havin;J a total rCln3e of 12 nrn is fitted to the plunger of the

dial gauge (0.002 nrnIdiv, 12 nrn travel) used to measure the vertical
defonnation durin;! the =nsolidation and shearin;! stages.

The complete assembly is mounted vertically onto the top of the
loading yoke of the apparatus.

Direct dial gauge readings are taken fron time to time durin;! testin;J
for all of the measuring systems mentioned above,

purposes.
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for checking

3.2

RING SHEAR APPARA'lUS

3.2.1

Introduction

As sh::Mn before m:JSt of the previous w:Jrlc en the rreasurements of

residual strength of soil has sh::Mn that the rin;J or torsion shear

test is a very useful method.
The expensive and time oonsumi.ng nature of the ring shear, La-Gatta

[1970] and Bisrop et al [1971], has prevented the test fron beoaning a
routine procedure in cx::mnercial laboratories. The developnent of the

Branhead apparatus has led to an advancement in this directien, since
this apparatus is simple, robust and inexpensive. For nore details see
~

[1979].

This type of rin;J shear apparatus was used in the current research at
Loughborough University, see Plate 3.2.

The testin;J progranme of this research was initiated by testing Lias

Clay usin;J the original Branhead apparatus in the way reocmnended by
~

[1979].

Lias clay is a well Im::lwn British clay. The soil is generally a blue
fissured highly overconsolidated clay.

Geological, geotechnical and

chanica1 properties of this soil are presented in Sections 4.1.2 and

4.1.3 of this thesis. Many trial tests were carried out usin;J the

original apparatus designed by Branhead [1979].

As soon as shearin;J

cx:mnenced, the readings of the two proving rin;Js became unbalanced and

eventually one rin;J showed a value of zero. Scrne imbalance of the two
proving rings is usually acceptable.

Such imbalance is usually caused

as a result of a n:::m-unifonn sample

90

=

by poor centering of the

PLATE 3.2:

BRCMHEAD RING SHEAR APPARA'IUS
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mechanical parts of the apparatus. Differences in the stiffness of the

cx:mnercial proving

rinJs

may also have an effect.

Ibwever excessive

iJIlbalance implies friction an the centre pivot and/or tilting of the

loadirg platen. Different sample preparation techniques and strain
rates were tried but the problen persisted.

Attempts were made to

overccme this llnbalance in shear forces by carefully equalisinJ the

two proving rin;r-> before shearinJ.

Also, small pieces of rubber were

intrcrlllood between the tip of each proving ring and the torque ann in
order to reduce the stiffness of the proving ring sys1:an. It was 00ped
that this would reduce the effect of any small eccentricity of
rotation. In all these trials no satisfactory measuranent of residual
strength was achieved.

ContiruJals rronitorinJ of the

test suggested that there was excessive

water penetration fron the water bath to the top surface of the sample
through the clearance gap between the top platen and lower platen

(sample ocntainer) necessary for correct functicn!ng of the apparatus.

Examinatic:n of the top surface of the sample seared to indicate that
adhesian of the clay and the porous bronze was unreliable, and that a
kind of raTOUlding was takirY;J place on part of the surface.

3.2.2 Modifications
The modification concept adopted was to hold the top and bottom
surfaces of the sample adjacent to the platens by means of vanes
distributed uniformly an the top and bottan platens (Plate 3.3). Each
platen was modified by the addition of 24 vanes, these being 3 nm in
height and made fron stainless steel (0.93 nm thick) glued into slots
machined into the porous bronze drainage rinJs. The bottan vanes have
a width of 15 nm (equal to that of the sample) and the top vanes have
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a width of 14.4 nm to give 0.3 nm clearance en each side during
rotation (see Plate 3.3). As a consequence of adding vanes, two
secx:::t'ldary m:xlificaticns are required:

1.

The depth of the sample a:ntainer is increased fron 5 mn to 10 mn.

This means that drainage lengths and hence pore pressure
dissipatien times are increased, but this 00es not cause a problem
with the SlCM rates of strain ccmronly used in residual sLtegth
w:>rk (see Plate 3.4).

2.

The shape of the torque arm is changed fron rectangular in side

elevation (16 nm high) to tapered (22 mn at the outer end as sh::Mn
in Plate 3.5) to a1lCM f= the increase in sample thiclmess.

Tests using this m:xlified apparatus gave aJ.m:::st similar readings en
each proving ring with a maximum difference of 1-3%.

Such a

difference CXJUld be referred simply to the difference in stiffness of
the tw:> proving rings.

The main advantage of this m:xlification is that a single flat failure

surface in the centre of the sample is rrore likely to be produced, and
this can be seen in Plate 5.8 in Olapter 5 \tUch slrIws the failure
surface on the top platen after testing.

Further evaluation and discussion are presented later on in this
thesis.
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3.2.3

Normal Loading System

This systan is the same as that described in Section 3.1.3 for the
reversal shear box.

3.2.4

Torque Measuring System

'lID LVDTs each havirY;J' a

total rarge of 12 nm were fitted to the dial

gauge of the proving rings (0.5 kN capacity), which were used to
ccmpute the torque. The I:xxlles of the transducers were clamped to the
backing plate of the dial-gauge and the core followed the linear
ccmpression of the proving rings. calibration of the transducers was
carried out with proving rings in their normal positions by
ccmpressing the ring to a desired value using the hand oontrol on the
screw jack.

3.2.5

Radial Displacarent Measuring Systen

Direct displacement measurarent was taken fron the

attached to the lower platen.

graduated disc

Ha.Jever direct displacements can be

ccmputed fron the rate of shearing multiplied by the elapsed time. A
good =rrelation was found between the two metixJds,

so the second

method was used due to its simplicity.

3.2.6

vertical Defamation Measuring Systen

This systan is exactly the same as that described in Section 3.1.6 f=
the reversal shear box.

Direct dial gauge readings for the measuring systems mentioned above

were taken fron time to time during testing f= checking
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purt:OSeS.

3.3

O\LIBRATI<Hl

All the dial gauges and proving rings used in this research were
supplied new and midway thra.igh the research, were subjected to a full
re-calibration by the original manufacturer (Wykeham Farrance
Engineering Ltd).

3.3.1

Dial Gauges

O::mnercial dial gauges were manufactured to ccmply to the specified
tolerances of rxn-linearity (BS 907:1965). Readin;Js may be verified by
IOClUIlting the gauge in a bench stand on a flat surface and :inserting an
engineer's slip gauge of a=urately rreasured thickness under the anvil
after setting the gauge to read zero.

3.3.2

Proving Rings

Every load ring is supplied with a manufacturer's calibration
certificate. This is obtained fron the calibration data by plotting
each calibration force (which is achieved by applying dead loads to
the load.ing frame) against the oorresp:ll1di.n dial reading as a graph,
and drawing a mean straight line fron the origin through the points.
The gradient of the line is the mean calibration value.

Proving rings

were calibrated for both loading and unloading sequences.

3.4

MTA RECORDING SYSTEM

The data recording equipment is a system which can convert
displacements of the transducer into an electrical signal which may be
stored or printed. This system is presented in Plate 3.6 and it is
ccmposed of the following units:
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PLATE 3.6:

Data Record:in;J System
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A.

CbiilcxbLe Pet, cx:mputer 8032 series

B.

Wykeham

C.

lEE to R232, interface converter

D.

Cbiilodore Tractor, printer 4032

E.

CbiilcxbLe, twin disc drive 8050.

Farrance, four channel interface

The data recxrrding systan used with the reversible shear box and ring

shear apparatus, includes controls f= scaling the voltage output fron
each transducer to a potentianetric chart recorder. The chart recorder

enables the progress of the test to be observed continuously and also
records changes in displacement and shear strength which =cur between
the scanning intervals of the data logger.
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4.1

LIAS ClAY

4.1.1

Sallp1ing

Block samples (ab::Jut: 200 x 200 x 20 nrn)

!<.'ere

taken fran the site of

the Rugby cement factory at Rugby. The soil is generally a blue
fissured highly over-consolidated clay with layers of limestone
occurring in the clay strata.

Exposed surfaces of the soil profile were produced due to the
continuous extraction of the clay for the manufacturing process.

large pieces of the soil were dug away fran these surfaces and then
tr.ilTlned again approximately to the size of the tins.

The samples were waxed at the site and delivered with

care to the

1al:x:lratory f= testing.

4.1.2
The

Geology

tenn Lias (Lyas) , first used in geological work by John Strachey

in 1719, is

an old West of En;;J1and quarryman's term, and was applied

primarily to thin beds of muddy and shelly limestone which occur in
the lower part of the Io.Ier Lias.

The

term is

l'lCM

applied to the

pred:minant1y argillaceous fonnations of the Lower Jurassic.

Generally, this clay is a marine deposit c:::c:rrposed of clays, shales and
limestone beds. The argillaceous

IXllifXJilel1ts

of the Lias are heavily

over-consolidated, something like 900 metres of superincumbent
sediments having been reroved during the history of the formation.
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The Lias Clay of the East Midlands outcrops fron the Vale of Evesham
and continues through Rugby, Leicester and Melton Mowbray to the

north-eastern corner of the region and thence into Liooolnshire.

This

belt has an average width of about 15 miles. Near Rugby the basal bed
of the I.c:Mer Lias Clay is highly bituminous and pyritic, and infills
oollows in the bJplOb"t bed of the White Lias.

It consists of

an

alteJ:natic:n of fine-grained argillaceous limestx:l'le with grey calcite
mudstones and shales.

They have been extensively dug for the

manufacture of lime and canent. The limestx:l'le is usually confined to

scrne oorizans within the lCMer zones of the

I.c:Mer Lias,

the rest of

the fonnation, consisting of bluish-grey slightly calcareous mudstone

and shales, is very poorly exposed. The maximum thickness of the lower
Lias Clay around Rugby reaches between 200 and 230 metres.

Illite is typically the d:rninant mineral.

M:r\tm:>rillc:nite may be

present at sane locations, generally in the I.c:Mer Lias.

4.1.3

Material PLupcLUes

Liquid limit, LL%

= 16
= 52

Plasticity Index, PI%

= 27

Specific Gravity, Gs

= 2.72

Organic Content, %

= 0.8

Soluble Sulphate Content %, S04-

= 0.193

pH

= 7.7

Natural Water Content, W%

The soil is oc:mposed of:
1.

Fine sand

2.

Medium to fine,

3.

Clay

= 1.0%

= 42%

sil~.

= 57%.
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t
4. 2

t.CI'lIXN a.AY

4.2.1

Sarrpling

Block samples (aba.it 200 x 200 x 200rrm) were taken fron a newly
excavated trench about 2 metres deep in Essex.

The soil is generally

Brcf..In U:Jndon Clay, a1e of the rrost widely tested British soils.

The samples were waxed on site and delivered with care to the
laboratory for testing.

4.2.2 Geology
London Clay is a marine Eocene deposit, well described in the
literature. The greater part of London Clay is a stiff, dark or
bluish-grey clay which weathers at outcrop to brown. The depth of
weathering typically extends to 7 to 10 metres below the ground

surface where the transition to the blue clay occurs.
A characteristic of U:Jndon Clay is the septaria,

or concretions of

argillaceous limestone, occurring as layers of nodules and,

cases, cx:ntaining numerous fossils.

in sc:rne

The lowest part of the formation

is a sandy bed with black flint-pebbles and occasional layers of
sandstone and is krDwn as the Basanent bed.

In the vicinity of Lond:Jn

the Loncbn Clay passes up into the nore sandy Claygate Beds, but in

other places these are missing and the I.onOOn Clay is covered abruptly
by the Bagshot Sand.

It is probable that the oxidation of iron

pyrites, present in the bluish clay, resulting in the formation of
sulphuric acid which attacks the calcareous shells and oodures and

forms crystals of gypsum, is responsible for the absence of Lond:Jn
Clay fossils in rrost localities.
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Illi te is the dcminant mineral in the Lcni::n Clay formaticn, kaolin!te
is subsidiary am venniculi te occurs in traces.

M::nt:norillcru.te may

be present in varying arramts, generally up to 15% in the La1d:n
Basin, al trough between 15

to 30% of this mineral may be present in

the Hampshire Basin where deposition was under shallower marine
conditions (James, 1970).

4.2.3

Material Pl:uperties

Natural water Ccntent, W%

=28

Liquid limit, LL%

= 73

Plasticity Index, PI%

= 46

Specific Gravity, Gs

= 2.69

Organic Ccntent, %

= 2.4

Soluble Sul{i1ate Ccntent %, S04 - = 0.087

= 7.7

pH

The soil is cu,q:osed of:
l.

Medium to fine saOO

= 3.0%

2.

Medium to fine silt

= 30%

3.

Clay

= 67%.

4 •3

BI\GHIlIU) CLAY

4.3.1 Sanpling
Soil samples were taken fron a site situated in the south-east of
Baghdad (15 kilaretres fron the city centre).

Samples were taken by a UlOO tube fron a depth of 2.0 metres below the
ground surface.

Thirty eight nm diameter tube samples were extracted

fron the UlOO tube then waxed and delivered by air to EiYJland for the
purpose of this research.
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4.3.2 Geology
Iraq is situated en part of the ancient Tethyan geosyncline which has
been affected by tectonic rrovements in pre-Cambrian tirres. The Tigris

and Euphrates rivers cross the country fron north to south, then merge
into the Arabian Gulf.

The capital, Baghdad, is situated in the Mesopotamian plain in the
deJ;XlSiticnal basin of the twin rivers;

the whole area of Baghdad is

=vered by recent river sediments transported fran the north of Iraq

by the

~

Generally,

rivers.

the fonnation of sedimentary soils can be presented by

=nsidering sediment fonnation, sediment transportation and sediment
deJ;XlSition respectively.

a)

Sediment Fonnation

The rrost important manner of forming sediments is by physical and
chemical weathering of rocks on the earth's surfaoe. Generally silt,
sand and gravel-sized particles are formed by physical weathering,

while clay sized particles are formed by the chemical weathering of
rocks. Therefore Baghdad soil has formed as a result of physical and
chemical weathering, as shown from the general soil profile of
Baghdad.

The fonnation of clay particles fron r=k can take plaoe either by
build-up of the mineral particles fron canp:ments in solution, or by
the chemical breakOOwn of other minerals.
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b)

Sediment Transportaticn

Sediments can be transported by water, air, ice, etc.

The tw:l rivers

Tigris and Euphrates were the transportation agents of Baghdad
sediments.

Transportaticn affects sed.immts in tw:l major ways (i) it

alters particle shape, size and texture by abrasicn, grinding, impact
and solution, (H) i t sorts the particles.

If the agent is water, as

in this case, the size of the soil particles is reduced through
solution with a considerable sortirg and rourxiing of sand and gravel
particles.

c)

Sediment Deposition

After soil particles have been formed and transported, they are
deposited to form a sedimentary soil. The three main causes of
deposition in water are velocity reduction, solubility decrease and
electrolyte increase.

Baghdad city is situated within the flcx:ld plain of the two rivers, so
the area is covered by sllccessive flcx:ld deposits fron the rivers.

Velocity reduction after flooding seems to be the main deposition

reason in this case.

4.3.3

Material Pl:vper ties

Natural Water Content, W%

= 27

Liquid limit, LL%

=72

Plasticity Index, PI%

= 49.5
= 2.45

Specific Gravity, Gs
Organic Content, %

= 1.4

Soluble Sulphate O:ntent %, S04 -

= 0.089

pH

=
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8.0

The soil is CUIiP::lSed of:
1.

Fine to medium sand

= 5.0%

2.

Medium to fine silt

= 40%

3.

Clay

= 45%.
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0iAPrER 5
TESl'lNG PROCEOORE AND TEUiNI\;UE

5 .1

TESTING PROGRJIIotoIE

An overview of the extensive

test~

research is presented in Figure 5.1.

prcyramre =ied out for this
In addi tiro

to tests to measure

residual strength on three different clays, there are tests for
classification, chemical cx:mposition and soil fabric investigations.

The residual shear strength tests consist of

n.u

main phases.

The

first phase includes an examination and evaluation of different
measur~

Branhead

techniques,
r~

techniques.

us~

ooth the reversible shear box and the

shear apparatus, in order to find the best measuring

Lias clay was used for these preliminary tests. The

second phase concerned the measurement of residual strength of three

types of soil

us~

the reocmnended method of testing obtained fron

phase one. Tests of this phase were highlighted on the zone of low
normal

stresses.

Classification and chemical tests were =ied out to detennine the
soils' properties, such as the Atteroerg limits and clay fraction,
which are usually used to estimate the residual strength of clay.

Soil fabric investigations, which include an x-ray diffraction and
~

electron micros=pe photographs, were perfonned to detennine

the mineralcyical features of the soils and to investigate the nature

of the failure surface at different normal effective stresses
respectively.
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FIGURE 5.1:

TESTING PROORlI1'ME
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5.2

RE.VERSIBLE SHEAR BOX TESTS

5.2.1

Sanple Preparaticn

As described previously,

many investigators foond that the initial

structure of the clay has no influence on its measured residual
strength, as the latter is governed by the final arranganent of clay

particles when they =ientate themselves parallel to the plane of
shearing. Consequently it was decided to use :recoostituted samples in
the

current research.

Soil samples were prepared as follows:
1.

Initially, samples were prepared by breaking the air dried
material with a pestle and m=tar to form a pavder passing a
425

2.

~m

(N:> 36) sieve.

De-aired distilled water was then added and the clay thoroughly

mixed at a water content near its liquid limit.
then alla.ed

The clay was

to dry out to a moisture ocntent near its plastic

limit.

3.

The mould of the shear box was placed en the flat glass plate,

and clay was tamped inside the m:::W.d in two =

three layers,

keeping the mould firmly in contact with the glass plate.

Then

the sample ends were trimmed flat using a palette knife.

4.

The porous plates were boiled for thirty minutes in de-aired

distilled water to rerrove air bubbles.
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5.

The two halves of the shear box were assanbled and the sarrple
was pushed into the shear box using a wooden dolly having
outside dimensions identical to the inner dilrensions of the
shear box.

Drops of oil were used

to lubricate the dolly.

Plate 5.1 shows the assanblyof the shear box sample.

Samples with a pre-cut plane were prepared initially using two
different techniques as follows:

1.

The rem::rulded samples were cut into two identical halves using
a wire saw.

2.

Samples of two identical thicknesses (10 mm) were prepared
separately in a (10' rrm) thickness rrould. The 00 halves were
pushed one after the other consecutively into the shear box to

form a pre-cut sample.

Ccmposite sarrples of concrete and clay were prepared in a similar way,.
the lower concrete half was cast in a rrould (lOOm x

lOOn x 10 rrm)

dimensions, • the soil SaIlllle was then kneaded into the shear box over
the concrete face to the top of the shear box,

then trimned and

sm:xJthed using a palette knife to fonn a pre-cut canp:lSite sarrple.
See Plate 5.2.

5.2.2

Test P.....cednre and Testing Technique

To begin shear box testing,

100 x 100 rrm sarrples of Lias clay were

subjected to various possible techniques to detennine the quickest,
reliable measurem:mts of the residual strength of the clay. To obtain
that the following tests were carried out in order to find the best
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PLATE

PLATE 5.2:

100 x 100 nm CXMPOSlTE LIAS Q,AY SHEAR OOX SAMPLE OF Q,AY
AND <XN:::REl'E
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method of the fonnation of the shear plane.

'lllree tests were carried

out using a slow rate of shearing (rs = 0.024 nm/min) and a faster
rate of shearing (rf = 0.24 nm/min) as required.

With the slow rate of shearing,

a shearing cycle can be cx:mpleted

within 12 00urs, therefore i f shearing started for ex8J1ll1e at 9.00 am
it v.ould be cx:mpleted at 9.00 pn and vice versa. Such testing time was
very convenient,

especially before the use of the electronic data

recording system. The fast rate of shearing was selected to be ten
times the initial slow rate of shearing. 'll1ese series of

tests were

carried out to find the best technique of fonnation of the shear
plane.

5.2.2.1

Intact sarrples subjected

to slow shearing

Initially a sample of Lias clay was oonsolidated in the shear box at a
normal effective stress of 100 kPa. Dead loads were applied in
increments of 20 kPa up to the final consolidation pressure. The
square root method and logaritlmic methods were lx>th used

tgO and t lOO respectively.

to determine

Slow shearing was CXl111l8I1Ced after giving

freed:m to the two halves of the shear box to rrove

Cf'le

over the other.

When t'1e shearing limit was reached, the proving ring was relaxed and

the rrotor reversed to start shearing in the cpposite direction.

The test was stopped and repeated many times at different stages due

to the problems associated with excessive extruded soil induced at the
initial stage of shearing.

Tilting

=

twisting of the upper half of

the shear box due to an excessive settlanent caused by poor

sample:

preparation or by fast load application was an:>ther problem. To reduce
the effect of these problems (see Plate 5.3), samples were prepared
later with water contents slightly above
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=

within the plastiC limit,

PLATE 5 .3:

SHEAR BOX SAMPLE SIiCI.oIlN3 MARKED TILTI/'(;
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consolidated, sheared slowly

am

carefully with cxntinuous m:nitoring

of the dial gauges. The extruded soil was readily dispersed by jetting
with de-aired distilled water. Eventually, a soil sample was sheared
for ten cycles of cxntinuous forward

am

backward shearing until the

residual value was achieved.

This type of shearing was very slow as it needs nnre than one week to

test one sample

under each n:rrmal load. In atXIition the shearing of

the sample with forward and backward reversals forms an undulating

shear surface which leads to high treasured values of residual strerY;Jth
in scme cases. Examination of the t:opc::gIaphy of the failure surface

after finishing the test has proved this, see Plate 5.4a.

5.2.2.2

Pre-cut sanples subjected to slCM shearing

Samples with a pre-cut plane were prepared in two separate half
thicknesses (10 rnn each).

This me1:OOd was foorrl by experience to be

easier than the me1:OOd of cuttin;J' the sample by a wire saw. The soil
sample was consolidated to the same n:mnal load and me1:OOd of load
application as above.

Shearing then commenced with forward and

backward reversals until the residual state was reached, three or four
cycles were sufficient for this to be achieved.

The main drawback of this meth:Jd was that the two parts of the soil
sample stuck together, therefore reducing the effect of pre-cutting.

However, this test involved less extruded soil
tilting or twisting of the upper half.
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am

there was little

a)

b)

Shear failure surface at its residual state developed by slOol
forward aM backward shearing

Shear failure surface at its residual state developed by precutti.n;1 technique

PLATE 5.4:

100 X 100 Inn SHEAR llOX FAILURE SURFACE OF LIAS Q,AY
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5.2.2.3

Intact sample subjected to fast shearing for several
reversals followed by slow shearing

The third metlDd of pre-forming the failure surface was

to subject the

cca1SOlidated raroulded sample to fast shearin;1 for several reversals

at a rate of 0.24 mm/min f= a displacement of 150-200 om.
displacanent, a

After such

SIIDOth plane failure surface was produced.

The two

halves of the sarrp1e were then returned to their initial positicn and
left overnight under the same nonnal load in order to dissipate the
developed pore water pressure.

SlCM shearing was ccrrmenced the next

day, two cycles being (almost) e=ugh to find the residual sb:e¥Jth of

the clay.

The topography of the shear surface after the cx:mpleticn of the test
sh::Jwed a flat failure surface as s!x:lwn in Plate 5.4b.

This metlDd gave a steady shearing stren;:Jth in the follCMing cycles
and

was ccnsidered to be the best metlDd because it gave the lowest

value of residual strerv;;Jth, was less time COI'lSl.1IIing and i t did not
require operat= skill in preparing pre-cut samples. For this reascn

this metlDd was used in can:ying out the residual strength testing for
the three types of soils examined.

The only drawback of this metlDd is the possibility of the excessive

extrusion of soil at the beginning of shear, which led to the
inevitable loss of fine material fron the shear surface ard it is the
fine fraction which has an important influence on the residual
strength of the soil. To reduce that it is rec::crrrneOOed that the fast

shearing should not be higher than ten times the
this research.

SlCM

rate as used in

The failure surface was planar and approximately

horizontal on inspection.
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As the aim of the first part of the research was

to determine the best

method of testing, other tests were carried art: (as stn.m in Figure

5.1) to study other effects, which are:

1.

Shear 00x size:

'Ib investigate the effect of 00x size, residual

strength tests were carried out usIDJ the 60 IIID X 60 IIID shear 00x

at different ronnaJ. loads, using the best method of pre-fonning
the failure surface obtained. The results were canpared

to

th::Jse

obtained from the 100 mm x 100 mm shear box using the same
technique, for the larger 00x were slightly lONer.

This suggests

that the 60 IIID X 60 IIID shear 00x is rrore prone to frictional
problans, as the relative steel/clay contact area is larger with
the snaller shear 00x.

2.

Rate of shearing:

An additional

test was carried out at a

pressure of 100 kPa at a rate of shearing of

rxmnal

0.0096 IIID/min.

Variations of test results with other previous results were
negligible and fell within the accuracy of this type of test.
Therefore the rate of shearing was found to have ro effect b.rt a
rate of 0.024 nm/min is recx:mnended to ensure drained a::nditiCl'lS.

3.

Multi-stage testing:

Multi-stage testing involves the

estabHshrrent of the residual strength oc:nlltien at ens rxmnal

stress, follCMed by the measuranent of residual stren;Jth at other
ronnal stresses en the same sample.

'!his technique saves time

because the displacement which was required to establish the
residual strength at each new value of oonnal stress was rot rrore
than 10-15 mm.

In addition, there was less soil extrusion,

especially after the first rormal stress of shearing.
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1

In =nclusicn and as a result of this part of testing, the reccmnended
technique f = reversal shear 00x tests is to use the 100 nm x 100 nm
shear 00x,

with the residual shear plane formed by fast shearin;J,

followed by residual strength measuranent at a rate of about 0.024
nm/min.

Multi-stage testin;J can be used i f the sample appears to be

in good condition after the previous measurement.

In practice,

samples canrx:rt: be used for more than three to four ronnal loads in
loading and unloadin;j sequences.

5.2.3

Interpretaticn of Test Results

For a set of residual strength tests, M:lhr-Coulanb erwelopes can be
drawn for the residual strength ccnditions, as sh:Mn in Figure 5.2.

T

kPa

('[L..--.______--:---.. .
et'

FIGURE 5.2:

M)PHR-CXXJI.(M3 ENVELOPE

kPa

The shear strength is generally represented by the equaticn:

(5.1)
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Residual strength can be represented by:

T

The value of

c;.

r

=r'+o'tan~t
L
n
r

is often very small.

(5.2)

Therefore

(5.3 )

With such a test, the shear stress at failure is often plotted against
the nonnal stress applied,

thus directly defining the M:>hr-Chllcmb

failure envelope, assuming it to be a straight line for a particular
•
~r

a.

atrspecific normal effective stress .

Therefore

~

•

r can be canputed simply fron equation 5.3 in whichT =

shear stress =

(final proviNJ ring reading - initial proving ring
reading) x ring calibration ring factor •• area, o. n• = n:>rmal stress =
n:>rmal force

5.2.4

~

area.

ExperinEntal Errors

The main experimental errors arising in direct shear testing are the

variations in the stress and strain oonditions across the sample, and
a chan;1e in the cross-sectional area as the test proceeds. Since this
research concerns average values for stress and strain,
variations were not taken into acoount.

such

Petley [1966] has acoounted

f= the effect of the change in the cross-sectional area and the
effect of friction prajuced on shearing the metal frames and soil. He
introduced the following formula:

2.

a

= tan ~ N
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(5.4)

where N is a factor depending mainly on the relative shearing of clay

to clay and metal to clay plus the aIlOlmt of displacarent, values of

N

were found by him to range fron 1.022 to 1.063 for the 60 nrn x 60 nrn

shear box. Such values are expected to be lCMer in the 100 nrn x 100 nrn

shear box as the relative contact area of clay to steel is less than
that for the snaller box.

In the current research, final residual strength readings were
obtained with the box at the central position, in order to find the
lowest value of ~ r 'that can be achieved. Therefore the problem of the
area ==ection did =t arise.

The other problem which is usually associated with the tests is the

continuous soil extrusion which usually leads to two different
problems. Firstly the measurement of shearing resistance along the
failure surface will be higher than the actual shearing resistance due

to the friction imposed by this accumulated soil built up around the
outside of the sample. Extruded soil can readily be dispersed by
jetting with de-aired distilled water, therefore the effect of side
friction can be reduced.

The second associated problem is the

tilting and twisting of the upper half of the shear box.

This can be

partially solved by reducing the initial water content to that
slightly above the plastic limit and reducing the increments of the
applied load to a snaller amount in order to reduce the arrount of soil
initially squeezed out.

Friction =uld be also imposed by sane parts of the machine including:
1.

Friction imposed between the box which =nverts the proving to the
shear box and the restraining bracket.
lubrication.
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This was reduced by

2.

The netal =tact between the loadin) yoke and the bearirg p:>int
of the top half of the shear box.

A ball bearing oonnection aJUl.d

reduce such friction to an acceptable value,

however such

connection was not anployed f= this w:n:k.

The provin:J rirg was calibrated f= both lXllipLession and tension, the
calibration chart was used as required.

5.3

BROHEAD RING SHEAR TESTS

5.3.1

Sample Preparation

Samples of Lias clay were tested initially usirg the original Branhead
apparatus according to the method presented by Bromhead [1979].
RE!iTOUlded samples were prepared, as described for the shear box in
Section 5.2.1 steps 1-2.

The 1 = porous platen and ronfinirg rirgs

were assembled and the remoulded sample kneaded into the annular

cavity. The top of the sarrple was then made level with the top of the
oonfinirg rirgs and the upper platen placed in positiro, located on
the centerirg pin.

After rrodification, soil samples were prepared as follows:
1.

RE!iTOUlded samples were prepared as described in Section 5.2.1
steps 1-2.

2.

Clay samples were kneaded into the bello" half of the sample

=tainer with the firgers.

Final trinming usirg a

rough surfaced

plastic scraper manufactured for this purpose (see Plates 5.5 and 5.6)

to produce a soil sample with 2 nrn above the 3 nrn height vanes.
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a)

b)

PLATE 5.5:

Kneaded clay at its plastic limit

Sample preparaticn of the bottx:m half

MErHOD OF PREPARIN:i THE BOI'II:M HI\U OF THE

SAMPLE
124

RIN3 SHEAR

•
a)

Use of plastic scraper

to form the tartan half of the sample

•

b)

Final form of the tartan half of the sample

PLATE 5. 6:

FINAL SHAPE OF THE OOI'TCM HALF OF THE !UN; SHEAR SAMPLE
BEFORE TESTThG
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3.

The top half was made by fittin;J purpose-made inner and outer

rroulds around the vanes on the loadinJ platen. Clay was kneaded
into the annular cavity. Final trimming flush with the top
surfaces of the rrould (2 rrm aI:x:Jve the vanes) was cb1e with a
palette knife (see Plate 5.7).

On

di9l1aIltlirg the llOUlds, clay

was in the form of a suspended rin;J held by the vanes.

4.

The top platen was put inside the sample cx::ntainer on the top of

the bottan surface leavin;J a gap of al:ort: 0.3 mn between the

container and the top side of the sample to allow for free
rrovernent durirg rotation.

The advantage of this procedure is that

a sin;Jle flat surface in the centre of the sample is "IIOre likely

to be produced. Also, a specimen ccrnprisirg two halves placed
together essentially behaves as a pre-cut sample reducin;J the
displacement required to reach residual sLLelJth.

In the case of cc:mposite samples of concrete and clay,

the

lower

platen was replaced by a concrete rin;J of the same dimensions (100 rrm
outside diameter, 70 nrn inside diameter, 5 nrn thick) cast in a special
rrould. Adhesive material was used to fix the lower ooncrete rin;J into
the bottan of the sample container.

5.3.2

Test Proced!1re and Testing Technique

The preliminary tests were =ied out on Lias clay usin;J the original

Branhead apparatus. Consolidation and shearin;J stages were perfonned
acoorcling to the recx:mnended method of Branhead [1979] as follows:

1.

The soil sample was oonsoldiated under the first normal stress,
and tgO and t lOO were determined usin;J the square root method
and the logarithrnic method respectively.
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•
•

•
a)

Sample preparaticn of the top half of the sample

b)

PLATE 5.7:

Final shape of the tql half of the sarrq;>le

METHCO OF PREPARIN:; THE TOP HALF OF THE RIN3 SHEAR SAMPLE
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2.

The sample was sheared undrained f= abcut: 4-5 revolutions to

develop the failure surface.

3.

The sample was reconsolic1ated oventi.ght to get rid of pore·

water pressure developed during undrained shearing.

4.

Slow shearing was reccmnenced to rooasure the residual stresses
under the fully drained conditicm.

5.

In the case of multi-stage

testing,

the sample was

reoonsolic1ated to the next normal effective stress, providing a
new value of tb'

and the procedure of slow shearing was

followed again.

As presented previously in Section 3.2.1, many trial tests were
carried out in the original Branhead apparatus. lbIever they were all
unsuccessful because of the unbalanced forces exerted cm the sample as
discussed in Section 3.2.2.

The testing technique which was used with

the m::x:lified apparatus was slightly different fron that recx:mnended by

Bronhead [1979].

The initial stage of shearing was carried out slowly at a rate of

0.0178 rrm/min up to a displacement of 50 rrm, toon the shearing rate
was increased to 0.178 mm/min

to reduce the time required for

testing . lip _to a displacanent of 200-250 rrm.

'Ihis displacement was

found by experience to be necessary to develop the residual state. The
rate of displacement was then slowed again to the in!tial rate of
shearing in order to get true values of residual stren;;rth after full

dissipation of the pore water pressure,
during the fast stage.

which might have built up

This type of shearing was found to be better
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than that reccmnended by Branhead [1979], as it reduces the greatest

quantity of exuded soil"

usually prcx:luced during the fonnation of

the shear surface during the initial stage of high speed shearing.

This technique was used in single stage testing and for the first
normal stress only using the multi-stage technique,

as the

displacanent required to achieve the residual strength f= the next
effective stress on the failure surface developed by the first normal

stress is very

small (10-15 mn) in

most cases.

Jb.Iever in

most of the

cases, shearing under each normal stress was left overnight for
checking purposes.

Volume change readings were taken fron the vertical dial gauge during
the shearing stage,

change has two

however'such readings may be false as the volume

CXllipJi1ents:

(a) the dilation or a:mtraction of the

soil due to shear and oonsolidation and (b) the loss of material due

to 'squeeze'. In practice it is very diffiCUlt to separate these two.
To overcx:rne this problem, samples were left under each rormal stress

to shear overnight to ensure drained

'IWo series of tests

the first series,

CXlI1diticn5'

were carried out using the modified rirYJ shear. In
tests were performed on Lias clay usirYJ 100 kPa

oormal stress and two different rates of shearing, 0.178 mn/min and
0.0178 mm/min. No significant differences were observed between the
results f= the two rates of shearing.

The time of shearing should be as fOllows:

t = 20h2

3c;,

where h

= sample

thickness

Cv = coefficient of vertical consolidation.
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(5.5)

In all the cases, samples

were left overnight to ensure full drained

conditions.

In the second series, Tho sets of multi-stage tests were ocnducted to
find the residual failure envelope at a rate of 0.0178 mm/min. It was
found that the total time required to establish the canplete residual
strength envelope is less than half the time required

usiIYJ the Single

stage testing technique.

In conclusion,

the recommended technique of residual strength

measurement using the nndified Branhead ring shear apparatus is to use
the method of slow-fast-sloo shearing only f= the first or second

normal stress, follCMed by sloo shearing f= the other rorma1 stresses
using the nu1ti-stage technique. The rate of shearing is recx:mnended
to be about 0.0178 om/min.

By experience,

it was found that nulti-stage testing sh:luld not be

used for rrore than four normal stresses en each fresh sample. However

reloading testing on the same sample clown to the first ro:rrnal stress

can be performed i f the sample is in good cx:nditial.

This method was used to test the other types of soils under
investigation, namely London clay and Bagtmd clay.

The same testing procedure was used to test the coup:osite samples of
Baghdad clay and concrete.
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5.3.3

Interpretaticn of Test Results

At the residual state, the torque T transnitted through the sample is
given by:
T =

where RI'

~

~ t:(i3 - i3)
3

2

(5.6)

I

are respectively inner and outer sample radii.

Since the torque is given by the rrean load en the proving rings
mul. tiplied by the

distance between them

(5.7)
where F I , F2 are proving ring forces and L is the distance between
them.

Thus
T

=3

(FI + F2)L

(5.8)

4 TT(R~ -~)

The rx:>rmal effective stress

o '
n

o~

is given by

=

(5.9)

p

If

(R2_R2)
2
I

where P is the total vertical load.

Hence

( 5.10)

For the m:x:lified Branhead ring shear apparatus, L = 155 mu,

mm, RI = 35.3 mm.
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~

= 49.7

5.3.4

Evaluatial and ExperilTental Errors

The main difference between this m:xlified

apparatus and the original

apparatus is the locatien of failure surface, which is usually formed
at the mid-depth of the sanple.

In the =iginal apparatus the failure

surface is produced en the top of the sanple, therefore there sh:Juld
be

=

side frictien around the failure surface.

~

the problem

of continuous reductien in specimen thickness Hmits the duratien of
the test.

In addition,

adhesien between the clay and the porous

bronze was unreliable and sane sort of rem:lUlding usually took place
en part of the surface.

This was attributed to an increase in water

content on the top of the failure as water penetrated through the
clearance (which is necessary for correct functioning of the
apparatus) between the top platen and the sanple container.

Such

problems were overcome in the modified apparatus by causing the
failure surface to be within the body of the sanple at approximately
its mid-height.

In the Bishop type of apparatus a confining gap between the upper and

the la.er confining rings can be controlled to minimise the metal to

metal friction.

Therefore a failure surface a:uJ.d be formed at the

middle height of the sample. However the difficulty with this·
apparatus, as found by Q.mningham [1986], arises with the use of the
differential screw which is usually used to control the ocnfining gap.
The gap proved

difficult to alter, which was probably due to soil

particles being j amned in between the ccnfining rings.

This could

lead to accumulatien of =arse particles around the failure surface,
which would result in the developnent of a side friction alcng the
failure surface.

In additien this type of ccnfining gap gives rise to

the fine clay particles being exuded and continuaJs extrusion leads

to

a =n-h::>rizontal failure surface, which in turn leads to the problem
of IXlI1-uniform stress distributien across the failure

higher residual strength values.
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surface and

The m:x:lified Branhead apparatus was an :iroproIIarent as the cx:nfining

gap has a perpendicular orientation to the shear surface,

so~as

predicted and as proved by testing later, less soil was extruded. The

gap is usually filled with soil during the early stage of
consolidation and prevents or minimises other soil particles being
extruded during the shearing stage.

Visual inspection of the failure surfaces (Plate 5.8) provides
verification as the failure surface is almost flat.

However the

accumulation of soil particles around the failure surface will induce
sane friction.

Such friction losses canrx:>t be detennined in any way.

Both the original Branhead and Bishop types also suffer fron this
problem.

As sh:.Mn in Olapter 2,

many investigators have found that the ring

shear test underestimates the field residual strength of clay.

This

is due to the type of shearing as it does not simulate three
dimensional conditions.

So,

if this is absolutely true,

the

orientation of the sarrple in the m:x:lified apparatus with respect to
the sample container give hints to the develcpnent of a ring shear

apparatus which could account for the three dimensional case. To do
that more m:x:lifications and simulation are required.

Apart fron improvements produced in the m:x:lified apparatus so far,

there are other sources of error which cannot be 0I7&CClre.

1.

These are:

The friction im[:x:lsed by the contact of the torque arm and the main

shaft.

However, such friction can be reduced significantly by

lubrication.
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PLATE 5 .8:

RINJ SHEAR FAILURE SURFACE
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2.

Side friction CXlUld be produced by the extrusioo of soil in the
outside gap and in the central void.

To reduce that a Teflon

=ating srould be used, the central void

can be cleaned fron time

to time usirq the water flushing technique developed by Lawrence
[1984]. To do so,

additional roles must be drilled °in the top

platen.

3.

The difference in stiffness between the tv.o proving rings leads to

unbalanced torque application, which results in sane frictional
However in practice it is very difficult to have tv.o

losses.

identical provirq rings.

In addition,

the a::ntact between the

torque arm and the provirq rirqs gives rise to amther possible
,

0

error in' the oc>nnal stress.

A ball bearirq a::ntact

can reduce the

friction to an acceptable amount.

4.

The stress a::ncentration caused by vanes is another source of

error.

So far we are dealing with average stresses,

improvement in this direction 1r.UUld be _leaned.
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5.4

CLASSIFICATIOOS AND 0iEMIau. TESTS

5.4.1

Index PLOpa ties Tests

Liquid limit tests were =ied out a=ding to SS 1377: 1975 Section
2.2.2,

us~ the

Casagrande apparatus.

Plastic limit detenninations

were =ied out a=rding to SS 1377: 1975, Section 2.3.

5.4.2

Specific Gravity Test

Specific gravities of the tested soils were detennined a=rding to SS
1377: 1975, Section 2.6.

5.4.3

Particle Size Distribution and Sedimentation Tests

Particle size distribution curves were obtained

a=~

to SS 1377:

1975, Section 2.7.1, while clay fraction tests were carried out

us~

the sedimentation method and according to BS 1377: 1975, Section
2.7.3.4.4.

5.4.4

Organic Content, Sulphate Content and pH Tests

Organic content, soluble sulphate content and

pH

tests were =ied

out according to BS 1377: 1975, Sections 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4
respect!ve1y.
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5.5

son.

5.5.1

General Aspects of Soil Fabric

FABRIC TESTS

The determination of the mechanical properties of soil such as
stren;Jth, c::x:mpressibility and permeability is of great importance for
engineers in the field of Soil Mechanics. These soil properties are

controlled directly by the structure of the soil particles and their
arrangement or fabric. Therefore study of the soil structure is
necessary to understand its behaviour and properties, and to place
soil classification on a more scientific basis.

The particle arrangements in soils remained largely \JI1kncMn until the

development of suitable optical X-ray diffraction, and electron
microscope techniques making direct observations pcssible since about
the mid-1950s.

The term 'fabric' is used by some interchangeably with the term
'structure' which refers to the arrangement of particles,

particle

groups, and pcre spaces in a soil.

Generally, the fabric of a soil has

~

canponents. The first, termed

=iginal fabric, has its origin in the cc:mpositien of the sediment and
its sedimentary history. The second occurs if the soil has been
subjected to pcst-depositional shear strains and is

induced fabric.

Elnphasis is generally placed en the

termed shear"microfabric"

which is the level of fabric requiring at least an optical microscope

for study, whereas "macrofabric", which refers to those features that
can be seen with the unaided eye or a hand lens, is also of great
importance •
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As st-o.n by M1tchell (1974], particle ass=iaticns in clay suspensicns

can be described (as presented by van Olphen (1963J) as fo11On'S:

a)

Dispersed.

tb face-to-face association of clay particles.

b)

Aggregated.

c)

Flocculated.

Face-to-face association of several clay particles.
Edge-to-edge or edge-to-face association of

aggregates.
d)

Deflocculated.

tb association between aggregates.

5.5.2

X-Ray Diffracticn Tests

5.5.2.1

Bad<groond

'!he fundamental pr=ess that occurs when X-rays strike a crystal is

one of scattering (or diffraction) and can be regarded conveniently as
one of reflection. '!he reflection is similar to that of light in a
mirror, but there is an important difference in that the X-rays
penetrate below the surface of the crystal and rays reflected fron
successive atomic layers may or may rot be in phase. '!he COI1dition for
max.inun reflected intensity is that the c:cntrirut1oo fran successive

planes st-culd be in phase.
ccnditiQ'l is expressed by

n).

If the interplanar spacing is d,

= 2d sine (see Figure 5.3).

Path difference

= CB+BD = 2d

sine

FIGURE 5.3 Braggs law
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= n).

this

This is the well Im:Jwn Braggs law which is illustrated in Figure 5.3,
where:

d = interplanar spacing

e = Bragg

angle

A = X-ray wavelength

n = integer

Bragg's law is usually given as A = 2d sine, drq:ping the n.

The technical metlx>d used herein is called the ~er method which is

quite common for determining clay mineralogy.
diffraction work, with such material,
difficulties.

X-ray powder

involves a number of

Clay minerals are less perfectly crystallised and they

are extremely fine grained,

so that reflections are broader,

intensities are lCX>/er and there are fewer measurable reflections.

The

structures of clay minerals are often disordered, so that reflections

have very variable profiles and some are so diffuse as to be
unobservable.

Difficulties may arise also because many clay minerals have platy
morphology, so there is an enhancement of preferred orientation of the
specimen particles which may affect the depth of reflection.

A further ocmplication in dealing with clay minerals,

is that many

specimens have a variable content of inter-layer water rrolecules and

of exchangeable cations, which leads to variation in the powder
pattern d values. Also mixed layer clay minerals occur with varying

proportions of two components,

e.g.

illite-montmorillonite or

chIorite-kaolinite. These result in broadened reflections,
which occur at non-Bragg positions.
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sane of

5.5.2.2

Sample Preparation

The ideal sample for use with an X-ray diffractaneter takes the form

of a thin layer of fine-grained (l-lO),{m) p:JWder.

A slight!y thicker

layer may be acceptable, since it gives greater intensity,

"transparency" errors will be more serious.

but

The !lOSt easily prepared,

and therefore !lOSt ccmronly used specimen Jlourrtil~ is the 'smear' on a

glass plate.

A microscope slide of suitable diJTe1sions is used as a

base for spreading a thin layer of

~

sample.

A slurry of powder can be prepared in ace"b::lne. This settles and is
left behind when the ace"b::lne rapidly evap:>rates.

An alternative is

the cavity JlOUnt, the one used herein, in which a depression is etched
in a glass plate and is filled with powder, and the surface snoothed

off.

The above methods tend to produce specimens with preferred
orientation, particularly if the crystallites have a platy or fibrous
habit. M:lre sophisticated methods of overcx:rning preferred orientation
are presented by Zussman [1967J.

5.5.2.3

Equipnent and P1:00edu re

The x-ray diffractaneter is sh:Mn in Plate 5.9. 'Ihe specimen is in the

fonn of a flat layer of powder at the centre of a circle with radius
r.

On the

circumference of the circle lies X, the source of X-rays

(defined by a narrow slit perpendicular to the plane of the circle)
and also a receiving slit,

proportional counter.

R, behind which is placed a Geiger or

In the zero p:>Si tion, the argle

e

is zero and

the receiving slit is in line with the direct beam. Both sample and

counter can be driven by a notor to rotate about the axis of the
circle, and by means of a

2:1 reducing gear the an;}Ular velocity of

the saIlllle is made accurately half that of the counter. Thus at any
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Photograph of an X·ray ditfra.;tomcter with vcrtical goniometer circle, in position
::,gaillSt the window of a vertical X·ray tube. The beam path is normally entirely shielded,
but a circular cover has been rem'Mcd to show the glass plate (centre of photograph) on
which the powder specimen is spread. The cable at top right of the photograph leads from
the scintillation counter to the scaler and rate·meter circuits. At bottom right are shown
the dial giving the Rr<lgg angle 2[1. the manual control of angular setting: and <I cog·whce!
which is part of the motorizcd gl,ni",'nlcti..'r drin:.

PLATE 5.9:

X-RW DIFFRl'.crOVIETER
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p:>sition,

X-ray reflections can occur fran t:h:lse

crystallographic

planes that lie parallel to the sample surface, as l<:::nJ as they have
the correct d value to fulfil the Bragg law.

5.5.2.4

Analysis of the X-Ray Patterns

'!he ccrnplete X-ray diffraction pattern, either film or strip chart

record,

will consist of a series of reflections of different

intensi ties and values of

tenns of

e.

Each reflection must be acoounted for in

sane OJlipollent of the sample. The first

step in the analysis

is to detennine the values of din f= the particular type of radiation
(which determines

l)

usin;J the equation:

0\= 2d

sine

(5.11)

The test pattern may be ccrnpared directly with patterns f= kn:::Mn

materials. The American Society for Testin;J and Materials maintains a
card file of patterns indexed on the basis of the strongest lines in

the patterns.

Mineralogical test results are presented in Appendix A.

5.5.3

Scarming Elect:roo. Microscope

5.5.3.1

Background

The electron microscope is a valuable teal f= the study of soils,

because with IrOdern elecb:ull microscopes, it is possible to resolve
distances to less than 100 A, thus making study of small clay
particles possible.

At the present time,
microscope,

there are two major classes of electron

the transmission instrument and the scanning electron
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microscope. In the transnission microscope, the beam passes through
the sample or replica, whereas a reflection arrallgenent is employed in
the scanning' microscope.

It is also possible tD employ reflection

metOOds with the transnission microscope.

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) represents a more recent
developnent.

With this instrument, there is a reflection gecrnet:cy

between the beam incident on the sample and the image-fanning beam, so

the electrons cb not have to pass through the material,

and this

simplifies sample preparation.

Because the image is produced using electrons as the information
carrying medium, the depth of focus of the :image is greater than that

for the light microscope.

Hence an impression is gained of the three-

dimensional nature of the surfaces being investigated.

M:>st of this

information conveyed by the scanning' elecum microscope image is

topographical.

5.5.3.2 Sample Preparation
Dried materials are needed for replication and for direct viewing on
the electron microscope because the specinen has to be placed in the

high vacuum system, where water molecules w:JUld evaporate. They w:JUld
then oollide with the electrons and cause a lass of resolution.

Air

drying may be inadequate because many soils shrink markedly, and
fabric relations may be changed; it is also possible that the
morphology; of thin minerals may be affected.

Gillot [1976] has described

suc~essfullY

preparation which are:
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three methods of sample

1.

Air Drying.

Air dryin;J shrinkage will effect the greatest changes

in the fabric when the sample is weak ard the environrent in which
it is foond is not subject to wetting ard drying cycles.

Air-

dried sensitive soils sh::lw a relatively dense fabric when cx:mpared
with the nore open fabric of the sarre area when the sample is
frozen on a =ld stage.

2.

Freeze Drying.

Freeze drying reduces shrinkage and distortion of

the sample because ice is rerroved by sublimation.

The surface

energy of the solid-vapour interface is CXJlIlotly higher than that

of the liquid-vapour interface, but no meniscus forms in pores and
capillary spaces. Since ice is much less nobile than liquid water,
fluid migration into finer pores is largely prevented as llOisture
is rerroved. The metood, however, has certain drawbacks.

When the sample is frozen, the conversion of liquid water to ice

in larger void spaces will be accompanied by an increase in
specific volume of about 9%.

So sample dilatial at the outset may

induce fabric change.

3.

Critical Point Metood.

Critical point drying involves raisin;! the

temperature and pressure of the liquid phase to values above trose
of the critical point, at which the physical properties of a
liquid and its vapour become the same. At this point,

the

interface vanishes so surface tensicn foroes cease to exist.

HcMever, the evolution of gas fran pore fluids, osrotic effects, and
pressure build-up, due to inadequate permeability of the sample durin;!
fluid expansion, are all possible causes of fabric damage.
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Due to the unavailability of the apparatus required to prepare samples
at these =itical points, only air-drying and freeze-d:r"Yin1 techniques

were used in this research.

SEM ph:>tographs were taken of toth the failure surface and unsheared

surfaces for soil samples after being sheared at different oormal

stresses.
thesis.

These photographs are presented in Appendix B of this

Observations and discussions will be presented in O1apter 7.
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0iAPI'ER 6
TEST RESULTS

This chapter presents the

ring shear apparatus.

test results obtained fron the shear box and

X-ray diffraction test results and scanning

electron microscope photographs are presented in Appendix A and
Appendix B respectively.

I t should be noted that

the results of

preliminary test pxogLdirrre5, which a=mted f= approximately 25% of
the total I1llIl1ber of tests are not presented as they were not valuable.

A series of tests was cx:nducted on Lias clay, using various possible
testing techniques to deteLmine the method which gave the quickest
reliable measurement of residual strength of clay.

The favoured

metlDds of testing were anployed to test the l.aldon clay and Baghdad
clay.
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6.2

LIAS OAY

6.2.1

Reversible Shear Box Test Results

Lias clay was tested using 100 x 100 mn and 60 x 60 nm shear box
samples.

Initially two rates of shear, 0.24 nrn/nUn and 0.024 mn/min,

were applied to ten cycles of forward and backward shearing in =tier
to develop residual shearing conditions within the 100 x 100 mm
sample.

No appreciable difference in the results was obtained,

but

the arrount of soil extracted was significantly higher using the faster
rate of shearing. This caused sample tilting and an undesirable level
of deflection.

Therefore a rate of shearing of 0.024 nrn/min was

acbpted.

6.2.1.1 Series Li-1
This series canprises tests of the type rrentioned above. Six fresh
samples were sheared at a nonnal stress of 30, SO, 70, 150, 220 and
280 kPa respectively using the slow forward and backward shearin;;!
cycles at a rate of 0.024 mn/min.

The test results are presented in Figures 6.1 to 6.20. Figures 6.1 to
6.12 sha.z the shear stress-displacement relatiooships.
shows the residual failure envelope,

Figure 6.13

and Figure 6.14 shows the

variation of tan- 1 <Pr' with nonnal stress. Figures 6.15 and 6.16 give
sane examples of volume change displacement relationships.

Figures

6.17 to 6.20 sha.z sane examples of the oonsoliclation test results,
using both the square root method and the logarithmic method
respectively.
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6.2.1.2 Series Li-2
This series includes a few tests on 100 x 100

IIID

shear box samples

subjected to fast forward and backward shearing up to ab:x.lt 200 om

displacanent, to fonn the failure surface.

Slow

the following clay at a rate of 0.024 om/min.

shear~

was applied

'!Wo cycles each of

backward and fOn/ard shearing were easily sufficient to develop the
residual shear st:rergth.

Typical

test results are presented in Figures 6.21 to 6.23.

Figures

6.21 and 6.22 sh:lw the shear stress-displacement relationships f=
these tests,

and Figure 6.23 sh::Jws the

V01UI1l3

change displacaoont

relationship.

6.2.1.3 Series Li-3
Series Li -3 cx:xnprises multi-stage tests which were carried out using

60 x 60 mu pre-cut shear box samples. These proved to be less time
consuming than the single-stage test.

Series Li-3 consisted of slow

shearing tests CCf'lducted on pre-cut samples prOO ICed by 10 cycles of
fast forward and backward shearing pri= to the cc:mnencanent of slow
shearing.

'!Wo fresh samples were tested under

nonial stress sequences

of 27-54-

108 kPa and 162-216-324 kPa respectively.

The test results are presented in Figures 6.24 to 6.28.

Figures 6.24

and 6.25 sh:lw the shear stress-displacaoont relatic:nships of the final
fo=ard and backward slow shearing cycles.

Figure 6.26 sh::Jws the

residual failure envelopes and Figure 6.27 sh::Ms the variation of
tan- l

~r' with normal stress. Figure 6.28 gives examples of

=nsolidation test results using the square ro::>t method.
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6.2.2

r-tldified Brarilead Ring Shear Test Results

As discussed in Olapter 5,

I'D

reliable test results were obtained

using the =iginal Branhead apparatus. Therefore cnly trose obtained

fron the m:xlified apparatus are presented here.

6.2.2.1

Series Li-4

Series Li -4 ccrnprises 11 tests carried out on samples consolidated

individually at

I'Dnnal

stresses of 26,

52,

78, 104,

130, 156,

208,

260, 312, 416 and 520 kPa respectively and then sheared at a rate of
0.178 nm/min.

Test results are presented in Figures 6.29 to 6.34.

Figures 6.29 to

6.32 stUN the shear stress-displacanent relationships, Figure 6.33 the
residual failure envelope, and Figure 6.34 the variation of tan- 1 q, r'
with rxmna1 stress.

6.2.2.2

Series Li-5

Experience with the IlOdified apparatus proved that mu1. ti -stage test:iIg
was less time consum:in;;J. Series Li-5 oanprises tests of this type.
Samples were sheared initially at a SlCM rate of 0.0178 nm/min f= a
displacerrent of atout 50

1lID.

The shearing rate was then increased to

0.178 nm/min lIDtil a displacanent of 250 nm had been achieved,

and

then slCMed again to the original SlCM rate of shearin;! lIDtil the
residual state had been reached. This technique was found to be
necessary only for the first =

second I'Dnnal

stresses.

Thereafter a

SlCM shearing of ab::>ut ten millimetres was sufficient to develop the
residual strength at the subsequent

I'Dnnal
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stresses.

'IW::l fresh samples
OClnnal

stress

were anployed which were loaded and sheared under

sequences of 26-52-156-260-364 kPa

am

78-104-208-312-

416 kPa respectively.

The test results are presented in Figures 6.35 to 6.38. Figures 6.35
and 6.36 sh::M the shear stress-displacement re1atiooships. Figure 6.37

shows the residual failure envelope, and Figure 6.38 shows the
variation of tan-1

<P

r' with OClnnaI stress.
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6.3

LC!'lIlOO' aAY

6.3.1

Reversible Shear Box Test Results

100 x 100 rnn shear b:Jx tests were carried out using the best technique
determined from testing the Lias clay.

The London clay was

consequently tested using slCM forward and backward shearing on pre_
formed failure surface samples developed by the fast forward and
backward shearing technique usually anployed before for Lias clay.

6.3.1.1 Series Lo-l
Series Lo-l canprises tests of the type mentiooed above using the
multi-stage technique and a slCM rate of shearing of a 0.016 rnn/min.
'lW:I fresh samples were tested using the n:mnal

stress sequences of 40-

60 kPa and 140-240-340 kPa respectively.

Test results are presented in Figures 6.39 to 6.42.

Figures 6.39 and

6.40 sh::lW the shear stress-displacement relatiooships of the final
forward and backward shearing cycles.

Figure 6.41 sh:lws the residual

failure envelope, and Figure 6.42 s!=Js the variation of tan-I cP r'
with normal

stress.
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6.3.2

Modified BLUiiEoad Ring Shear Test Results

London clay samples were tested using the rrodified apparatus.

M.1lti-

stage loading tests were carried out a variable rate of shearing using

an initial slOW' rate of 0.0178 nm/min, an internediate fast rate of
0.178 mm/min and a final slow rate of 0.0178 mm/min again. This
technique was used to reduce the time required f= testing. It was
found that follOW'ing the first =

second stages,

slow shearing of

approximately ten millimetres was sufficient to develop the residual
strength of clay.

6.3.2.1

Series Lo-2

'!his series includes tests conducted as described above. Four fresh
samples were tested using rormal stress sequences of 26-130-234-338
kPa,

52-156-260-364 kPa, 78-182-286-390 kPa

am

104-208-312-416 kPa

respectively.

Test results are presented in Figures 6.43 to 6.49. Figures 6.43 to
6.46 sOCJw the shear stress-displacement re1aticnships. Figure 6.47
sOCJws the residual failure envelope,

Figure 6.48 the variaticn of

tan-I <l>r' with normal stress and Figure 6.49 gives

~les of

the

consolidation test results using the square root method.

6.3.2.2

Series Lo-3

Series Lo-3 is similar to series Lo-2 but for unloading stress
sequences. Three different fresh samples were consolidated in
increments of 26 kPa up to the required rormal stress then sheared as
follOW'S:

338-234-130-26 kPa, 364-260-156-52 kPa and 416-312-208-104

kPa respectively.
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Test results are presented in Figures 6.50 to 6.54. Figures 6.50 to
6.52 sh:lw the shear stress-displacanent relaticnships. Figure 6.53
shows the residual failure envelope and Figure 6.54 shows the
variation of tan-1 ~ r' with nonnal stress.
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6.4

BIIGiDAD OAY

6.4.1

Reversible Shear Box Test Results

Baghdad clay was tested using 100 x 100 nrn shear box samples in the

same way as described in Section 6.3.1 for Lcndcn clay.

6.4.1.1 Series B-1
Series 8-1 includes tests of the type mentialed ab:lve using the fiUlltistage technique for two fresh samples and single-stage technique for
the others·Aslow rate of shearing of 0.016 mn/min was used.
samples were tested as follows:

Four

20 kPa, 40-140-240-340 kPa, 60 kPa

and 80 kPa, 100-200-300-400 kPa respectively.

Test results are presented in Figures 6.55 to 6.60. Figures 6.55 to
6. 58 shcM the shear stress-displacement relatimships of the final
forward and backward shearing cycles. Figure 6.59 sI'x:lws the residual
failure envelope and Figure 6.60 sI'x:lws the variation of tan-I
rxmna1

4>

r' with

stress.

6.4.1.2 Series B-2
Series 8-2 ocmprised tests conducted on CUIp:site samples of clay and
concrete in the same way as described in Section 6.4.1.1.

The sample

preparation technique was described before in Chapter 5.

Three

samples were tested using rxmnal stress sequences of 20 kPa, 40-140240-340 kPa and 100-200-300-400 kPa respectively.

Test results are presented in Figures 6.61 to 6.65.

Figures 6.61 to

6.63 shcM the shear stress-displacement relationships of the final
forward and backward shearing cycles. Figure 6.64 shclws the residual
failure envelope and Figure 6.65 sI'x:lws the variation of tan- l
the rx:mnal

stress.
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4>

r' with

6.4.2

fobclified BraIi'\ead Ring Shear Test Results

Baghdad clay was tested usiN;J the trodified ring shear in the sarre way
as described in Section 6.3.2

6.4.2.1

". for London clay.

Series 8-3

This series canprises tests on four fresh ring samples tested usiN;J

normal stress sequences of 26-130-234 kPa, 52-156-260-364 kPa, 78-182286 kPa and 104-208-312-416 kPa respectively.

Test results are presented in Figures 6.66 to 6.71.

Figures 6.66 to

6.69 show the shear stress-displacement relationships. Figure 6.70
shows the residual failure envelope and Figure

6.71 shows the

variation of tan-1 $r' with ronnal stress.

6.4.2.2

Series 8-4

This series includes tests similar to those described in series 8-3
carried out on ccmposite samples of clay and concrete.
preparation meth:Jd was as described before in Cl1apter 5.

The sample

Three fresh

samples were tested usiN;J stress sequences of 26 kPa, 52-156-260-364
kPa and 104-208-312-416 kPa respectively.

The test results are presented in Figures 6.72 to 6.75. Figures 6.72
and 6.73 show the shear stress-displacement relationships. Figure 6.74
shows the residual failure envelope and Figure 6.75 shows the
variation of tan-1 $r' with ronnal stress.

6.4.2.3

Series 8-5

Series 8-5 is similar to series B-4 but with unloading stress

sequences. Two fresh samples were consolidated in increments of 26 kPa
up to rormal stresses of 364 and 416 respectively, then tested in the
following sequences 364-260-156-52 kPa and 416-312-208-104 kPa
respectively.
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Test results are presented in Figures 6.76 to 6.79.

Figures 6.76 and

6.77 sh:M the shear stress-displacement relationships.

Figure 6.78

shows the residual failure envelope and Figure 6.79 shows the
variation of tan-1

<P

r' with nonnal stress.
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6.5

LABORATORY SHEAR TEST RESULTS

The results of the residual shear strength tests are classified as

series as

~

before and are presented in Figures 6. 1 to 6.79 as

folla-JS:
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DISCUSSION AND CXlNCLUSIONS

7.1

INl'ROI:O:TION

The subject of residual strength of clay, as mentioned in different

parts of this thesis, has been investigated extensively fOllowing the
starting point of Skempton (1964).

The main objectives of this

research were to explore the best laboratory technique for measuring
residual strength without using very canplicated methods and then to
shed sane light on the problem of the residual str91lgth at law normal

stresses, in order to determine its significance fron a practical
point of view.

The apparatus m::x:lifications developed as part of this I-.Urk were not

very complicated,
difficulties,

but were sufficient to over=me laboratory

particularly with the existing ring shear apparatus

keeping it a simple ring shear.

The soil fabric test results gave an

indication and sane assistance in understanding the problem under
investigation.

This chapter canprises extensive discussion of the \',Drk in general and
the main conclusions.
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7.2

IABORATORY MEASUREMENrS OF RESmmL S'I'RmG'lH OF ClAY

7.2.1

Lias Clay

Lias clay, as mentioned bef=e, was tested using the reversible shear
box with 100 x 100

ITrn

and 60 x 60

ITrn

sample sizes and the m::x:lified

Branhead ring shear apparatus.

7.2.1.1

Reversible shear box tests

The shear box was used by many investigators before the developnent of

the new ring shear apparatus for measuring the residual strength of
clay, and it is still being used to measure the residual strength of
tmdisturbed saJ11lles containing a natural slip surface.

As shown in Plate 7.1,

laminated clay,

Lias clay is a highly overconsolidated

so it was very difficult to get good quality

tmdisturbed shear box samples, therefore only reconstituted shear box
samples were tested.

The effect of a large displacement was obtained by returning the split
bc!lx to its starting position after cx:mpleting the extent of its travel

and shearing again.

This process was repeated a number of times until

a steady (residual) value of shear strength was observed.

The amount of cumulative displacement applied to shear the
reconstituted 100 x 100

ITrn

shear box samples was in excess of 200

ITrn.

The mechanism of shearing in two opposite directions led to the
developnent of additional resistance due to the

rearr~t

of the

clay particles. This is very obvious in Figure 6.5 which stxJws a
marked peak in the ninth tension cycle.

In addition, and as a result

of the large displacement, other experimental diffiCUlties arose such
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PLATE 7.1:

LIAS CLAY OOTAINED FRCJI1 TIiE BLCO< SAMPLES
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as the excessive arrount of extruded soil and the undesirable level of
deflection of the loading cap (see Plate 5.3). 'This led to higher side
friction as imposed by the extruded soil around the plane of
separation in addition to the horizontal friction cx:tttpJll9!lt f =
resolved from the inclination of the applied load, such friction
forces are usually difficult to measure or estimate. Failure surfaces
as found on visual inspection were almost always undulant, leading to
a higher non-unifonn stress distribution across the failure surface
and a possible higher strength than the residual strength.

No practical approach was able

hcMever,

to overcane these problems absolutely

it was reduced later to a certain limit by preparing the

samples at an initial water content close to the clay's plastic limit
in order to minimise the early quantities of the extruded soil. 'Ihe

extruded soil was removed fron time to time

by gentle water jetting

around the separation plane of the shear box.

Due to the difficulties associated with the test, it was decided to
use pre-cut samples as the latter need

lower displacement.

Three

different pre-cutting techniques were employed to develop a pre-cut
plane within the sample:
1.

cutting by a wire;

2.

preparing the sample in tv.u identical halves; and

3.

fast forward and backward shearing.

'Ihe third was found to be the best technique as it needed minimum

skill of sample preparation;

also preparing pre-cut samples outside

the shear box leads to the problem of arranging the pre-cut plane

within the plane of separation of the shear box which is not easy in
practice. HcMever, in any case great care is required to consolidate
the specimen under the required normal stress.
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Failure surfaces produced by fast shearing were alm::lst flat and the
arrount of extruded soil prcx'b Iced in the following SlCM shearing was
appreciably lower, as the greatest quantity of extruded soil was
prodllced in the early stages of fast shearing which can be removed
prior to the ccmnencement of SlCM shearing. Typical results using the
latter technique are presented in Figure 6.22 which sI'nIs the shear
stress-displacement of 100 x 100 om pre-cut samples sheared under a
normal. stress of 150 kPa at a rate of 0.024 m/min. Residual strength

values were almost the same with a rnax:irnum difference of 2-3% between
the tension and canpression cycles. HcMever, the third (tension) cycle

shows a small peak due to the increase in particle to particle
resistance built up as a result of the change in the shearing
direction.

HcMever, the final residual strength values are almost the

same.

Test observations revealed that on approaching the residual oondition,
the vertical novement dial gauge indicated very little or rx> further

change in volume. This is derronstrated in Figure 6.23 which shows the
volume change-displacement relationships.

A constant volume change

was achieved in the third tension cycle after a few millimetres of
shearing, hcMever the next canpression cycle shows a marked increase
which is due to the additional cx:mpression experienced by the sample

at the outer edges due to sane loss of fine material as a slurry, such
increase was taken into a=mt and considered as an CRlt of exntrol
experimental error.

Shear box sample preparation needs a lot of skill and tiIre, so to
reduce these two factors, it was decided to carry out the rest of the
tests using a mu! ti -stage technique so that shearing could occur on a
pre-determined failure surface produced under the previous rx>rmal
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stress. Such technique was used with the 60 x 60 rnn shear tox samples.
Typical examples are presented in Figures 6.24 and 6.25 which sOOw
sane developed peaks f= different rxmnal stresses.

Examination of the failure surface on cx:rnpletion of the tests stnwed
that the pre-determined failure surface was pushed downward and
=vered by sane cx:rnpacted extruded soil to recreate

a new failure

surface, therefore shearing across such a failure surface required an
additional force to overocme the new developed strength.

The latter

could account for the brittle behaviour of the shear stressdisplacanent diagram, although multi-stage testing on pro-determined
failure surfaces proved to be a practical technique.

This is

attributed to the total arrount of displacanent required to develop the
residual oondition which is in the region of 10-15 nm, while with the
100 x 100 nrn reconstituted samples, a displacanent in excess of 200 rnn

was required.

Accordingly the arrount of extruded soil was nruch lower

in the fonner case and the samples' oondition after testing were quite

reasonable.

Examples of the results of the consolidation stage are shown in
Figures 6.17 to 6.20 using both the logarithmic method and the square
root method •t lOO values obtained are IX>t higher than 100 minutes in
nost of the tests.
HcMever, it should be mentioned that all the
samples were left to consolidate overnight to ensure full
consolidation.

It is well kJ"la.m that water oontent is related to the shear. strength
of the soil. Few water oontent tests were carried out to examine the
difference in water oontent between the failure surface and the other
sides of the sample.

On average the water content of the failure
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surface was higher than that of the other sides of the sample by 1014%. These values were influenced by water penetrating fron the water
bath of the cell on disnantling.

The increase of water CXlIltent on the

failure surface is due to the imnigration of water fron the sanple to
the plane of separation in order to soften the failure surface during
the shearing process to obtain m.i.n:imum possible potential resistance.

Trials were undertaken to attempt measurement of clay fraction of the
failure surface. However, they were unsuccessful due to the ccmplex
nature of the clay oontent test itself.

Residual strength values are S\llIII1arised in Table 7.1.

TABLE 7.1:

RESIDUAL STREl'Gl'H VALUES OBTAINED BY THE REVERSIBLE SHEAR
BOX SAMPLES FOR LIAS CLAY

Sample Size

Maximum

<Pr' deg

and Type

100 x 100 nm
reoonstituted
pre-cut
samples

12.1

19.5

7.5

150

13.0

23.0

10.0

200

60x60nm
reoonstituted
pre-cut
samples,
multi-stage
technique

Table 7.1 stn.Js the difference in the results obtained. Smaller shear
box sanples gave higher residual strength values on both m.i.n:imum and
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maximum values of

<I>

r'·

Minimum values of

Per of each type, while maximum
of 30 and 27 kPa respectively.

<I>

<I>

r' were obtained beyond the

r' were obtained at rxmnal stresses

The latter could n:rt: be considered as

realistic residual stren;)th values as their failure surfaces did not
sh:Jw any evidence of slickensides.

The difference in the minimum value of

<l>r'

is 0.9 degree and the

difference in the maximum 6 <l>r , is 2.5'>. This means that at low nonnal

stresses below Per values of <l>r' are highly influenced by the size of
sample, while for higher normal stresses the problan is less. Such
difference is related to the difference in the friction losses between
the two types of the samples, therefore the determination of residual
stren;)th values at low n:>:onal

stresses

requires

nore care as it is

highly influenced by the testing technique.

This finding can be supported by the laboratory observatioo that with
the smaller sample more soil was extruded. Trials were made to
estimate the difference in weight of the extruded soil, but this was

not possible.

It should be noted that the determination of the value of Per is
speculative and needs judganent.
plotting tan -1

<I>

r'

with normal

Its value should be determined by
stress as

it

gives a

clearer

presentation than the residual failure envelope.

The minimum value of <l>r' obtained in these tests is 12.10 which lies
between two other values obtained fron published data. Olandler (1970)
found

<1>'

on a principal shear surface to be 18. rp whereas Blondeau

(1973) quotes a much lower value of

</r'
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f= the Lias clay of 9.00.

7.2.1.2

Ring shear tests

As described before in Olapters 3 and 4,

no reliable results were

obtained with the =iginal Branhead ring shear apparatus due to the
problem of unbalanced forces exerted on the sample etlCO\mtered with
testing.

Lias clay was tested using box> different rates of shearirq which were:
0.178 urn/min and 0.0178 urn/min. In the fast shearing series, samples

were sheared to a displacement in excess of 300 urn. In most of the
cases the residual strength was developed at a displacarent nruch lower
than the total displacement applied. Figures 6.29 to 6.32, the shear

stress-displacement relationships sh:Jw that there is a fast drop fron
the peak values towards their residual values and this reflected the

sample preparation method in which the clay is =ientated as a pre-cut
sample in the cell.

In addition the failure surface is alrrost flat,

so as soon as the asperities of the surface were destroyed the shear
strength dropped to its residual value.

Initially it was expected that side friction between the upper half of
the sample (which is stationary) and the side of the sample container
(which rotates) might lead to errors.

It is now believed that the

friction, if any in this region, is very snall because sane soil is
extruded at first fron the (0.3 om thick) vertical gap between the

sample container and the loading platen but the process gradually
diminishes. I t is the benefit of the vertical gap that the soil is

extruded initially to fill the gap which in turn prevents nore soil

being extruded in the vertical direction.

Experience with the

apparatus revealed that the amount of extruded soil could be
significantly reduced by reducing the rate of shearing.
inspected proved this, see Plate 7.2.
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Visual

This could be considered as the main improvement on the original
apparatus as with the latter, the soil is usually extruded leading to
a continuous reduction in the sample thickness, which ultimately
limits the duration of testing and causes an unreliable failure
surface.

With the rrodified apparatus,

a multi-stage technique with variable

rates of shearing was used which proved to be of a nruch less time
consuming nature.

1.

In =lusion the following could be aJrlCluded:

The rrodified apparatus provides shearing on a flat surface at the

middle height of the sample with little or IX) side friction and
with less exb:uded soil ccmpared to the original apparatus.

2.

The orientation of the cell gap in the vertical direction prevents

water penetration fron the container to the sheared face as it
usually filled with extruded soil at the early stage of
consolidation prior to the ccmnencanent of shearing. This prevents
the surface renoulding which usually occurred with the original

apparatus.

3.

It is believed that the modified apparatus could be used
successfully for testing soils containing a high percentage of
fine granular materials, whereas with the =iginal apparatus or
the Bishop type of ring shear such soils could IX)t be tested

since, as found by Omn:ingham (1986), the fine particles could
become trapped in the horizontally orientated gap during the
shearing process leading to high side friction forces.
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Residual strength values obtained frcm the ring shear apparatus are
surnnarised in Table 7.2.

TABLE 7.2:

RESIDUAL STRENGTH VALUES OBTAINED BY THE RING SHEAR
APPARATUS FOR THE LIAS CLAY

Test Type

Single-stage

10.8

12.5

1.7

250

Multi-stage

10.5

12.4

1.9

200

Table 7.2 provides residual
identical.

strength values which are

almost

Differences between results are within the usual range of

experimental errors.

It sl-ould be n::>ted that the m::xti.fied apparatus

provided a srrooth residual strength envelope with n::> irregularities

and the tests were relatively quick as they can be satisfactorily
canpleted within one week for practical work.

,

Maximum values of

~r

were obtained at a n::>rmal stress of 26 kPa, the

latter could n::>t be considered as a residual strength value of the
same reason discussed with the shear box testing.

Tables 7.1 and 7.2 sOClw that the maximum difference in the min:i.mum q, r '
is 2.sO and maximum difference in M r' is 8.10 throughout. The lowest
values were obtained by the ring shear and the highest values were
obtained by 60 x 60 mu shear box, especially 6q, r' .§Uch differences
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are considered high f= residual

st:ren:Jth measurements. This

the obvious oonclusian that the ring shear

f= measuring the residual

leads

to

test is the best technique

st:ren:Jth of reconstituted samples;

the 60

x 60 mu shear box is = t suitable for such measurement especially at
low normal

stresses.

F= practical purposes and in the absence of

ring shear, larger shear box sizes should be used.
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London Clay

7.2.2

London clay was tested using the modified Bromhead ring shear
apparatus and the 100 x 100 mn shear box. The selection of metlxxis of
testing were detennined during the testing of the Lias clay.

Reversible shear box tests

7.2.2.1

100 x 100 om pre-cut samples were tested at a SlCM rate of shearing of
0.016 mn/min.

The residual strength results obtained sh:M that the min:irnum

8.1cf', maximum
~'r I

~r' is 12.00 and P= is 150-200 kPa.

~r

I

is

The maximum

obtained at a nonnal stress of 40 kPa; visual inspection of the

failure surface sh:Ms sane evidence of residual strength condition, so
such

<Pr value could
I

be considered realistic.

Skenyton and Petley (1967) found that

~r'

f= Lond:Jn clay which has a

PI of 53% is 12.00 as obtained fron the drained shear box test.

The water content test results obtained sh:Med that the average water

content of the failure surface is 28% and for other sides of the
sample is 24%.

The difference in water content obtained here is due

to the same reason discussed before in Section 7.2.1.1. Shear box test
results will be canpared later with those obtained fron the ring shear
apparatus.

Skenpton (1964) noted that a zone of softened clay characteristic of
London clay and for three cases the water contents were approximately

35% in the softened zone as canpared to a water content of 30% on

either side of it.
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7.2.2.2 Ring shear tests
London clay was tested using the mUlti-stage

technique with a

variable rate of shearing, both for loading and unloading sequences.
The residual strength results obtained are surrmarised in Table 7.3.

TABLE 7.3:

RESIDUAL STRENGTH RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE RING SHEAR
APPARATUS FOR LONDON CLAY

Minimum 4> r '
deg

Maximum 4> r '
deg

Loading
sequence

7.90

11.8

3.9

200

Unloading
sequence

7.8

9.0

1.20

100

Type of Test

Maximum />.4> r '
deg

Typical examples of residual strength results for London clay using
different types of ring shear are presented in Table 2.3 (Cl1apter 2).
The minimum values of residual strength tabulated above lie at the

lowest end of the range of values obtained for London clay.

This is

believed to be due to the shape of the developed failure surface which

was almost plane (without undulations), see Plate 7.2.

As presented on many occasions in this thesis, at residual oondition

clay particles arrange themselves in a direction parallel to the
direction of shearing.

Thus logically if the clay is sheared again in

an unloading sequence down to the low normal stresses zone, residual
strength values should be the same as those above this zone.

found here was different.

What was

London clay exhibited values of residual
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PLATE 7.2:

RESIDUAL FAILURE SURFACE OF LONDON (LAY OBTAINED BY THE
RIN3 SHEAR APPARATUS
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sLLellgth belCM 100 kPa n:mnal stress, higher than the mininuJm value
obtained beyond this stress.

Figure 7.1 demonstrates the variation of tan-I ojl r ' with oormal stress
f= London clay using three different testing techniques.

On loading

sequence shearing type, both ring shear and shear box gave alJrost the

same variation, while with the unloading sequence ring shear tests,
the variation is much less, however it is still significant. The
latter suggests that there should be an appreciable amount of
experimental e = at lCM nonnal stress tests.

Throughout testing it was extremely difficult to get a perfect
vertical load due to the slight non-unifonn defonnation of the sample
=

due to other mechanical defects.

This inclination causes slight

rearrangement of the clay particles in the shear zone, as the clay
particles have a tendency to arrange themselves in a direction
perpendicular to that of the major principal stress (Duncan and Seed,
1966). This leads to higher residual strength values.
could be

~rst

in the case of loading sequence

Such problems

tests and it is highly

expected that such errors are not significant at higher nonnal

stress.

Mininrum values of ojlr' f= London clay obtained fron both ring shear
and shear box are alIrost the same which is about 8.00 with a maximum

difference of 0.30

•

Shearing of London clay shows a clearer sliding node than the Lias
clay as their failure surfaces were rrore shiny, the latter produced
with lCM strength shear surfaces of strongly =ientated particles.
This hints that the sliding mode clays are less affected by
experimental errors.
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7.2.3

Baghdad Clay

Baghdad clay was tested USing the shear box samples

am

ring shear

apparatus f= ooth clay samples and canposite samples of clay and
oancrete.

7.2.3.1

Reversible shear box tests

100 x 100 nm shear box pre-cut clay samples and

CXllipJSite

samples of

clay and oancrete were tested using the recx:mnended metrod of testing
the Lias clay. Table 7.4 sumnarises the results obtained.

TABLE 7.4:

RESIDUAL S'I'REl'CI'H RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE REVERSIBLE SHEAR

BOX FUR BAGHDAD CLAY

Type of Sample

Mi.n:irnum
"'r' deg

Max:imum

<Pr'

deg

Maxinrum
lIIj> r' deg

P=

kPa

Clay samples

26.0

32.0

6.0

200

Cc:mposite
samples

27.0

34.0

7.0

150

Max:imum values of

<P

r

'

were obtained at a rxmnal

stress of 20 kPa.

These values were rx:Jt =nsidered as a realistic residual strength

parameter for the same reason discussed with the Lias clay and London
clay.

Tests on canposite samples revealed lower Per values due to the role
of concrete.
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Generally, the difference in the residual strength values are referred

to experimental e =

only.

Test results showed that the residual strength values were higher than

the other tv.u British soils and the drop frcm peak values tc:Mards the

residual values was relatively small.

This is due to the presence of

coarse soil particles as will be discussed later in the mineralogical
analysis.

Visual inspection on canpletion of the tests revealed that

the failure surfaces were of a OClI1-slickenside type as sixlwn on Plate

7.3.

Few water content tests indicated that the water content on the
failure surfaces was higher than the other sides of the sample by 710%.

'!he difference is due

to the same reason discussed f= Lias

clay.

For this type of soil there is no other residual strength data
published yet.

Baghdad clay is a sedimentary soil with an

overoonsolidation ratio rangin:;J between 3 to 10.

No figures =

slip

surfaces exist in the soil deposit and therefore slope stability
problems are not usually controlled by the residual st:ren;)th of the
soil. Typical deep foundation problems are those relating to piles =
pipe jackin:;J.

As these problems involve large displacement shearin:;J,

it was decided to conduct tests on canposite samples of clay and
concrete to understand their behaviour on large displacement shearin:;J.

Figures 6.55 to 6.58 show the shear stress-displacement relationships
of the clay samples and Figures 6.61 to 6.63 show the shear stressdisplacement relationships of the canposite samples.

'!here is no

distinguishable difference in the displacement required to develop the
residual strength of the tv.u types of samples tested at the same
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PLATE 7.3:

100 x 100 nm SHEAR BOX CXMPOSlTE SAMPLE OF BAGHDAD Q,AY
AND CXN:RETE
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normal stress.

However, the residual envelope of the composite

samples (Figure 6.64) sh=s lower curvature than the residual envelope
of the clay samples (Figure 6.59).

Therefore the =nclusion drawn by Kanji and W::>lle (1977) which states
that the concrete surface plays an important role in helping the clay
particles to orientate thanselves in the direction of shearing, is rx>t
valid here.

Such a =nclusion slxJuld be considered with caution when

it is applied to different types of soil;

it =ul.d be fully valid for

soils exhibiting sliding m:x'le of shearing only.

7.2.3.2

Ring Shear Tests

Baghdad clay was also tested using the ring shear apparatus f= both

clay samples and ccrnposite samples. Table 7.5 surnnarises the residual

strength results obtained.

TABLE 7.5:

RESIDUAL STRENGTH RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE RING SHEAR
APPARATUS FOR BAGHDAD CLAY

Type of Sample

and Test

Min:imum
cf>r' deg

Maximum

Maxi.nrurn

cf>r' deg

lIcf>r'deg

Per
kPa

Clay samples
loading sequence

24.0

28.80

4.8

200

Calp:)site samples
loading sequence

24.7

29.0

4.3

200

Calp:)site samples
unloading sequence

27.4

28.0

0.6

150
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Residual strength values obtained fron the ring shear were lCMer than
those obtained from the shear box for the main reason discussed.
Min:iJl1um
normal.

values obtained

beyond

Pcr' where maximum values obtained at

stresses ranging between 26-52 kPa. Both types of samples show

almost the same results with a slight difference due to the
experimental errors,

while tests of cx:mposite samples en unloading

sequence show a marked increase in the residual strength values.
Visual inspection of the failure surface revealed that the failure
surface was undulant as shown on plate 7.4.

It is believed that the

main reason behind that was the nature of the concrete surface which

had sane small cracks produced by subsequent loading and unloading.

M:>re tests with better quality concrete are required to oonfirm this
observation.

In any case test results showed a curved residual

failure envelope (Figure 6.78) with a lCMer curvature than that which
was obtained with the same condition by the shear box, the latter the
affected by the stress concentration imposed by the edges of the
concrete.
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PLATE 7.4:

PIECE OF THE FAILURE SURFACE OF BAGHDAD CLAY SHEARED
JIGlUNST CXlNCRETE ~ tJNI.OADrn:; S~
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7.3

MAIN CONCLUSIONS ON '!HE LABORA'roRY MEI\SUREMENl'S

1.

The shear i:x:lx and ring shear do not produce identical residual

failure envelopes. Values of residual strength obtained by the
ring shear are always l=er than those obtained by the shear i:x:lx.
This is due to the experimental problems asscx:::iated with the
shear i:x:lx, such as an excessive soil extrusion which leads to an
appreciable arrotmt of side friction and the undesirable tilting
produced during long displacanent. This can be reduced to sc:ne
extent by using larger shear i:x:lx samples.

2.

The use of fast forward and backward shearing to generate a
failure surface follCMed by slow shearing is the best technique
of measuring the residual strength of reconstituted shear i:x:lx
samples.

This is due to the saving in time and to the reduced

possibility of producing an undulating shear surface, which may
lead to a locally greater shear resistance.

3.

The canplete residual failure envelope can be better detennined
by the nodified Branhead ring shear apparatus and in a

time than by the shear i:x:lx for all types of soil.

faster

This is due to

the nature of the failure surface obtained by the apparatus which

is alrrost flat and within the mid-height of the sample, and that
the problem of side friction, which can develop with other types

of ring shear apparatus has been reduced significantly.
Experience with the apparatus has proved that there is a rn:i.nimum
arrotmt of soil being extruded during shearing, which perrnits the
same sample to be tested under different nonnal stresses.

The

residual strength llObilised along soil-structure interfaces could
also be detennined easily by this apparatus using a ccmposite
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sample of clay and the material under consideration.
rrodified apparatus can be used by any practising engineer

The

=

technician witlx:Jut difficulty due to its relative simplicity.

4.

Residual strength parameters are not a soil p:roperty. The wtDle
failure envelope sh:Juld be taken into consideration rather than
dependency on single parameters.

The shape and degree of

curvature are governed by the mineralogy of the soil under
consideration,

other soil parameters such as liquid limit =

plastic limit sh:Juld only be used as a guide.

5.

Residual strength envelopes of all types of clays employed were
curved on both loading and unloading oonditions,

degree of curvature on unloading condition.

with a lCMer
The cause of

curvature in the case of the unloading oondition is referred
entirely to the experimental
n=mal

6.

=

associated with the test at

stresses belCM 100 to 150 kPa.

F= practical purposes, it is not reccmnended to investigate the
residual strength at normal stresses belCM 30 kPa in either the
ring shear apparatus or shear box, as the residual strength
cannot develop even for a displacement of 500

Inn.

This is mainly

due to the physical characteristic of the clay particles as they
do not =ientate parallel to the failure plane at such normal

stresses. Furt:hernore, the experimental

=

usually associated

with such stresses are high.

Values of C' obtained are very small or sanetimes equal to zero,
such values sh:Juld be ignored as they are also related to the
experimental errors.
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7.

Rate of shearing of 0.178 mn/min

range has

00

to 0.0178 mn/min or similar

effect on the results.

For practical purposes it

should oot cause too much soil extrusion. The latter depends
entirely on the type of soil and should be detennined by

saTe

experimental trials.

The initial water content, as found by many other investigators,
has

00

effect but it should be within a range so that it does oot

lead to a high initial soil extrusion.
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7.4

RESIOOAL STRENG'lH AT IDiI NORMl\L STRFSSFS

The residual strength of clay at low rxrrmal stresses was the main

objective of this worK.

Many investigators have referred

aspect of residual strength of clay as many landslides =

slopes occurr _ j f'\

.

to this
natural

nature at a relatively shallow depth.

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the residual strength envelope and the
variation of tan-I

</>

r' with nonnal stress respectively f= the three

types of soil under examination.

of tan-I

</>

All show that there is a variation

r' with rxrrmal stress up to a normal stress of 250 kPa.

HcMever as presented bef=e in Olapter 2, Figure 2.3, such a variation

could occur up to a value of 500 kPa with sane soils.

Therefore, this

problem should be investigated for all types of soils at Brr:l depth.
In other words,

the whole residual failure envelope should be

detennined.

To understand the mechanism of such behaviour,

the current research

progranme was divided into three parts which are:

1.

Laboratory tests

2.

Theoretical background and explanation.

3.

Soil fabric studies.

Final conclusions were drawn fran the outccrne of these three parts.
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7.4.1

Laboratmy Tests Evidence

The extensive laboratory investigations = i e d out in this research

project proved that all soils exhibit a run-linear residual failure

envelope on b:rth loading and unloading. The degree of curvature and
the =itical normal stress at which the shape of the curve changed to
a linear relationship is also dependent on the type of soil.

The

=itical normal stress P= ranged between ISO to 250 kPa.

Part of the curvature is due to experiJrental errors as proved on
unloading condition, while the major part is related to the
parallelism of the clay particles in the shear zone.

However it is

extranely difficult to separate between them.

The laboratory tests gave the shape and amount of the variation of

residual strength, where the actual cause cannot be fully determined.
However, the sliding mode failure surfaces which were produced at high
normal stresses such as 300 kPa sJ'n.Ied a slickenside nature which is

an indication of perfect parallelism.

The latter was found f= London

clay and Lias clay, while Baghdad clay did not show such indications.

7.4.2

'lhearetical Explanation of the Qn:ved Residual Failure Envelope

Generally the shear strength of clay is governed by the equation:

T

= a

n'

tan~'

7.1

assuming C' equal to zero in the absence of cohesion forces.

The friction angle used above includes sliding of grains

am

particle

rearrangement, which are both related to the =iginal fabric of the
soil.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Terzaghi ( 1920) , as mentioned by Mitchell ( 1977), hyp:lthesised that
the normal load N, acting between two bodies in contact causes
yielding at asperities where the actual interbody solid contact
develops.

The actual oontact area Ac is given by

A

where

c

= ~
ay

7.2

Y is the yield strength of the material.

The maximum shearing force T that can be withstcod by the oontact is
then:
T

= AC T

7.3

As the CXJefficient of friction is given by T/N,

~

-

T
= -NT = -cry = tanq,

7.4

The basis of the adhesion theory of friction is presented in equation

7.4, namely the tangential force that causes sliding depends on the
solid oontact and the shear strength of the oontact.

To gain a better understanding of the mechanism of the minerals
oontact,

it seems very usefUl to dem::Jnstrate the mechanism of the

mineral junction in terms of elastic and plastiC behaviour as
presented by Mitchell (1976).
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1.

Elastic Junction

For two spheres in contact, application of Hertz theory leads to:

d = (oNR)1/3

7.5

where d is the diaIreter of the plane circle area of the contact,

0 is

a function of geanetry, Poisson's ratio, and Young's m::>dulus, and R is
the sphere radius. On this basis Mitchell was able to correlate tan

~'

to on' as follows:

tan ~'

=

TiK (0' )-1/3

7.6

n

where Ti is the shear strength of the contact and K

= TT (40)2/3/4.

On this basis the coefficient of friction should decrease with

increasing 0', but it should be independent of sphere radius or
particle size.

2.

Plastic Junction

I f asperities yield and defonn plastically, then the contact area is

proportional to the normal load on the asperity.

+N
~T

JliAc.l
Ac

FIGURE 7.4:

l

)0

PLASTIC JUNCTION BE'IWEEN ASPERITIES WITH ADSORBED SURFACE
FIlMS
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If the =ntarninated film sb:eqth is

T

C' the mineral contact

T rn'

then

the strength of the =ntact will be

T

=...'-0

[,IT rn + (1-6)

T

7.6

c]

However equation 7.6 cannot be applied in practice as

6, TC are

difficult to determine.

In =lusion, plastic and or elastic deformations are CXl!1trolling the

=ntact area at asperities of the clay particles and as it reaches the
plastic condition, soil attains a =nstant residual strength.

This in

turn is related to the mineralogy of the clay itself, so if there are
higher percentages of platy clay particles,

they will

behave

plastically while if there are high percentages of bulky shaped clay
particles, the clay will behave elastically and will oot cause too
much drop fran the peak value tcMards its residual value as found with
Baghdad clay.

Sane investigators have suggested that tan-1 ~r' is related to
The latter resembles the purely elastic condition,
has 00 significant practical nature.
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0

-1/3 .

so such relation

7.4.3

Soil Fabric Studies

This research was carried out an natural soils in order to give the
research a practical character. The main diffiCUlty in carryj.nJ out
such research was the mineralogical

investigation which by itself

could be an individual research project.

X-ray diffraction tests and SEM photographs f= different failure
surfaces at different nonnal stresses using

~

different metrods of

dl:ying, as described in 01apter 5, are presented in Appendices A and B

respectively.

Lack of personal experience with the X-ray diffraction tests was one

of the problems encountered in this research, since it is extremely
diffiCUlt to evaluate numerically the percentage of clay minerals
existing in each type of clay as it needs a very long time and skill.

However the dominant clay minerals for each type of clay were
determined as shown in Figures A.l to A.3 (Appendix A).

Kenney (1977) found that the numerical accuracy of the mineralccmposi.tion deternrlnations of natural soils needs great amounts of
time and effort. His interpretations were based an approximate and

indirect =rrelations.

Table 7.6 presents mineralogical and geological information for
different types of massive and clay minerals.

I t is presented here

for reference.

As found fron laboratory test results, Baghdad clay has a relatively

higher residual strength value than the other types of clay.

The main

reason behind this is the presence of a relatively high percentage of
illite/mica group as shown in Figure A.3. These particles have a

sheety shape and high

4>

r' value.
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.
TABLE 7.6:

Mineral
Quartz
'. Attapulgite

BONDING ALONG CLEAVAGE PLANES, CLEAVAGE MODE AND RESIDUAL STRENGTH

No definite cleavage
along ( 11 0) plane

Mica

Good vasal (001)

Kaolinite

Basal (001)

Illite

Basal (001 )

Montmorillonite

Excellent basal (001)

Talc

Basal (001 )

Graphite
MoS_

Basal (001 )
Basal (001)

.t.

Bonding along Cleavage Planes

Mode of Cleavage

Adapted from Chattopadhyay (1972)

,-

r

Particle Shape

5

17 to 24 degrees

Bulky
Fibrous and
needle-shaped
Sheet

5

12 degrees

Platy

5

10.2 degrees

Platy

5

4 to 10 degrees

Platy-filmy

5

6 degrees

Platy

3 to 6 degrees
2 degrees

Sheet
Sheet

35 degrees
30 degrees

Si-O-Si, weak
Secondary valence (0.5 to
kcal/mole) + K - linkages
Secondary valence (0.5 to
kcal/mode) + H-bonds
(5-10 kcal/mole)
Secondary valence (0.5 to
kcal/mole) + K linkages
Secondary valence (0.5 to
kcal/mole) + exchangeable
ion linkages
Secondary valence (0.5 to
kcal/mole)
van der Waal' s
Weak interlayer

<j> ,

HcMever,

it stDuld be noted that during sample preparatien, it was

difficult to obtain pure clay minerals unless a perfect sedilrentatien
process was performed.

Therefore the test results were highly

influenced by the presence of other massive minerals. X-ray
diffractien tests for the natural Baghdad (Figure A.4) soil showed
that the original soil ccntained sore quartz minerals which have a
bulky shape with a <Pr'

of 3sD.

It is the belief of the author that

the presence of such massive minerals en the failure surface had an

influence en the residual strength values and the shape of residual
envelope obtained.

The other British clays have a

lower illite/mica group and higher

kaolinite minerals (Figures A.l and A.2).
difference between than and Baghdad clay.

This accounts for the

Kenney (1977) claimed that

in the case of soils and mineral mixtures in which the OCminant clay

mineral is hydrous mica, unexplained anomalies exist among the
residual strength results.

Different (SEM) photographs are presented in Appendix B of this
thesis. The ph:Jtographs were taken for samples tested under different
normal stresses at their failure surfaces and on the opposite
unsheared face.

Three different magnificaticns were anployed which

were lK, lOK and 20K

=

the nearest possible.

The accuracy of the photographs was influenced by many technical
defects in add! tien to those menticned in Olapter 5 a:n::erning the
methods of sample preparatien, adju.st:ing of the sample positien and
the surface disturbance were the main obstructicns in focusing the

exact shearing paths throughoot the failure surface.
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In Appendix 6 there are scme distinguishing pOOtographs which sOOw the

shearing path or the orientation of clay particles for example:

1.

Plates 6.3:

sh:Jws a clear shearing path in a circular direction

produced by testing Lond:Jn clay in the ring shear apparatus at a

rnnnal stress of 182 kPa.

2.

Plates 6.4:

sh:Jws a clear orientation of a kaolinite particle in

the shear zone for a sample of Lond:Jn clay tested in the ring
shear apparatus at a nonnal load of 208 kPa.

3.

Plates 6.11:

sh:Jws a tnrizantal orientation of clay particles in

the shear zone for a sample of Lond:Jn clay tested in the· shear
box at a rnnnal stress of 340 kPa.

4.

Plates 6.17:

shows some development of the clay particle

orientation in the shear zone for a sample of Lias clay tested in
the ring shear at a rnnnal stress of 208 kPa.

5.

Plates 6.21 and 6.23:

sOOw the partial developnent of the clay

particles orientation in the shear zone for samples of Baghdad
clay tested in the shear box at nonnal stresses of 200 and 300
kPa respectively.

Fran what is described before,

it sears that the (SEM) photographs

gave scme evidence of perfect orientation of clay particles in the
shear zone beyond the eritical rnnnal stress,

clays exhibiting sliding mode of shearing.
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Per'

especially for

7.5

MAIN CXH:LlJSIClN

1.

The residual failure envelope for all types of soils anployed in

this research was curved up to a certain critical rvrmal stress
beyond which it becares a straight line. The shape and degree of

curvature is entirely cxmtrolled by the shape of the dcminant
clay mineral.

With soils of rrore platy particle shape, both the

degree of CUJ:Vature and Pcr are higher than the other type of

soil: also they sh:M rrore brittle stress-strain relationships.

2.

The residual failure envelope becares a straight line when the

clay particles in the shear zone orientate themselves in a
horizontal direction and attain a cx:mplete plastic junction at
contact.

3.

Measurements of residual st:ren;lth at low nonnal stresses are rrore
influenced by experimental error than those beyond the critical
normal stress. Ring shear apparatus can give more realistic
resu1 ts than the shear box.

4.

No anpirical relationship can govern the

shape

and degree of

curvature of the residual failure envelope, however there is a
general trend that tan <Pr' =uld relate to O"r- l / 3 for purely
elastic particle contents.

For practical purposes, the wtDle

residual failure envelope should be taken into consideration in a
condition similar to that expected to occur in nature.

5.

There is 00 unique displacanent at which the residual strength of

clay is produced at different normal stresses.

Thus for a

natural general failure zone, it is highly cautioned to adopt a
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certain displacanent at which the residual strength is expected

to produce. The required displacanent sOOuld be determined fron
laboratory tests at the =esp:Jnding

6.

IXlrmal

stress.

Shearing against hard surfaces such as concrete have no
significant role in reducing the shape and degree of curvature
f= clay having

IXl

platy particle shape.

better f= platy shape particles.

It is expected to do

The validity of the latter

statement was proved later at Loughlx>rough by Rouaiguia (1990).

7.

SEM photographs are a useful guide in examining the failure
surface, however they need a lot of skill and experience to
interpret and are often inconclusive.
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amPl'ER 8

SUWESTIONS FOR FURTHER I«lRK

8.1

INTRODUCTION

The various aspects of residual shear strength have been extensively

investigated over the last 26 years by many researchers, as mentioned
in the literature survey (01apter 2).

In the main, these researchers have been =ncerned with methods for
detennining the residual strength in the laboratory and the study of
the factors that affect it, such as the shear rate, the stress history
and so on.

Canparison between values obtained in the laboratory and

in the field, and ==elations between the residual strength of soil
and other soil parameters, such as clayl fraction and plastic limit,
have also been presented.

In order to improve the understanding of the subject,

further research are suggested here.

four areas of

It is the belief of the author

that the first two (subsections 8.2. 1 and 8.2.2) will fill in gaps in
the research ca=ied out so far.

The other two (subsection 8.2.3 and

8.2.4) arose out of the present research on lCM' nonnal stresses.

8.2

SUGGESTED FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

8.2.1

Effect of Tallperdture on the Residual Strength of Clay

The literature shCM's that very little investigation has been ca=ied
out regarding the effect of temperature on the drained residual
strength of clay soil.

The main exception is the work of Bucher

(1975), who claimed that within a temperature range of 100 e to 600 e

2. 76

the measured residual strength is unaffected.

This obseIVation seems

to be inadequate as its findings cannot be generalised to a higher

temperature range similar to that produced during very fast
landslides, as in the special case of air-entrapped landslides which
may reach 300 km/hr (perry, 1985).

Heat is inevitably produced along

such landslide slip zones due to the friction produced by the huge
soil mass sliding.

Generally, the increase in temperature has -00 opposing effects on the
shear strength of clay, which are:

1.

The clay particles have a tendency toward flocculation on
temperature increase

(Lambe and Whitman,

1969),

therefore the

shear strength will increase due to the increase in the resistance
between the clay particles in such a particle assembly.

2.

As the temperature increases, salt concentration increases due to

water evaporation.

The effect is to increase the degree of

parallelism between adjacent particles since the attraction
between the particles is of the secondary valence type.

This in

turn leads to a reduction .in the shear strength due to the
parallelism of clay particles.

Therefore without carrying out an actual test at the required
temperature, it is quite difficult to forecast the results.

To do so,

it is first required to determine the actual field temperature and
second to select the proper method of testing.
following is suggested.
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Therefore the

1.

The field temperature can be estimated by using the thennal infra-

red technique (Moffat, 1989).

It uses sophisticated aerial

photographs to estimate the degree of temperature of the sliding
surface depending upon the degree of brightness of red spots
appearing in the photographs • H:::Mever, this technique could be
expensive and ccmplicated.

2.

Residual strength measurements are to be carried out on lOOmm
diameter pre-cut triaxial samples in order to run the test under
controlled temperature.
subnerged electrical coil.

Heat could be supplied by using a
HCMever,

the required temperature

could be maintained by balancing the supplied temperature and the
cell pressure.

Special load cells, rubber membranes, etc should

be manufactured to sustain the high temperature.

In any case, it

may not be possible to reach temperatures as high as that produced
in the field.

Doing so, it is expected to get residual strength

results at a temperature range higher than that recorded by Bucher
(1975) .

8.2.2

Shear Strength Improvements Along Residual Failure Surfaces

Many slope stability problems involve failure surfaces at their
residual state such as old landslides, faults, etc. The use of
supporting structures such as retaining walls and ground anchors are
usually considered as the best available solution to a geotechnical
problem.

Such solutions are usually expensive and ccmplicated.

TO get an alternative better solution, it is required to improve the
shear resistance along such failure surfaces in order to prevent
further movement, therefore it seems beneficial to carry out a
laboratory investigation involving improvements of the residual
strength along the failure surfaces.
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Here are two suggested methods of shear strength :improvements.

1.

Cation Replacement
It is well kno.-m fran the soil mechanics literature that in this
electro-mechanical method soil water tends to flow away fran the
anode and tcMards the cathode,

thereby helping to reduce pore

water =ntent and =nsolidate the soil.

Perry (1985) mentioned

that Gedney and Weber (1978) found that cation replacanent along a
failure surface can increase the soil strength by up to 300%

2.

Stabilising Methods
Using stabilisers such as lime or other injected chemicals along
the pre-detennined failure surface, shear strength will be highly
improved.

Adopting these methods of shear strength improvement, a laboratory
measurement of residual strength =uld be carried out which involves
measurements of residual strength on the pre-determined failure
surface developed in the shear box before and after improvement.

The

amount of shear strength improvement is an indication of their
applicability.

The cost of each method should also be taken into consideration.
Finally, the best selected method is the cheapest and most adequate
method.
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8.2.3

Measurements of Shear Strength of Clay Adjacent to the
Interface of Piles, Pipe Jacking and Other Ground Construction

As it has been shown before in this research and other previous

research, there is a reduction in the angle of shearing resistance of
clay particles in any clay when it undergoes large displacements.
a limit it reaches the residual value.

As

Therefore it is expected that

the shear strength of clay which is adjacent to piles and pipe jacking

oonstruction will reach its residual value as shearing in such cases
is relatively high.

In addition, hard surfaces such as concrete and

steel en=age the particles to arrange themselves parallel to the
plane of shearing, Kanji and Wolle (1977).

Anderson et al (1985),

Anderson (1988) and Coop and Wrath (1989),

have found that shear

planes are created in the clay adj acent to the interface of piles and
subsequently only small movements are required to mobilise the
residual shearing resistance of the soil.

Therefore, to investigate this effect tests of clay shearing against
hard surfaces are suggested.

Both shear box and ring shear OQuld be

used for this purpose as discussed before in Chapter 3.

Similar

loading conditions and rate of shearing should be applied during
testing.

Another set of shear box tests should be performed on clay samples
taken fron the interface of piles or pipe jacking laboratory model.
Canparisons between the results of the two types of tests will point
to the reliability of using the conventional apparatus for this
purpose.
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8.2.4
As

Mea.surenEnt of Field Residual Strength at Low Normal Stresses

the current research involves only laooratory investigation of

residual strength of clay at low nonnal stresses, it will be very
beneficial to extend this research to the field investigation of
residual strength characteristics on existing slip surfaces at shallow
depths and to re-create those characteristics in the simple ring shear
apparatus.

A few shear oox samples can be cut fran larger ones taken

fran sea cliffs at shallow depths after erosion and subsequent drying.

Different shear oox sizes should be tried, it could be very worthwhile
to use a very large shear oox, such as the 300 x 300 mm box, in order
to investigate the effect of sample size on the measured values of
residual strength.

Mineralogical studies are essential for such

research.
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APPENDIX A
X-RAY DIFFRACTION TEST RESULTS
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APPENDIX B
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE PHOTOGRAPHS

Type of soil:

La1d:n clay

Type of test:

Ring shear

Sanple preparaticn:

Air drying method

Normal stress:

104kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 mn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

PLATES 8.1:

SEM PHOICGRAPHS OF LGlOCN OAY (RIm SHEAR 104 kPa)
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1

3

2

4
PLATES B.l

303

Lond:Jn clay

Type of soil:
Type of

test:

Ring shear

Sanple preparaticn:

Air drying J1'ethod

Norrna1 stress:

156 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 nrn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 tiIres)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

PLATES B.2:

SEM PHOIO:;RAPHS OF LCNXlN CLAY (RIN:; SHEAR 156 kPa)

3C4

1

3

2

4
PlATES B.2
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Type of soil:

London clay

Type of test:

Ri.n;J shear

Sanple preparation:

Air drying meth::xi

Normal stress:

182 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 nm/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1100 times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 11,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 22,000 times)

PLATES B.3:

SEM PHarcx;RAPHS OF LONDON D.JW (RDG SHEAR 182 kPa)

3C6

,

,r

fl

o

PLATES B.3
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Type of soil:

London clay

Type of test:

Ring shear

Sample preparation:

Air drying method

Normal stress:

208 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 nm/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 til1'es)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

PLATES B.4:

SEM PHOTCGRAPHS OF LONDON CLAY (1illG SHEAR 208 kPa)

. 3Q8

1

3

2

4
PLATES B.4
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Type of soil:

Lcn:lon clay

Type of test:

Rin;J shear

Sample preparation:

Air drying method

Normal stress:

260kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 mn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1200 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 12,000 tilres)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 24,000 tilres)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1200 times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 12,000 tilres)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 24,000 tilres)

PLATES B.5:

SEM PHorcx:;RAPHS OF J:.ONI:OI CLAY (Rne SHEAR 260 kPa)
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PLATES B.5
311

Type of soil:

London clay

Type of test:

Ring shear

Sample preparation:

Air drying meth::ld

Normal stress:

416 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 rrm/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 12,000 times)

PLATES B.6:

SEM PHarcGRAPHS OF LONIXlN CLAY (RIN3 SHEAR 416 kPa)
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PLATES 8.6
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Type of soil:

London clay

Type of test:

Ring shear

Sanple preparation:

Freeze drying meth:Jd

Normal stress:

156 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 nm/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

PLATES B.7:

SEM PHCYr<X;RAPHS OF LONOON O-AY (RIN:; SHEAR 156 kPa)
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PLATES B.7

315

Type of soil:

Lcn:lcn clay

Type of test:

Ri.rg shear

Sample preparation:

Freeze drying IOOthod

Normal stress:

208 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 mn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

PLATES B.8:

SEM PH<m:X>RAPHS OF LONIXN aJ\Y (RIN:; SHEAR 208 kPa)
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PLATES B.8

317
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Type of soil:

London clay

Type of test:

Shear box

Sample preparation:

Air dryin;;J method

Nonnal stress:

40 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0160 rrm/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

PLATES B. 9:

SEM PHorooRAPHS OF LONDON CLAY (SHEAR BOX, 40 kPa)
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PLATES

. 319

B.9

Type of soil:

London clay

Type of test:

Shear tox

Sarrple preparation:

Air drying metmd

Normal stress:

340 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0160 nm/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1200 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 12,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 24,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1200 times)

plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 12,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 24,000 times)

PLATES B.lO:

SEM PHarcx;RAPHS OF LONOON a..AY (SHEAR BOX, 340 kPa)
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PLATES B.lO

321

Type of soil:

LondJn clay

Type of test:

Shear box

Sample preparation:

Air drying metOOd

Normal stress:

340 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0160 nrn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

PLATES B.ll:

SEM PHOI'CGRAPHS OF LONDON o..AY (SHEAR BOX, 340 kPa)
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PLATES B.11
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Type of soil:
Type of

Lond:Jn clay

test:

Shear box

Sanple preparation:

Freeze drying IOOthod

Normal stress:

60 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0160 nm/rnin

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1300 t:iJres)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 13,500 t:iJres)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 27,000 t:iJres)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1300 times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 13,500 t:iJres)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 23, ()()() t:iJres)

PLATES B.12:

SEM PHaro3RAPHS OF LONOON Q,AY (SHEAR BOX, 60 kPa)
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PLATES B.12

325

Type of soil:

London clay

Type of test:

Shear box

Sample preparation:

Freeze drying method

Normal. stress:

l40kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0160 rnn/rnin

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 11,000 times)

PLATES B.13:

SEM PHaro;RAPHS OF LONIlCN aAY (SHEAR BOX, 140 kPa)
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PLATES 8.13
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Type of soil:

London clay

Type of test:

Shear box

Sample preparation:

Freeze drying metOOd

Normal s1ress:

240kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0160 nm(min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Sheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

PLATES B.14:

SEM PHarcx:;RAPHS OF LONDON Q,Ay (SHEAR BOX, 240 kPa)
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PLATES B.14

. 329

Type of soil:

Lias clay

Type of test:

Ring shear

Sanple preparaticn:

Air drying meth:xI

Normal stress:

52 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 mn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 2000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1()()() times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 1O,CXXJ times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 20,CXXJ times)

PLATES B.15:

SEM PHarcGRAPHS OF LIAS aAY (RIN3 SHEAR, 52 kPa)
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PLATES 8.15

331
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Type of soil:

Lias clay

Type of test:

Ring shear

Sanple preparation:

Air dryirg metrod

Normal stress:

104kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 mn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1000 times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

PLATES B.16:

SEM PHOTOGRAPHS OF LIAS CLAY (RIN3 SHEAR, 104 kPa)
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PLATES B.16
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Type of soil:

Lias clay

Type of test:

Ring shear

Sanple preparation:

Air drying metOOd

Ncmnal stress:

208 kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 ImI/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1000 times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

PLATES B.17:

SEM PHOIOORAPHS OF LIAS CLAY (SHEAR BOX, 208 kPa)
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PLATES B.17
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Type of soil:

Lias clay

Type of test:

Rirg shear

Sanp1e preparation:

Air dryinJ metood

Normal stress:

260kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 nrn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1200 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 12,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 24,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1200 times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 12,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 24,000 times)

PLATES B.18:

SEM PHCm:X;RAPHS OF LIAS CLAY (RIN3 SHEAR, 260 kPa)
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Type of soil:

Baghdad clay

Type of test:

Rin;J shear

Sanp1e preparation:

Air drying metOOd

Normal stress:

100kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 rrrn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1000 times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

PLATES B.19:

SEM PH0103RAPHS OF BAGHDAD aAY (RIN3 SHEAR, lOO kPa)
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PLATES B.19

339

Type of soil:

Baghdad clay

Type of test:

Ring shear

Sanple preparation:

Air drying method

Normal stress:

200kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0178 mn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified l()()() times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,()()() times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified lCXXl times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

PLATES 8.20:

SEM PHaro:;RAPHS OF BAGHDAD CLAY (SHEAR BOX, 200 kPa)
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PLATES B.2.0
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Type of soil:

Baghdad clay

Type of test:

Shear box

Sarrple preparation:

Air drying method

Normal stress:

lOOkPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0160 om/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1000 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 11,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1000 tiJres)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 21,000 times)

PLATES B.21:

SEM PIfOII::GRAPHS OF BAGHDAD O-AY (SHEAR BOX, 100 kPa)
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PLATES B.21
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Type of soil:

Baghdad clay

Type of test:

Shear box

Sanple preparation:

Air drying metlx:>d

Normal stress:

200kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0160 nrn/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified lCXXl times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1000 times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

PLATES 8.22:

SEM PHO'f(X;RApH$ OF BAGHDAD O-AY (SHEAR BOX, 200 kPa)
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PLATES B.22

345

Type of soil:

Baghdad clay

Type of test:

Shear box

Sarrple preparation:

Air dIying method

N<n:nal stress:

300kPa

Rate of shearing:

0.0160 nm/min

Type of shearing:

Soil to soil

Plate 1

Unsheared surface (magnified 1200 times)

Plate 2

Unsheared surface (magnified 12,000 times)

Plate 3

Unsheared surface (magnified 24,000 times)

Plate 4

Sheared surface (magnified 1200 times)

Plate 5

Sheared surface (magnified 10,000 times)

Plate 6

Sheared surface (magnified 20,000 times)

PLATES B.23:

SEM PHOI'CGRAPHS OF BllGHDAO Q,AY (SHEAR BOX, 300 kPa)
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PLATES 8.23

347

